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WHEN IT 

CAME TO 

BEHRINGER 

WE LET THE 

EXPERTS 

MAKE THE 

NOISE. 

Leading experts in recording, film post -production 
and live sound are discovering the many advan- 
tages of the Behringer 2- channel and 8- channel 
DeNoisers. They know Behringer takes the noise 
out of the dirtiest signal path without altering the 
audio quality. Their reactions show why Behringer 
is now the most talked about name in professional 
audio circles. 

"Simply lovely. Smiles all around. Room agreement 
was unanimous: We want this thing on all our 
tracks." Mike Joseph- Editor REP, March 1992 

"I have used similar 'single- ended' devices on the 
mixes of 'Ghost' and 'Godfather III' and found 
the Behringer Mark Ill to be superior in every 
category -from ease of operation to final result. 

"Consequently, I am- without hesitation - 
recommending to LucasArts /Skywalker Sound that 
they buy at least four channels of Behringer 
Mark Ill DeNoising for each mixing console here and 
in Los Angeles; a total of twelve mixing rooms." 
Walter Murch -Film Editor and Music Mixer, 
LucasArts /Skywalker Sound 

"If the phrase noise floor is in your vocabulary and 
you would prefer that it was not, get a Behringer 
single ended noise reduction unit to the top of 
your got to have one list." Robert Scovill -Sound 
Engineer /Mixer, Rush /Def Leppard 

The experts know why Behringer DeNoisers let 
them take the noise out and leave the ,A 
audio quality in. Isn't it time you 
discovered all the good things 
Behringer can do for your audio? 

THE PERFECT EAR BEHRINGER 

Exclusively distributed in the US by Samson TechnolJgies Corp., P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 Tel (516) 932 -3810 Fax (516) 932-3815 
Samson 1992 
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REP and Live Sound! and Touring Technology now have a presence on the CompuServe Information Service network! Submit article ideas, create Letters- to -the- 

Editor, download articles from our On -Line library or have a "live" conversation with our staff and contributors on the REP: On -Une Forum. To receive a free 

CompuServe membership and sign -up kit, courtesy of REP, dial 1-800-524-3388 in the U.S. or Canada and ask for representative #232. Once on the network, 
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Photocopy rights: Permission to photocopy for internal or personal use is granted by Intertec Publishing Corporation for libraries and others registered with Copyright Clearance Center (CCC). 

provided the base fee of $2.00 per copy of article is paid directly to CCC, 21 Congress st.. Salem, MA 01970. Special requests should be addressed to Cameron Bishop. group vice president, 

Intertec Publishing Corporation. 
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VOLUME 

STARTSTOP 
MIDI DUMP 

The Peavey 1PMR SP /SX 
Sampling Combination 

ri"The Peavey DPM SP has enough 
power to generarrincredible 

sounds.... Overall, the SP represents tremendous 
value for the money....The engineers at Peavey 
are to be commended for building a highly 
capable sound module into a cost -effective, 
upgradable package." Electronic Musician 

May 1992 Issue 

The DPM® SP /SX sampling system is a phenomenal 
value. Costing thousands less than comparable units from 
our competitors, and hundreds less than most low end 
systems, the SP /SX combination represents the most 
powerful, yet affordable, full -featured 16 -bit sampling 
s stem on the market today! 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

"The SP offers ambitious r5Tners the 
potential for creating new signature sounds. 
Particularly considering its Tow price, 
expandability and first -rate storage and loading 
capabilities, the S?lives a musician more than 
just an introduction to sampling. With the SP, 
Peavey moves the flexible- architecture 
philosophy to new frontiers." 

EQ Magazine 
February 1992 Issue 

The DPM ® SX Sampling Xpander module allows you 
to digitally record your own 16 -bit samples and send 
them over SCSI to the SP or in the standard SD format 
to your DPM 3 or other compatible instsume 

The DPM® SP rack -mount sample playback module offers 
16 -hit resolution and 44.1 kHz stereo sample playback rate 
for industry standard sonic quality that is without equal. 

The SPStapable of hanaling up to 32 megabytes of a., 

menial sample memory:The sample RAM is expandable 
ti ith low -cost industry standard S1MMs expansion boards. 

sa0mta-- 
Up until now, high -quality sampling has been something 
that was out of reach for most people. Not only because 
of the expense, but because of the tedious time and effort 

N. required to create good samples. The union of the SP /SX 
finally brings together high -end futl=feetured sampling 
with ultra affordable pricing for the working musician. 

Sample the new DPM SP and DPM SX sampling system 
today! Be sure to ask about the new DPM SP sample 
library available now at your nearest Peavey dealer! 

The Mcnitor magazine from Peavey a publication tilled with the latest into musicians want to know Included are 
lerviews wilt today s hottest players YOU also get Irre latest news on Peavey equipment To receive a issues for only 

$5,00' sand check or money order to Monitor magazine Peavey Electronics 711 A Street Meridian. MS 39302.2898 
Prices good m U S only 

Circle (4) on Rapid Facts Card 
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el PA)0A¿'M 

(Asym netrita/174tfern, 
Axis and Level) 

Permits precise level and pattern control, 
virtually eliminating comb filtering and 

lobing in an array. 

PP C'l 
(Pose P/l 

Teal no %yy 

Eliminates the 

compression drives 

"throat" and "couples" 
the horn directly to 

the phase plug, 

thereby reducing 

throat compression 

and distortion. 

tITER YEARS Of 

BUILDING A_REPUTATION, 

TAD iS NOo 

BUILDING 

PERORMANCE 

SPEAKER 

SYSTEMS. 
Al FAST 

rM 

(gcousfita /-fiai ' 
'ysfe,j 771h%, 

Improves phase, 

frequency and 

transient response 

through tOe 

appliCatirk of a 

secondary-vent to 

the LF port and HF 

dispersion horn. 

For years, TAD ®components 

have been used by major speaker 

manufacturers and touring sound 

companies. Three years ago, TAD 

engineers focused on creating a 

gh performance speaker system 

of their own. The result is the 

new TAD TCM Series, Made in 

e U.S.A., TCM speakers feature 

tirely new technology for 

the industry. 

_- 
, : r;r;y c¡.0,,, 

t.: 

Improves overall - 
tonal characteristics 

by dissipating the 

capacitance which 

occurs in the 

magnetic gap of a 

loudspeaker. 

oeCvsuRE Can/5-rRuctoAl 

Features CNC 

fabrication of 14 -ply 

Finland birch,' 
mil -spec. aluminum 

flying track and rated 

stainless steel fasteners. 

Engineered to convenient 

"truck- pack" dimensions. 

% 

0?,1,04 ! 
' , 

qCer 6rienf4ifioH 

Dramatically reduces- by more than 

20dB -2nd harmonic distortion 

in the 50Hz to 100Hz range. 

©1992 Pioneer Electronics L'SAi1nc.. Long Beach. CA. '- Circle (5) on Rapid Facts Card 

Technical 
Audio Devices 

I'' rr I'PU11.M'HIal I »IIrJu.ts DivioliOn 

For more information on TAD by Pioneer and the TAD TI -31 Series. 

call i 310i 816 -0415 or FAX (3101 816 -5941. 
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Space Versus Speed 

It seems that every time a new tech- 
nology comes along, there's a fresh 
protocol one has to learn to achieve 
functional operability. Take computer 
workstations, MIDI devices, or digital 
processors in general. Digital control 
of circuitry has gotten us away from 
analog's "one -knob, one -function" con- 
trol architecture into multi -page nudge 
button /scroll wheel topologies and 
mousing about on screens. 

Is this a good or bad thing? Well, if 
you want a lot of variability in a very 
small piece of real estate, you can't 
beat it. All the functions that you don't 
need to access very often can be hid- 
den away, multiple layers down. How 
many times do you play with diffusion 
density distribution or pre -delay fre- 
quency response on a complex reverb 
program? Probably not often. If all your 
digital verb parameters were laid out 
like an analog parametric EQ, you'd 
have a panel 2 -feet wide with 120 knobs 
on it, of which only eight would be 
used with any repetition. 

The downside of screens, LCD win- 
dows and nudge buttons is that some- 
times you do want to address items 
lurking down there on page four. Then 
it's menu scroll, scroll, scroll. For that 
reason, mixers -on -a- screen haven't 
gained any headway over anolog con- 
trol- surface consoles. Some of the digi- 
tal EQs and compressors we've seen, 
both realized and on the drawing 
board, suffer from this slow digital 
operation interface. It's often nice to 
reach out and touch some knob, tweak - 
in your change and move on. Elapsed 
time: two seconds. Ergonomically, it's 
all a trade-off. Space versus speed. 

The important point to remember 
here, though, is that technological ca- 
pabilities will allow further improve- 
ments in the balance between space 
and speed. The current breed of digi- 
tal recording consoles provide rea- 
sonably sized analog -type control sur- 
faces, with active, flexible knob "func- 
tion assignments" that can remap 
those deeper or alternate pages onto 
the console -top when needed. 

Those of you who know your way 
around video editing systems or com- 
puter workstations are already sev- 
eral steps ahead. Much of the technol- 
ogy that trickles down to audio con- 
trol comes from computers and video. 

But how about the rest of you? Have 
you kept up with all these changes? 
Ask yourself: have you gone to a major 
show - an AES, NAB, NAMM or even a 
SPARS conference and played with one 
of those systems? Even if the company 
checkbook says "Sit Tight," are you 
being fair to your future and keeping 
yourself educated as to the new devel- 
opments in audio? 

Here are some ideas: 
Get some time on someone else's sys- 
tem, Rent it or the room. Use a project 
(and /or its budget) to make it happen. 
Buy the book. 
Get involved in our CompuServe 
REP: On -Line Forum, and ask a lot of 
questions! There are others out there 
who use the devices, know techniques 
you may want, or have access to the 
answers. Also, many of the manufac- 
turers have a presence on CompuServe 
audio and MIDI Forums themselves. 
Join SPARS. The members are a 
wealth of information. 
Learn parallel technologies, i.e.: com- 
puter video /graphics design. The rate 
at which the technologies are crossing 
over is astonishing. And, it's fun. 
Buy a simple (or starter) version of 
the system, if it's a workstation, and 
grow into it, building as you go. 
Take a short course from one of the 
many quality schools or universities 
who cover the subject. If it's in a nice 
vacation area, bring the family! 
*Hang out at pro -audio stores that al- 
low you to demo. Make an effort to 
understand. Ask questions and make 
the salesman dig for the answers. You'll 
both learn. Demo the unit at home, and 
offer to teach the staff at the store how 
it works after you figure it out. Better 
yet, let them learn through a seminar 
at your studio. You can assist, plus get 
potential clients in your door. 

Get a collection of local audio people 
together and have someone from the 
factory come out and do a presenta- 
tion, either at your studio or at a sales 
outlet. They'll usually be happy to. 
That's how they sell things! 

Do your part. Be good to yourself and 
your future. Keep up with the new 
technology. Grow. Learn. If you don't 
get the current technology and tech- 
niques under your belt today, you'll be 
completely lost when the totally out- 
side stuff comes at ya next year. And 
that's a threat! 

Mike Joseph 
Editor 

July 1992 REP 5 
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Apples and Oranges 
From: John Hardy, The John Hardy Com- 
pany, Evanston, IL. 

I must again point out problems with 
statements made by Jim Williams of 
Audio Upgrades, this time in his letter 
to the editor in the March '92 issue of 
REP (which was a reply to my letter 
from the November '91 issue, which 
was written in response to the original 
Williams /Schwartz article in the REP 
June '91 issue). 

First, regarding the 990 discrete op- 
amp, he states, "As to the basic 990 
design, large improvements can also 
be made." Part of his basis for this 
statement is a comparison of the Na- 
tional Semiconductor LM394 super - 
matched transistor pair that is used in 
the 990, and the rival Precision 
Monolithics MAT -02 transistor pair. 
According to Mr. Williams, "The input 
transistor, the LM394, has a noise spec 
of 1.8nv /Hz squared. The PMI MAT -02 
is a direct replacement and offers an 
improved noise spec of .85nv /Hz, or 
about half the noise." Here is where he 
goes wrong: 
A. Careful examination of the data 
sheets of both devices reveals that 
those noise specs were derived under 
different operating conditions. The col- 
lector current of the LM394 was 100 
microamps, while the MAT -02 was 1 

milliamp. If the test currents (and all 
other conditions) had been the same, 
the noise specs would have been iden- 
tical. Mr. Williams is therefore com- 
paring apples and oranges. 
B. Mr. Williams is apparently implying 
that, by using the MAT -02 in place of 
the LM394, the 990 would be a quieter 
op-amp ( "... half the noise"). Did Mr. 
Williams actually test both devices in 
the 990 circuit and find that the MAT - 
02 provided half the noise? Mr. Wil- 
liams seems to continue to make erro- 
neous or misleading statements. I con- 
tacted PMI to get their views regarding 
the MAT -02 versus the LM394 issue. 
After reviewing the specifications of 
both devices, the PMI engineer con- 
cluded that they were extremely close 
in both ac and dc performance. 

Regarding the other alleged advan- 
tage of the MAT -02, Mr. Williams states, 
"It also sounds better, at least to the 
many people who have installed it in 
Sony /MCI tape machines and con- 
soles." I cannot debate that, since I 

haven't heard a comparison. However, 

6 REP July 1992 

I would like to know the complete cir- 
cumstances under which the compari- 
sons were made. Were there other 
changes made to the circuits at the 
same time, changes that might have 
been the cause of the audible differ- 
ence? Perhaps the circuits might not 
have been properly optimized for the 
LM394 in the first place (some of those 
designs aren't exactly brilliant), and 
the MAT -02 was coincidentally better. 
Did anyone do a thorough analysis of 
the circuits, before and after the modi- 
fications, to see what was really going 
on? Or was it more like, "Hey ...I plugged 
it in, and it didn't blow up (yet), and I 

think it sounds better too! Pass the 
Oreos!" 
C. Another aspect of the "large im- 
provements" that Mr. Williams says 
can be made to the 990 is moving from 
100ppm resistors to 50ppm resisitors. 
I am gradually incorporating 50ppm 
resistors into the production of the 
990, but more importantly, I have spe- 
cial trimming procedures to adjust 
critical resistances to well beyond the 
1% specified accuracy. Great atten- 
tion was also paid to proper layout of 
the p.c. board to assure the tightest 
possible tracking of critical resistances 
and other parameters by minimizing 
thermal gradients. Meanwhile, there 
are other resistance values that are 
very non -critical, so it doesn't matter 
whether they are 1% or 5 %, or 100ppm, 
or 50ppm, or 200ppm. Again, you must 
analyze the circuit to determine what 
is really important. 

Perhaps in certain areas of life, "It's 
not the size that counts, it's how you 
use it!" as Mr. Williams says. However, 
as I mentioned in my previous letter, 
there are issues of power dissipation 
and maximum voltage levels where 
there is no substitution for larger size. 
Note that the MAT -02 Mr. Williams 
seems to prefer over the LM394 uses a 
silicon chip that is about 1/16" square, 
just as the LM394 does. These chips 
are roughly the size of an entire mono- 
lithic op-amp chip. I am certain that 
National Semiconductor and Precision 
Monolithics would have used smaller 
chips if they could have, but to make 
the best possible matched transistor 
pair, a "large" chip was required. 

Mr. Williams made erroneous as- 
sumptions about how the MAT -02 
would perform in the 990 application, 
bashed op -amps in general, and the 
990 in particular. We deserve much 
higher accuracy in reporting. 

Responding to Noise 
From: Marvin Caesar, Aphex Systems, 
Sun Valley, CA. 

Your review of the Behringer De- 
Noiser was most unfortunate in that it 
lends credibility to a company whose 
stated business plan is to copy suc- 
cessful products developed and intro- 
duced by other companies, including 
Aphex. I am not talking about about 
using a feature or a part of the design, 
but rather the entire product, includ- 
ing PC layout and componentry. They 
have even admitted in writing that 
they have copied the owner's manual 
for our 612 Gate. 

Where possible, legal action against 
Behringer has already been instituted 
or will soon be initiated. Legal costs 
are extremely high, and, when viewed 
in relationship to our small market- 
place, may be prohibitive. 

However, it is not only manufactur- 
ers such as dbx, Rane, Symetrix and 
Aphex that are hurt, but also your 
readers - the ultimate consumers. 

Products may never be developed 
for fear of theft. Those which are devel- 
oped may not include all available in- 
novations or may contain performance 
compromises to protect circuitry - 
the consumer loses. 

Schematics and technical informa- 
tion become limited and service re- 
stricted - the consumer loses. 

Owners of copies of products do not 
receive the benefit of updates and tech- 
nical support from the original manu- 
facturer - the consumer loses. 

When patent rights are upheld, the 
purchasers of the copy may be subject 
to legal action (a patent being the ex- 
clusive right to manufacture, sell and 
use) - again the consumer loses. 

If the above arguments are insuffi- 
cient for some, I would ask that they 
imagine that one of their songs - the 
result of their creativity and hard work - is blatantly stolen, not just a sound 
or a line, but an entire song with cover 
art! That thought will be their guide 
when confronted with a choice be- 
tween a rip -off and the real thing. That 
thought should also guide them out of 
a store which deals in goods of ques- 
tionable origin. 

Send letters to REP. Box 12901. Overland Park. KS 66282- 
2901; or tax 913- 967 -1905. Letters must be signed and may 
be edited tor length and clarity. 
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\JENDS 
TTRACK GROWS 

1. But with 

!atracks, you're assured 

legendary sound quality 

and precision audio electron- 

ics that have provided years of 

service, outstanding reliability and 

excellent performance to the top 

studios and artists, worldwide. 

A future safe design and a 

proven track record that has 

remained unmatched in the 

industry for over 40 years are 

just two of the many reasons to 

rely on Studer. 

Move up and start your 

own legend with Studer's newest 

digitally controlled analog 24- 

track recorders. 

For more information on the 

A820 and A827 multitracks, call 

your Studer representative today. 

Studer Revox America, Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37210 Tel: 615/254 -5651 Fax: 615/256 -7619 
New York 212/255-4462 Los Angeles 818/780.4234 Studer Revox Canada Ltd., Toronto 416/510 -1347 
0 1992 Smder Revox America. Inc. 

Circle (6) on Rapid Facts Card 

STUDER 
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Revkatim Aeze44 

"Hello this is Paul Nado. Recently, Bay Bank of Boston toç p 
New England Digitals' assets. 1f you are calling with anions relat 
England Digital, you should try to reach Trace lock at Bay Bank 

Th- ser is (617) 556 -6511. Tha 

Phone calls to NED's 603-448-5870 main num 
the week of July 6. 1992) led to the comptroll 

and the voice -mail message list 

illPir ad Naples, who stayed on at the NED facility in 
Lebanon, NH on a volunteer basis, confirmed these 

facts: NED ceased operations on June 22, 1992. NED was 
neither in chapter 7 nor 11. The Bay Bank of Boston was 
simply seeking to sell NED assets to a "bulk buyer." 
Among those expressing interest, in no particular order 
were: Fostex, Harmon International and various inves- 
tor groups. 

"Part of the reason we (NED) got in this posi- 

tion was the continued recession, the New England 
banking environment and competition in the lower 

rid (of the market). I feel optimistic that some form 

)1 the company, if not the whole company, will live 
- Brad Naples 

BIG APPLE USERS RESPOND! 
Approximately 50 users met in Manhattan - some 

even flew out from Chicago. A similar meeting was 
held in Los Angeles. 

"Synclavier is the one system in the world 
where you can press one button and set an 
entire studio in motion." 

- Quote from users meeting 

The big questions on most users' minds at these 
meetings were: 

1.) What is really going on? 
2.) Where do we get parts and service? 
3.) What can we do? 

SYNCLAVIER OWNERS CONSORTIUM 

Late -breaking news: REP received this fax from the just -formed SOC representing 
the focused response of the NED user universe: 

"The Synclavier Owners Consortium has been re- formed, based jointly in New York and Los 
Angeles. The primary aim is to provide ongoing service and support for the current users. An eastern 
action committee, chaired by Mike Thorne, was approved, the other members being Dave Behuniak 
of Magno Sound, Valerie Ghent of Ashford + Simpson and David Klein of RMI. A western committee 
chaired by Bruce Nazarian and Martin Royer of Gnome Productions was also approved. Membership 
is nearly total among active Synclavier users in the U.S." 

Stay Tuned. 

8 R E P July 1992 
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NADY has promoted Mike Perez to 
the position of artist relation manager 
... At WaveFrame, Dan Radford has 
assumed duties as chief financial offi- 
cer and Dennis Eveland has been 
named as field service manager ... En- 
gineer Ed Cherney, producer Don Was, 
and artist Bonnie Raitt were recently 
awarded a 3M Visionary Award for 
their work on Raitt's "Luck of the Draw" 
album ... Tannoy has selected ACS's 
Paul Consalves as their new sales rep 
for the regions of Ontario and Quebec. 
ACS Acoustical Services of Canada) is 
an independent sales and marketing 
company ... John Scott has joined Mu- 
sical Infinities creative staff to head 
the Octopus service department ... 
Master's Workshop announced the 
appointment of Tim Archer to the po- 
sition of chief engineer... Harvestworks 
assistant director Brian Karl has been 
named co-director, and has also been 
added to the Editorial Board of Tellus, 
the Audio Arts Magazine on cassette 
and compact disc ... Robert Maxwell, 
a vice- president at HBO Time/Warner 
Inc. and Harvestworks' board member 
has been elected Chairperson of the 
Board ... Michelle Andersen has been 
named promotion manager for The 
Welk Music Group in Santa Monica, CA 
... Erica Reitz has been chosen to head 
the international advertising and mar- 
keting department and Kent McGuire 
has assumed responsibilites for do- 
mestic advertising and marketing at 
Circuit Research Labs (CRL). 

TREND WATCH 
Everything you need to know 

The University of Miami's College of Engineering and School of Music have 
formed a new undergraduate curriculum option for students wishing to study 
audio engineering. The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering will 
administer the degree program providing a Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering degree with an emphasis in Audio Engineering - the first degree 
program of its kind in the U.S. The Audio Engineering option combines tradi- 
tional electrical engineering studies such as circuit theory and electronics, with 
audio studies in areas such as acoustics, digital audio, transducer, signal 
processing, post production and recording. Prerequisite courses in areas such 
as calculus, differential equations, physics and chemistry are also included in 
the curriculum. 

Who you gonna write (complain) to? 
A program called Personal Advocate has the names and addresses of 2,500 key 

people to complain to, along with 40 pre-composed complaint letters. 
On the list are every member of Congress, govern- 

ment agencies, Better Business Bureaus, credit bu- 
reaus, health and medical associations, insurance 
regulators, state banking authorities, child welfare 
groups, consumer and civil liberties advocacy groups 
plus the heavy hitters at most Fortune 500 corporations, Medicare and Social 
Security and the Department of Veterans Affairs. Personal Advocate for the IBM 
is available from Parsons Technology of Hiawatha, Iowa. Now, where's the Mac 
version for us left- brainers? 

Just in time for Christmas 
Philips Consumer Electronics and PolyGram have launched the manufactur- 

ing, marketing and consumer awareness campaign for its new Digital Compact 
Cassette (DCC), with the delivery date for DCC as Sept. '92. PolyGram has 
already opened the world's first pre-recorded DCC factory in the Netherlands; 
Philips has received the first shipment of digital heads; DCC industry groups 
have been established worldwide; the first DCC decks have been distributed to 
the industry and a new DCC logo has been created. Selective consumer demon- 
strations of the new DCC technology will begin in the third quarter of 1992. 

STAR SEARCHERS 
Six months after the British Record Producer Guild launched its hunt for new musical talent, a number of Guild 

members have discovered promising artists among the more than 1.000 tapes which have been received 

The BRFG's talent hunt is not a competition, it is simply an attempt by Guild members to promote new talent and 

encourage new and innovative ideas. By using their production skills and contacts with mainstream record 

companies, members hope they will be able to help talented newcomers find recording deals. 

The initial sorting process is entirely random, but members have adopted a policy of referring promising tapes to 

appropriate colleagues. Some are well produced, but it has been noticed that a large part of the worK is badly 

recorded and /or packaged. Many tapes are arriving without SAE's, photographs. or information about the band. Many 

have been received with only the tape and a telephone number. So, okay. the business side is weak. But did you hear 

that guitar solo? 
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STUDIO UPDATE 
Facility /Location Details 

According to its founder, Dr. Christopher 
Jaffe, Jaffe Acoustics, Inc. has been re- 
organized. Dr. Jaffes two senior col - 
leagues, Mark A. Holden and Paul H. Scar - 
brough, have been named full partners in 
the company, which will be called Jaffe 
Holden Scarbrough Acoustics, Inc. 

Musical Infinities, a San Francisco-based 
recording studio, has opened an integrated 
recording studio, creative services and 
equipment rental business called "Octo- 
pus.' The service allows clients to rent 
Mac -based workstations for off -line prep - 
and pre -production tasks before finishing 
projects on -line at the Musical Infinities fa- 
cility. Musical Infinities also recently 
opened a new foreign language and trans 
lation department. 

Roadworx, headquartered in Greensboro, 
NC, has opened their fourth U.S. office in 
the Atlanta suburb of Smyrna, GA. The 
company which specializes in touring au- 
dio, lighting, video and staging, services 
entertainment and corporate clients. 

The Crown DC -300, generally accepted 
as the first high -power solid -state amplifi- 
er, is celebrating it's 25th anniversary. The 
amplifier is still available as the DC -300 
A Series II. 

The AES of Great Britain is sponsoring 
a 2-day conference from Sept. 14-15 at 
Kensington Town Hall, London, England, 
featuring 18 experts in the field of DSP for 
Audio. Sessions include fundamental is- 
sues, filter design and topology, code 
generation, DSP and psycho-acoustics, 
acoustic environment correction and con - 
trol, pro and consumer applications and 
audio signal restoration. For information 
call 0628 -663725; fax 0628 -667002. 

NORTHEAST 

Bear Tracks /Suffern NY Finished upgrading its SSL E Series 
console with a SRI G Series studio 
computer and software. 

Hit Factory/New York City Purchased a Neve VRP72 with Flying 
Faders. 

SOUTHEAST 

River City Productions /Memphis Recently installed a new Tascam 3500 
series 24 -input console. 

MIDWEST 

Ron Rose Productions /Southfield, MI Placed an order for an AMS Logic t 
SPECTRA workstation. 

SOUTHWEST 

San Antonio Shoe /Boerne, TX Purchased a Neve VR60 with Flying 
Faders Automation. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Goodnight L.A. /Van Nuys Added a second studio, L.A. "B." which is 
a 24 -track digital room with MIDI. 

Capital Records/ Hollywood Added a Neve VR72 with Flying Faders. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Focused Audio /San Francisco Acquired a 16-output AudioFile Plus 
digital editing system. 

NORTHWEST 

Digital One /Portland, OR Recently installed an SSL ScreenSound. 

CANADA 

Pizazzudio /Ontario Acquired a Studer A827 multitrack 
recorder, a D &R Avalon console with 
Optifile, an Apogee AD500 converter, 
Demeter tube mic preamp and tube direct 
box and Genelec 1031A loudspeakers. 

CARIBBEAN 

Music Works /Kingston, Jamaica Began construction on a new facility 
featuring an ARcoustics architectural 
design. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Berwick Studios /London Has added 62 channels of Uptown 
Automation's 2000 moving fader console 
automation system to its AMR 24 console. 

EUROPE 

Rádiotelevisao /Lisbon Has purchased one 16- channel and two 8- 
channel DAR SoundStation Sigmas. 

FAR EAST 

The new book "Practical Recording 
Techniques" provides coverage of digi- 
tal tape recording, hard -disk recording, 
keyboard and digital workstations and 
MIDI. Authors Bruce and Jenny Bartlett 
cover such topics as the basics of sound 
and the tools for recording including stu- 
dio setup, proper acoustics and recording 
equipment. The is book available from 
Sams; 800 -428 -5331. 

Synchrosound /Kuala Lumpar, Has taken delivery of a Neve VRL 60 
Malaysia with Flying Faders. 

DESIGNERS 

Walters- Storyk Design Group /New Has completed new digital post 
Paltz, NY production facilities for Henniger Digital 

Audio (Arlington, VA), including a 
matched pair of Lexicon Opus suites. 
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T'444 By Dan Levitin 

Bronx Style Bob: "Grandma's 
Ghost" 

Label: Sire/Warner Brothers 
Produced by: Bronx Style Bob, 

Carmen Rizzo Jr., John Myles 
O'Brien, Roy Campanella Ill, Sam 
Catalona, Mike Hightower, Jeff 
Connor, Danny Saber, Kenny 
Villenuve, Skate Master Tate, 
Matt Hyde 

Engineered by: Carmen Rizzo Jr., 
Alan Blazek, Danny Saber, Sean 
Freehill, Kalique Glover, Dean Burt, 
Sam Catalone, Mike Hightower, 
Kenny Villenuve, Sean Freehill, 
Ramsey Embick 

Recorded at: Power Trax, Studio 55, 
S.S.R., California Recording, Kitchen 
Sync, Sound Castle, Chappell, Beat 
Street, Tempo, Image 
Comments: One of the most interest- 

ing and exciting new artists to cross 
my CD player this year, Bob is some- 
thing of an anomaly. Blurring the dis- 
tinctions between rap, R&B and pop, 
he blends these influences skillfully, 
sometimes even within one tune. BSB 
co-produced all the tracks with great 
consistency, and by the sonics, you'd 
never know so many different produc- 
ers were involved. (I consider this a 
plus.) 

Of special interest: The smoothest 
tunes are those co- produced by 
Carmen Rizzo, such as "Forbidden 
Love," "I'll Be There For You" and "Chil- 
dren Play." Perhaps what appeals to 
me most about Rizzo's tracks are his 
melodic use of guitars and the instru- 
ments he tucks into the corners of the 
mix. "Children Play" features a gypsy - 
style violin throughout, and a guitar 
solo that sounds like something from 
"Axis: Bold As Love." Acoustic guitar 
leads in the intro and throughout lend 
a classical quality to the song. 

FOCUS: 
CARMEN RIZZO JR., Producer and Engineer, "Grandma's Ghost" 

REP: How do you get drum machines to sound live? 
CR: The first thing is the drum programming - I try to get a live feel. A very 
important thing is the panning of the drums - wide panning isn't the answer 
and mono obviously isn't the answer either. I also try to incorporate live 
samples - I use the MPC60 and the Forat F16. The guys from LinnDrum, Ben 
and Bruce, own their own company and make the Forat, a 16-bit drum 
sampler. It's a very common box that a lot of people use. 

Also, I tend to mix dry, I don't like too much reverb or effects usually. The 
kinds of records I listen to - older- style records - don't have a lot of tricks 
involved. Too many records today are too compressed and too wet for me - 
I think drier and simpler mixing is my style. 

REP: When you talk about old style- records ... 
CR: 1 mean like Sly Stone, older soul records, old Marvin Gaye - those are 
the records I tend to listen to more. It's wierd because people sometimes 
think you have to be a flash mixer to be a good mixer when you really don't. 
A lot depends on the song and just making sure the song comes across on 
the record. One of my favorites is Bill Bottrell (see the June 1992 REP 
Interview for Bottrell). I had a chance to work with him, too. 

REP: What did you learn? 
CR: To kind of get your chops down as a mixer; by chops I mean balancing, 
and tending to mix dry. I wasn't a second engineer that long, unfortunately, 
so I kind of assisted for him and also co- engineered with him. Susan Rogers is 
another favorite - she did all those Prince records. Between the two of 
them, listening to their stuff and talking to them, I learned a lot about mixing. 

They always tend to do records I like. I think being a mixer is like being an 
actor or a model - people tend to judge you by the product. 

REP: How do you record vocals? 
CR: I always use a dbx165A limiter as I'm recording. With EQ I might add 
some top and take out some low. On Bob I used an AKG "The Tube." When 
recording I try to get as much of the sound to tape as I can. 

REP: How involved were you with the arrangements? 
CR: We changed them around a bit. The instrumentation was done from 
scratch. That's one thing I'm kind of proud of - the instrumentation is very 
important to me. We used vintage instruments -a real violin in "Children 
Play," a Wurlitzer, real bass on all the songs. On all the records I do there's 
pretty much a posse - Allen Kamai on Bass, Chris Bruce on Guitars and John 
Barns on Keyboards, including synclavier strings. 

REP: How did you mix? 
CR: I mixed on SSL to analog 2 -track and to DAT; 30ips on 996 +6 and I usually 
go to two DATs at the same time. This album was cut analog but I usually go 
24 digital and 24 analog. I like the mixing technique of "push up the faders 
and it's time to go." 

Dan Levain is R -E -P's music production editor. 
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Ugly Kid Joe: "As Ugly As They 
Wanna Be" 

Label: Stardog /Polygram 
Produced by: Ryan Dorn and Ugly 

Kid Joe 
Engineered by: Ryan Dorn 
Mixed by: Ryan Dorn 
Recorded at: NRG Studios (Los 

Angeles) 
Mixed at: Summa Studios (Los 

Angeles) 
Mastered by: Eddy Schreyer at 

Future Disc 
Comments: All the high- budget hard 

rock production tricks are employed 
on this 5 -song EP with a sense of humor 
and spirit: doubled electric guitars, solo 
lead guitar doubling lead vocal line for 
emphasis, full band breakdowns punc- 
tuated by blistering lead fills and choog 
choog driving rhythm guitars. Propelled 
by the hit "(I Hate) Everything About 
You," UKJ is getting some well- deserved 
attention. Crane is a vocalist with good 
control and delivery, and the rhythm 
section is tight. 

Of special interest: The instrumenta- 
tion is the standard two guitars, bass 
and drums. But close attention to the 
arrangements and some clever plan- 
ning keeps the songs interesting. The 
arrangements have obviously been 
worked over so that not everyone is 
taking fills at once, and when someone 
does take a fill, it fits perfectly into the 
song as a whole. The lyrics avoid the 
usual hackneyed approaches to cars, 
drugs and women by putting on a new 
spin, i.e., "Madman" is about a psycho- 
path in Disneyland who wants to ad- 
minister LSD to his victims. The CD 
booklet graphics feature a scruffy ver- 
sion of Nipper urinating on a Victrola. 
(Notice they're not on RCA). 
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PIANO WORKS (EU VRES POU R PIANO 
WILHELM KEMPFF 

Wilhelm Kempff: "Schumann 
Piano Works" 

Label: Deutsche Grammophon 
Produced by: Cord Garben, Manfred 

Richter, Rudolp Werner 
Engineered by: Klaus Heimann, 

Klaus Scheibe, Hans -Peter 

CHOPIN 4 SCHERZI - BERCEUSE BARCAROLLE - 
MAURIZIO POLLINI 

Maurizio Pollini: "Chopin 4 
Scherzi, Berceuse, Barcarolle" 

Label: Deutsche Grammophon 
Produced by: Werner Mayer 
Engineered by: Günter Hermanns 

Comments: Asked to name the most 
difficult instrument to record, many 
engineers single out the grand piano. 
The fundamental problem is getting a 
recorded piano to match the sound 
heard in one's head while sitting in the 
room with the piano. This turns out to 
be insidiously tricky. The instrument 
itself is very large and the sound ema- 
nates in every direction, from the 
soundboard toward the floor, from the 
sides, front and back, and from the 
string bed upwards, reflecting off the 
partially opened lid and back into the 
soundboard again. In popular music, 
where the piano is accompanied by 
other instruments, the sound quality 
is not so incredibly crucial. The re- 
cording of solo piano is truly the test of 
engineering skill and artistry. 

These two recordings represent very 
different approaches to the recording 
of solo piano, different production 
styles and sonic conceptualizations. 
Though different, almost opposite, 
they are both superb examples of solo 
piano recording technique married to 
extraordinary and sensitive perfor- 
mances. 

The sound of Kempff's Schumann is 
warm and rich, encompassing the 
darker tonal shades. The recording is 
at once haunting and delicately sur- 

real in performance and tone. 
Scheibe's 1973 recording of the 
Kinderszenen does become slightly 
distorted in some of the louder pas- 
sages, but this is only momentary and 
not a serious detraction. The soft pas- 
sages are recorded far from the noise 
floor and sing beautifully. 

Hermanns' recording of Pollini cap- 
tures a much brighter piano sound, 
with no corresponding lack of warmth. 
The tone itself feeds the playfullness 
of Chopin's Scherzi, the ambiences all 
surely organic. The small amount of 
noise heard in some of the louder 
passages (on Scherzo No. 2, for ex- 
ample) may sound like distortion in- 
troduced by the recording process, 
but are far more likely the sounds of 
the piano itself vibrating and the 
strings buzzing with the intensity of 
the performance. 

The stereo imagining on the two 
recordings is quite different as well. 
Where Kempff's piano is rendered in 
luxurious ambience washing over the 
stereo field, Pollini's instrument is pre- 
sented with perhaps greater spatial 
accuracy: Chopin's rapid multi- regis- 
ter runs dance through the stereo 
field with the sort of naturalness and 
majesty one might expect to hear sit- 
ting right on the piano bench. 
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Lyle Lovett: 
Ruth" 

Label: Curb /MCA 
Producers: George Massenburg, Billy 

Williams, Lyle Lovett 
Engineered by: George Massenburg, 

Nathaniel Kunkel 
Mixed by: George Massenburg 
Recorded at: Ocean Way, Conway 

(Los Angeles) 
Mastered by: Doug Sax, Alan 

Yoshida, Ron Lewter at The 
Mastering Lab (Los Angeles) 
Comments: It is recordings such as 

this that make being a reviewer worth- 
while. "Joshua" has clarity, spacious- 
ness, depth and sponaneity. And it 
was recorded predominantly live to 
multitrack! Lovett's vocals are cap- 
tured with great attention to detail so 
that every nuance comes through, 
creating an intimacy not often found in 
recorded music. The heavy compres- 
sion that Massenburg says he used is 
not sonically evident. The songs are 
wonderfully eclectic, stunningly repro- 
duced by one of the greatest engineers 
of our time. 

Listeners who focus on the tones of 
individual instruments may argue that 
the individual tones are not "amaz- 
ing." Alright, so maybe the piano's a 
tad bright. The real brilliance here is 
how everything hangs together to cre- 
ate a package that is better than the 
sum of individual parts, and that is 
first and foremost, musical. Where 
every minor detail adds to the total 
soundscape. A skillful, artful marriage 
of songwriting, playing and produc- 
tion values. 

"Joshua Judges 

FOCUS: 
GEORGE MASSENBURG, Producer and Engineer, 

"Joshua Judges Ruth" 

REP: I thought we might talk about the Lyle Lovett record. 
GM: I gotta tell you, I really hate going through the "I use this microphone" 
and blah blah blah. I think it's pointless. What people generally do when they 
read about what kind of equipment someone uses is - they end up buying 
something expensive that really doesn't help at all. 

REP: You mean because ultimately it's in the ears ... 
GM: Right. I would love to talk about the engineering side of the album, but if 
it runs the danger of being "I use this number of such -and -such microphones" 
because, hey, it looks like I've got a promotion deal with a manufacturer, 
then I'd really have to decline. Someone was walking through a Little Feat 
session I did at Conway once and saw the keyboard talkback mic that I had 
on Bill, a 56 that had been pushed over into the corner. And they were ooh- 
ing and ah -ing and just looking at this mic and saying, "That's how he gets 
that drum sound!" That's certainly wrong. 

REP: So, I won't ask you what mics you used. But I'm interested in how you 
miked the piano. 
GM: It's a technique I've used for years. It's MS (mid /side sum and differ- 
ence) done with a custom-capsule C24. We used the 7 -foot Steinway in Ocean 
Way Studio A - it's a very good piano. That is most important. It's pretty 
bright, you don't have to reach for it. And the player, Matt Rollings, is great. 

REP: Was the lid on or off? 
GM: The lid was not only on, but because we recorded with musicians sitting 
physically as close as possible to each other, we had a lot of blankets on it 
and baffles around it. It's amazing that it came off. 

REP: On "She's Already Made Up Her Mind," you get a very atypical rhythm 
guitar sound - it's very dark. 
GM: That's a lot of things. Nathanial Kunkel and I kind of meander until we 
get something that strikes a nerve. Now, Lyle drove this session in the sense 
that he knew what he didn't want. The sound of that guitar is probably in the 
way Lyle works the mic against what he was hearing in the phones. Because 
it was live, he was singing and playing quite close to the mics. 

REP: Do you use any kind of baffling between his chin and his guitar? 
GM: No, but we've been there. Doesn't work that well. Nobody's been 
through it more than Peter Asher and James Taylor, who've tried every 
known combination of plexiglass and Saran Wrap and what -have -you. But no, 
for me, nothing. 

REP: The overall sound is very clean. 
GM: I guess that's from Lylé s and my real lust for doing the stuff live. Almost 
everything is live except for a couple of one word vocal fixes, some solos and 
a few backgrounds. The contributions of the individual musicians (Russ 
Kunkel, Leland Sklar, Dean Parks, Ray Herndon, Matt Rollings, et. al.) were 
selfless and trancendent - the guys were so careful to meld with Lyle and 
his tunes. Everything was done through external GML mic pre's, EQs and 
compressors. The bass went direct, right to tape, through either an Alembic 
or a Demeter direct box. 

REP: Do you have your own wire? 
GM: Nah, I'm careful but I'm not crazy. 
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THE PERFECT 
PARTNERSHIP 

It's late. You've both been working hard into the night putting 
the finishing touches to a complex soundtrack. But you've 
done it. in time and on budget. thanks to your expertise and 

thanks to SAKI IYRI. 

SAKI IYRI is ideal for the post- production environment: 
dependable in tight corners, fast when you're working against 

the clock. Featuring advanced, patented Soundcraft technol- 
ogy. Ingenious routing offering all the benefits of an in -line 
design without the hassles. A powerful noise gate on 
every channel staking it easy to clean lip rough audio tr:adcs. 

Unique features that keep SAM9IYRI in a class of its own. Now 
there's an optional patchbay for even easier access to 
practically everything. 

And above all, Soundcraft quality, flexibility and perform- 
ance. They're des gned into every SA1111YRI we sake. Audio 
quality that's a match for any digital audio or stereo transmis- 
sion system, from our famous padless muc preamp to the 
equally unique active panpot. Standard, dual line and stereo 
input modules for ultimate flexlbi uy. And performance that 
has to be heard to be truly appreciated. With features like 
these, you know you'll get along fine: it's a brilliant way to 
work. 

SAPPHYRE. Its everything you need xi a pi MI lion partner. 

Soundcraft 

SOUNDCRAF T IJSA /JBL PROFESSIONAL . 8510 RAI BOA BOIA I YARD, NOR II 1R II%,I, CA 91119 M A HARMAN IN IF RNA I IONA. COMPANY 
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By MAUREEN DRONEY 

It's a typical Grammy listening party for 
the Best Engineered Album Award. CD after 
CD and, yes, cassette after cassette are 
given a 10- second listen and a quick yank. 

Maureen Droney is a production manager and engineer based in Los Angeles. 
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(Sad but true, some record companies 
actually send cassettes to be judged for 
sound quality!). Thumbs down circle the 
room. Engineers are a notoriously picky 
bunch when it comes to analyzing other 
engineers' work. And the well -known and 
well- respected engineers who sit on the 
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A technically revealing conversation 
with one of the industry's most 
respected recording engineers. 

Grammy selection committees 
are even pickier. So when 
someone receives seven nomi- 
nations for Best Engineering, 
it's time to sit up and take 
notice. 
He may not be as well -known 

as Bob Clearmountain and 
Tom Lord-Alge, but he should 
be. He's repeatedly praised by 
his peers, the people with the 
golden ears, and he owns a 
contented client list a mile 
long. His name is Don Murray. 
Murray got his start in Phila- 

delphia where he worked with 
legendary R&B producer Thom 
Bell on records of such greats 
as the Spinners and the 
Stylistics, and that influence is 
apparent in his current work. 
Although Murray currently 
specializes in jazz, he's not 
into the overly reverent jazz of 
some, recorded exclusively 
with 30- year -old mics and no 
EQ. Using modern production 
techniques and exquisite taste, 
jazz recorded by Murray 
grooves as hard as any New 
Jack Swing track. He's a 
master of live recording, as 
evidenced by the GRP Records 
disc called "Fourplay," cur- 
rently breaking records with 
25 weeks in the No. 1 slot on 
the Billboard Contemporary 
Jazz Chart. REP booked 
Murray for an interview at 
Andora Studios, a new Los 
Angeles facility where he's 
been spending a lot of time. 

REP: How did you learn engineer- 
ing? 
Don Murray: I was in music school in 
Philadelphia, and I had a friend who 
was a second engineer at Sigma Sound. 
Things got busy and they needed an- 
other second. They asked me, and 

that was it for music school. The first 
day I worked a double shift. One of 
them was a rhythm section for Gamble 
and Huff, the Delphonics or somebody. 
It was the early '70s and Philadelphia 
was just taking off. It became like a 
factory of producing R&B records. I 

worked with Joe Tarsia, a great engi- 
neer with great ears. My first big client 
as an engineer was Thom Bell, who was 
just becoming very hot. The first ses- 
sion I did for him was the Spinners' 
"One of a Kind Love Affair," which be- 
came a No. 1 record. From then on I 

worked with him on all of his stuff. I was 
still playing then, so I played some 
guitar on those records. I'd hear a part, 
and at night after he'd gone home I'd lay 
it down. Often he'd like it and keep it. 
And, if the piano player wasn't avail- 
able, I'd sit in with the rhythm section 
and play piano. But after a while I got 
too busy as an engineeer, and with no 
time to practice, I stopped playing 
pretty much. 

REP: Although you've had seven 
Grammy nominations for Best Engi- 
neered Album, the Grammy award that 
you actually won was for production... 
DM: It was a live recording done in 
Japan. Another GRP Records extrava- 
ganza! As far as I'm concerned, there 
wasn't a whole lot of production in- 
volved. It was basically "get the best 
sound you can" on one show, with a 
very limited sound check. It was great 
to win an award for that, but it would be 
nice to win the engineering award even- 
tually. But really, it's a committee of 
engineers who make those nominations, 
and it's an honor to be nominated by 
my peers. Just to have all those nomina- 
tions means a lot to me. 

REP: I think there are a lot of engi- 
neers out there who would like to hear 
real specifics of how you track a record. 
DM: I have a process of doing things, 
and use certain mics that, over the 
years, I've decided I like and will start 
off with, but I'm very open to change 
and to trying things. I'm not one of 
these people with a notebook full of 

DON MURRAY 
DISCOGRAPHY 

THE SPINNERS 
"The Spinners" Atlantic 
"Mighty Love" Atlantic 
"New And Improved" 
Atlantic 

"Pick of the Litter" 
Atlantic 

"The Spinners Live" 
Atlantic 

"Happiness Is Being With 
The Spinners" Atlantic 
"Best of the Spinners" 
Atlantic 

JOHNNY MATHIS 
"I'm Coming Home" CBS 
"Sweet Love of Mine" CBS 

THE STYLISTICS 
"Rock and Roll Baby" 
AVCO 

ELTON JOHN 
"The Thom Bell Sessions" 
Rocket 

THE JACKSONS 
"Destiny" Epic 

DENIECE WILLIAMS 
"My Melody" CBS 
"I'm So Proud" CBS 

LEE RITENOUR 
"Captain Fingers" Epic 
"The Captain's Journey" 
Elektra 

"Feel The Night" Elektra 
"Friendship" Elektra 
"Rit" Elektra 
"Rio" JVC /Elektra 
Musician 

"Rit II" Elektra 
"On the Line," Direct to 
DiscJVC /Elektra 
Musician 

"Banded Together" 
Elektra 

"Earth Run" GRP 
"Portrait" GRP 
"Festival" GRP 
"Color Rit" GRP 
"Stolen Moments," 
Direct to Disc GRP 

FOURPLAY 
"Fourplay" GRP 

DAVE GRUSIN L 
LEE RITENOUR 

"Harlequin" * *1985 
Grammy Nominee GRP 
Best Engineered Album 

Continued on next page 
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DAVE GRUSIN 
"Cinemagic "* * 1987 
Grammy Nominee GRP 
Best Engineered Album 

"The Collection" GRP 
"Migration" GRP 
* *1989 Grammy Nominee 

"The Fabulous BakerBoys" 
soundtrack GRP 

"Havana" 
soundtrack* * 1991 Grammy 
Nominee GRP 
BestEngineered Album 

"The Gershwin Collection" 
GRP 

GRP VARIOUS ARTISTS 
"GRP Live in Session" 
* *1986 Grammy Nominee 
GRP 
BestEngineeredAlbum 

"GRP Superlive" 
* *1988 Grammy Nominee 
GRP Producing Best R&B 
Instrumental 

"Happy Anniversary, 
Charlie Brown" GRP 
* *1989 Grammy Nominee 
GRP Best Engineered 
Album 

"GRP All -Star Big Band" 
Album GRP 

HIROSHIMA 
"Third Generation" CBS 
"Go" CBS 
"East/West" CBS 

DIANNE SHUUR 
"Shuur Thing" CBS 
"Timeless Album" GRP 
"Diane Shuur & the Count 
Basie Orchestra" GRP 

" Talkin' 'Bout You" GRP 

ERNIE WATTS 
"Sanctuary" Quest 

DON GRUSIN 
"Raven" GRP 
"Zephyr" GRP 

PATTI AUSTIN 
"Love Is Gonna Getcha" 

* *1990 Grammy Nominee 
GRP 
Best Engineered Album 

NANCY WILSON 
"With My Lover Beside 
Me" Sony 
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exactly the way to EQ every microphone. 
I just sort of take the moment as it comes. 
I like being spontaneous, and not think- 
ing about it too much beforehand. I go 
with what the musicians in the room are 
doing and what the song is like. I also do 
a lot of listening in the room before I 

record something. I have an idea of mics 
I like on certain instruments, but before 
I listen to the mics I go out and listen in 
the room. I listen to the bass drum, the 
snare and how the drums feel. If it's not 
sounding right, then we'll change them 
or try to find another part of the room 
that feels better, that projects more. 

I start with a Sennheiser 421 on the bass 
drum. It has a nice attack to it, and it 
doesn't have such a big bottom to it that 
it comes off too puffy sounding. I usually 
end up putting bottom on the kick drum 
and taking low mids out, because the low 
mids are the part of the sound that will 
distort a speaker. 

REP: Like 300Hz? 
DM: Yes, 300, 400 cycles. And then I'll 
add low end, 50, 100 cycles, and then 
maybe put a boost at 7 to 10,000 cycles to 
add even more attack, depending, of 
course, on what kind of song it is. You 
have to go by instinct, on how the bass 
will interact with the bass drum. But 
generally, I find with the 421 that you 
have to notch out some low midrange, 
and then stretch the high end and low 
end around it. 

REP: You get fat, punchy bass drum 
sounds. Do you usually use compression 
to get that? 
DM: Yeah, I compress bass drums to 
begin with during recording, and I'll gate 
them also. I like to use dbx 165 series 
compressors. They're my favorite for 
bass drum. 

REP: They have attack and release 
controls. 
DM: Yeah, but they have an auto func- 
tion also, which I usually use. It sounds 
fatter to me for some reason. It just 
comes from experimenting, but that's 
one thing I've found about the 165s, with 
the auto attack and release in I like the 
sound better. I've been using Aphex gates 
lately on the kick. I find that they are very 
smooth and transparent; you have a lot 
of room to tweak them and the VCAs 
sound better than some other gates. I'll 
either use GML EQ or an API 560 graphic. 
The API 560 graphics are great for bass, 
kick drum and snare, and I like to use 
them when I'm recording. 

On snare drums I usually use a dynamic 

mic on the top, like a Shure SM 57, and I'm 
a fan of AKG 451s or 452s. I'll use one of 
those on top also, and I'll blend the sound 
of the two. You get more crack out of the 
451, but it doesn't have as much punch 
as a Shure 57, so I'll blend the two to- 
gether. I'll usually put a bottom mic on; 
sometimes I use it and sometimes I don't, 
and it'll usually be a Shure SM 57. De- 
pending on whether I want to hear more 
snares or not for that particular song, I'll 
blend in a little of that. I gate the snare 
also, probably fairly loosely, because 
often the drummer will play rolls or cross 
stick, and you don't want to lose that. I 

might gate it again in the mix, and fine - 
tune it then, so that I don't lose anything. 
Again, I like the API 560 on the snare. 

I'll bus all the mics that I'm using to one 
track, and I'll run the group output 
throught the API 560. I really like their 
sound. They are not at all masked- sound- 
ing. They have a nice presence, and a 
nice hype, a very musical high end, and 
a good sounding low end. They are graph- 
ics so you can really tweak things in and 
see what you are doing. And you can 
notch out at certain frequencies, so you 
can really make musical adjustments to 
the sound of those instruments. 

I like to be open to 
trying new things and 
realizing that it's a 
whole new day, a 
whole new project 
starting, and maybe 
there's something new 
we can get out of it. 

On the hi -hat, I usually go for the 
Neumann KM84. It's not as bright as 
some of the other condenser mics, but it 
has a meatier quality to it that I like. I 

don't like it when the drummer hits the 
hi -hat cymbal and it screams at you. I like 
more of the midrange quality of the hi- 
hat, and then I'll brighten it up if I need to, 
or I'll take out low end, because some- 
times you get a bass buildup around the 
hi -hat that is a little annoying. I'll use a 
high pass filter to get rid of some of that. 

I'll usually use two overheads that are 
fairly close to the cymbals, and they'll be 
AKG 414 EBs without any rolloffs or any- 
thing. I typically spread them out about 
three or four feet and angle them down 
over the cymbals, and I don't have them 
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Don Murray: "I did a rather 
historic live performance al- 
bum for GRP in January, an all - 
star big band record. It includes 
a lot of tremendous artists, and 
we cut it :ive by recording two 
shows, which were also being 
taped for a video. It was re- 
corded at Ocean Way, and the 
band was set up very tight, in a 
traditioncl big band setup with 
no baffles or anything. Because 
the cameras had to be able to 
get everyone in the shots, I had 
very little room to set up in with 
20 some guys. 

It was an experiment in leak- 
age. The best players in the 
world, Dave Grusin, Kenny 
Kirkland, Russ Ferrante, David 
Benoit, different players for dif- 
ferent tunes. Dave Wechtel on 
drums, John Patituchi on up- 
right bass, Alex Acuna on per- 
cussion, Gary Burton on vibes, 
Lee Ritenour on guitar, Eddie 
Daniels on clarinet. The horn 
section was Tom Scott, Bob 
Mitzer, Eric Marienthal, Ernie 
Watts, Arturo Sandoval, Randy 
Brecker, Sal Marques. Sax play- 
ers on the front riser, trumpets 
right behind them. I had to put 
all the horns on separate tracks, 

RECORDING THE GRP 
ALL -STAR BIG BAND 

ALBUM 

For you engineers tired of overdub- 
bing one instrument at a time, here's 
a recipe guaranteed to alleviate be re- 

dom: Take 20 top -flight musicians 
set up in big band formation, change 
players, arrangers and instrumenta- 
tion for each song; have the horn 
section and percussionist change 
instruments curing each song; add 
one video crew, miles of extra ac 
cable and lighting snakes in both the 
control room and the studio; and mix 
it all together to get what engineer 
Don Murray aughingly calls "a re- 

cording nightmare." 
GRP Records did just that when it 

decided to celebrate its 10th anniver- 
sary by recording a big band record 
containing pelormances by as many 
GRP artists as possible. Comp led 
from two shows recorded live to video 
and to 24 -track in one day, the result 
sounds great. 

Just in case you find yourself in a 

situation like this, here's a diagram of 

how Murray set up the session at Los 

Angeles' Ocean Way Studios for the 

GRP All -Star Big Band. 

because they were changing instruments during almost every song! The reeds played 
sax, flute and oboe, and there were English horns and muted trumpets. The leakage 
really worked, but that way I had enough control in the mix. 
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too high off the cymbals - maybe 
three feet. 

REP: You get a lot of stereo spread 
in your drums. 
DM: Yeah, I like it so that when the 
drummer hits the cymbals on the 
left, you really hear them on the 
left. I do that with the toms, too. I 

like stereo. 

REP: Do you use both top and 
bottom mics on toms? 
DM: No, I just use AKG 451s or 452s, 
which have a nice attack, and I 

usually wind up putting low end on. 

REP: You get a lot of powerful low 
end on toms, but they never sound 
muddy. How do you do that? 
DM: Well, I basically stretch out the 
sound of the tom, adding low end 
and high end. I'll also put up a 
directional dynamic mic next to 
the 451 on each tom and I use those 
mics as trigger mics for gates. I use 
gates on the toms, and if I used the 
sound coming through the 451 to 
trigger the gate, then what would 
happen, since I'm EQing a lot, is 
that each time the drummer would 
hit a cymbal next to the tom, it 
would open the gates, and I hate the 
sound of cymbals going through 
EQ'd tom mics. So I just use the 
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dynamic mic, and I drastically EQ 
it, rolling off the high and low end 
and boosting midrange, so I'm just 
using the attack for a click that will 
trigger the mic through the exter- 
nal trigger input of the gate. It 
doesn't open when he hits the snare 
or the cymbals, and it gives me a lot 
of control over the sound of the 
toms. It helps a lot to give me a nice 
tight sound on the drums. It also 
helps in being able to use the over - 
heads as your total overhead sound 
on the drums. Of course, you can't 
do this if it's a ballad with brushes 
on the drums! 

If I need a room sound I'll usually 
use Telefunken 251s. I'll go for a 
nice vintage tube sound, but I don't 
back up my overheads, because I 

still want that presence on the cym- 
bals. If I need a room sound I'll just 
add other mics and record them on 
separate tracks. Then I have con- 
trol later. Of course, if they want a 
gated room sound, I'll create it then, 
triggering the room mics to open 
from the kick, toms and snare. 

REP: Are most basses that you 
record taken direct? 
DM: Yes, I like the sound of the 
direct bass, and I have a couple of 
direct boxes of that I use on the 
bass that I like the combination of. 

s 

pa 
an 
bea 
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tande 
big tra 
that wa 
for me, a 
box usin 
h un ky 
transform 
that sound 
great. It reali 
has a nice punch 

to it, and I'll wind up using both the 
Fat Box and the transformer, two 
separate inputs into the console. 
I'll combine them to one track and, 
depending on what I need, I'll vary 
the amounts in the combination. 
On the "Fourplay" album, with 
Nathan East, we just used the trans- 
former. 

REP: It sounds as if you set your- 
self up to be really flexible. 
DM: Well, I have to be. What works 
in one studio sometimes doesn't 
work at all in another one. 

REP: Do have a favorite bass lim- 
iter? 
DM: The dbx 165 when I'm record- 
ing. The Inovonics 201 is also very 
good. I don't like Neve compres- 
sors as well for bass or kick. They 
seem to take too much of the attack 
away. The same thing with tube 
compressors. I wouldn't normally 
use them on a bass or a kick. They're 
just too spongy on those instru- 
ments, although I use tube com- 
pressors and Neve compressors on 
a lot of other things. 

REP: You've worked with pianist 
Dave Grusin a lot. What mic setups 
for piano have you developed? 
DM: In general I go for AKG C12 
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tube mics, two of them, not too 
close to the strings, and I don't put 
them together in the old stereo 
fashion. I like to open up the piano. 
I like for the piano to be in its own 
room, because if you have a piano 
sitting in the middle of a big sound 
stage, the piano goes out, and it 
dissipates, and it sounds deader 
and smaller. If the instrument is 
placed in an iso booth, or a room 
where the sound can go out, and 
then come back at you, the sound 
builds up in the room and the room 
resonates, and it sounds louder and 
more present. 

Of course, it has to be a good 
sounding room. The same thing with 
acoustic guitar. The sound of it so 
depends on what room you're play- 
ing it in, and you really want the 
room to resonate with the guitar. It 
comes alive then. It projects much 
better. 

REP: Do you prefer to record the 
tracks on albums that you will be 
mixing? 
DM: I do. It's more difficult for me to 
be happy with the way things turn 
out if I don't also record the tracks. 
There are exceptions, but so much 
of my sound is in how I record 
something, so if I happen to take a 
mix session, and someone wants 
my sound, it's difficult. I don't like 
being just a mix engineer. People 
expect something from me that's 
hard to give them because I wasn't 
there from the beginning of the 
process. 

REP: Do you have a favorite con- 
sole? 
DM: I prefer mixing on older Neve 
consoles, specifically the 8078. I 

like the sound of the 4-band EQ. The 
Neves have both the warmth and 
the presence, more than any other 
console that I've worked on. Sunset 
Sound Studio One has a custom 
console that I like a lot. I mixed the 
"Fourplay" album and the Gershwin 
album on that. It's basically their 
own design, with API 550 EQ in that 
console and GML (automation). It's 
a simple signal path in that console, 
and that's why it sounds good. Very 
clear sounding. I definitely go for 
the simple consoles. The more pro- 
cessing you get in a console, the 
more I don't like it. 

REP: So you're not a big SSL fan. 

DM: I'm not, although if it were the 
right project, I might be. I like all the 
control and the compression on 
every channel. The quad compres- 
sor is probably the best part of the 
console, in my opinion. You can 
make it sound so punchy. I've done 
a lot of records on SSLs. I end up 
bypassing everything I need to 
when I'm recording. The same thing 
with the V- Series Neve. I have a way 
of setting it up where I'm going 
through as little processing as pos- 
sible, and it sounds fine tome. Some 
of the more complex consoles are 
good for tracking because you have 
options like more headphones 
mixes and loads of inputs, so you 
can stretch out, and gates and com- 
pressors on each channel if you 
want them. It's great if you have a 
big session. When I'm mixing, 
though, I like the personality of the 
old consoles. 

The first session I did 
for (Thom Bell) was 
the Spinners' "One of 
a Kind Love Affair," 
which became a 
number one record. 

REP: Do you usually record to 
digital? 
DM: Well, I used to, but in the last 
couple of years I've gotten away 
from it. I mean, you have to wind up 
there eventually, but I don't record 
to it. I really like working with Dolby 
SR, and the new tapes that are out, 
like Scotch 996, really got me away 
from digital. I did comparisons, and 
the high end is much more 3- dimen- 
sional with 996 compared to digi- 
tal. You can hear air and depth 
around instruments. With digital it 
becomes flat and grainy, 2- dimen- 
sional. Even with low end. The digi- 
tal has more perfectly reproduced 
low end, I suppose, but with analog, 
the tape compression that goes on 
is more pleasing to the ear. So that 
combination, much nicer high end, 
tape compression on the low end, 
and Dolby SR so you don't have to 
worry about tape hiss, and I'm sold 
on analog. 

REP: Do you also mix to analog? 
DM: I sure do - -inch, Studer 820. 

Scotch 996 and SR sound great on 
the Studer. ATRs have a low 
midrange bump, which a lot of 
people like, but for me, I like the 
machine to be more transparent. 
Then I make a transfer to 44.1KHz 
and I do my EQing through analog 
EQ at the same time so that my 
master only has to be transferred 
once, with no more format conver- 
sions. Then we work with that 44.1 
EQ'd master to assemble. It saves 
steps and transferring. 

REP: Is there a piece of equipment 
that you can't live without? 
DM: Well, I'll give my digital work- 
station a plug. It's built by Hybrid 
Arts, and it's called an ADAP 2. 
Hybrid Arts is known for its SMPTE 
track program. It runs with an Atari 
computer, and it's very easy to use 
and extremely reliable. I've used 
the ADAP ONE for years. It's also a 
stereo sound sampler. The ADAP 2 
has 500Mbyte hard drives and can 
sample up to half an hour of stereo 
program at 48kHz. It's in a little 
rack, and I use it a lot for mixing. I 

can sample the piano solo from one 
take and put it into my master take. 
I can fly things, edit, change pitch 
and time compress, and it sounds 
great. It also has MIDI capability, 
and it slaves to SMPTE. I can do 
segues in it, and it doesn't compro- 
mise the sound. It's a great mixdown 
tool, and at this point it would be 
hard to work without it. 

REP: You have a lot of long -term 
clients. What's your secret? 
DM: I like to be open to trying new 
things and realizing that it's a whole 
new day, a whole new project start- 
ing, and maybe there's something 
new we can get out of it. It makes it 
more fun to be open to new ideas. 
And I'm lucky that I work with people 
who have the attitude that they are 
there to make music and to have a 
good time. 

R EP: How far in the future are you 
booked? Is it true that if Sting called 
you'd be too busy to work with 
him? 
DM: Well, I have a lot coming up, 
but things always change, and I'd 
love to do a project with Sting! 
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Compiled and edited by Eric Wenocur 

Welcome to the second REP National Audio 
Test. This collection of questions covers sub- 

jects of concern to anyone involved in the 
technical fundamentals of sound recording 

and audio production. The following 100 
questions are divided into five categories: 

Electronics /Technology, Acoustics, 
Recording Techniques, Digital Audio 

and Sampling/MIDI. 
Last year's section on sound rein- 

forcement was dropped to condense 
the breadth of subject matter and 

to encourage live sound profes- 
sionals to check out REP's new 

sister publication, Live Sound! 
and Touring Technology. 

Although we realize that it is 
not possible to cover every topic 
in-depth, nor address every level 

of knowledge found among recording 
professionals, we'd like you to consider 

this quiz a guide to the kind of information 
you may need to know, pending your special 

areas of activity. 

The answers to these questions can be found on Page 
47. Space does not permit printing complete explana- 

tions for every question, but readers are encouraged to 
write in about questions that were particularly perplex- 

ing. We will respond to these in an upcoming issue. 
Have fun! 

ELECTRONICS /TECHNOLOGY 
1. From the audio engineer's perspective, which of the 
following statements about the lowly decibel is the most 
accurate? 

A. It describes level changes that reflect non- linearities of 
the human ear. 

B. It is a unit of level change based on the amount of 
difference the average person can detect. 

C. It is by itself the basis of a system for describing various 
magnitude -related relative measurements. 

D. It is by itself the basis of a system for describing various 
magnitude -related absolute measurements. 

2. In reference to something called Thermal Noise Floor, what 
sets this level and how can it be made lower? 

A. TNF is the result of cosmic background noise left over 
from the Big Bang. Only time will lower this noise level. 

B. It is the result of current flow through a component and is 

reduced by increasing the negative feedback of the 
circuit. 

C. It is the result of current flow through a high gain 
amplifier and can be reduced by properly matching 
source and load impedances. 

D. It is the result of Brownian motion in the atoms of the 
component being measured. It can be reduced by 
lowering the temperature. 

3. Assuming negligible loss in the speaker cable, what is the 
amplifier power output to an 8f1 speaker if the measured Vrms 
is 24.5V? 

A. 75W 
B. 196W 
C. 20 log(24.5)W 
D. 245W 

4. The predominant characteristic of a long audio cable that 
limits its high- frequency response is the: 

A. Shunt capacitance. 
B. Series inductance. 
C. Series resistance. 
D. Shunt transconductance. 

5. What is the dynamic range of an amplifier with a maximum 
operating level of +30dBu and a signal -to -noise ratio of 70dB, 
assuming a +4dBu nominal operating level? 

A. 120dB 
B. 104dBu 
C. 96dB 
D. 104dB 

6. What is The amount of headroom of the amplifier Just 
described? 

A. 40dB 
B. 26dB 
C. 34dBu 
D. 34dB 

Eric Wenocur is chief engineer at KLM Video, Bethesda, MD, and a recording engineer, producer and musician in the Washington, D.C. area. 
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7. Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a console input 
section. What does item # 1 represent? 

A. Input coupling capacitor. 
B. 3- conductor (balanced) patch jack. 
C. 2- conductor (mono) patch jack. 
D. RCA plug. 

8. What is the purpose of item #2? 
A. Supplies power to the microphone. 
B. Adjusts common -mode rejection of balanced input. 
C. Not enough info provided. 
D. Supplies dc bias for the mic preamplifier. 

9. Identify item #3: 
A. LED overload indicator. 
B. Input metering. 
C. CMRR adjust pot. 
D. Preamp gain pot. 

10. Assuming a mic source impedance of 150!1, what is the 
gain of the input amp in Figure 1? 

A. 62dB 
B. +28dBu 
C. -50dB 
D. Can't tell. 

11. What is the purpose of item #4? 
A. Input level attenuator. 
B. Input selector switch. 
C. Impedance matching switch. 
D. Balanced /unbalanced terminator. 

12. What is the purpose of item 05 in Figure 1? 
A. Additional gain stage. 
B. Polarity reverse switch. 
C. EQ In /out switch. 
D. Summing amp. 

13. If this were a recording console, what is likely to follow after 
06? 

A. EQ 
B. Insert point 
C. Post aux send 
D. A or B 

14. A ground -compensating, cross- coupled balanced output 
stage has what primary advantage over simpler op -amp 
inverting outputs? 

A. Lower output impedance and can drive lower Imped- 
ance inputs. 

B. Unit will not "blow up" if shorted to ground. 
C. There is not a 6dB loss in level when run as "single - 

ended." 
D. Maintains absolute polarity. 

NATIONAL 
Ai7 »i() 

15. New analog tape formulations are making it possible to 
raise record levels from +6 to +9 without overload. What does 
this really mean? 

A. The level for OVU is 9dB above the old Ampex reference 
fluxivity of 185nW /m. 

B. The level for OVU is 3dB above the reference fluxivity of 
200nW /m. 

C. The voltage of the signal is twice as loud. 
D. The level for OVU is 3dB lower, therefore, record levels 

appear higher. 

16. To accurately measure the amplitude of an audio signal in 
a non -terminating system, the measurement device should 
have: 

A. An input impedance of 1 Mfg or more. 
B. A terminating impedance input of 1 kfl or less. 
C. A low- impedance bridging load. 
D. A balanced input. 

17. After making some changes to the 24- track's wiring 
harness, one channel's output is now 6dB lower at the console 
than the others. This is a tip -off to what? 

A. Failure in an output amp of multitrack. 
B. One side of the balanced line shorted to ground. 
C. Console preamp problem. 
D. Open ground connection at output. 

18. For a balanced or differential input, the ability to reject 
noise with the same amplitude and phase on both inputs is 

known as: 
A. Transformer isolation. 
B. RFI /EMI rejection. 
C. CMR. 
D. Noise reduction. 

19. In an analog tape recorder, tape is driven by what 
transport component? 

A. Take -up reel. 
B. Pinch roller. 
C. Capstan. 
D. All of the above. 

20. Excessive thumps on punch -ins could be caused by: 
A. Misadjusted record EQ. 
B. Bias frequency set too low. 
C. Bias level set too high. 
D. Bias ramp time set too fast. 

ACOUSTICS 
21. A room has one dimension of 20 feet. What is the funda- 
mental frequency that can develop along this dimension? 

A. 56.5Hz 
B. 1.13kHz 
C. 113Hz 
D. Cannot be calculated from the information given. 

22. The room described above also has one dimension of 10 

feet. What are the first 3 axial resonant modes that could 
become problematic in this space? 

A. 113Hz. 226Hz and 283Hz 
B. 28Hz, 113Hz and 226Hz 
C. 113Hz, 226Hz and 452Hz 
D. 56.6Hz, 113Hz and 170Hz 

23. Which ratios of room dimensions will produce the most 
desirable room modes? 

A. 1:1.55:3.60 
B. 1:1.5:3 
C. 1:4:6 
0.1:1.28:1.54 

24. Which of the following materials has the highest sound 
absorption coefficient at low frequencies? 

A. Painted or sealed concrete. 
B. Medium weight velour drapes. 
C. Faux marble. 
D. Gypsum board. 
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25. A room's walls are covered with 1- inch -thick fiberglass 
insulation and fabric. It seems "dead," yet excessive bass 
build -up still occurs. Why? 

A. The bass frequencies are louder and require more 
absorptive material. 

B. More diffusion is needed. 
C. The longer bass wavelengths don't "see" the fiberglass 

and reflect off the wall behind. 
D. The fiberglass must be denser to 'capture" all of the 

bass energy. 

26. The Reflection Free Zone concept seeks to produce: 
A. No sound reflections in the front of the room. 
B. No sound reflections in the rear of the room. 
C. A 'sweet spot," which receives mostly room reflections. 
D. A "sweet spot," which receives no early direct reflec- 

tions. 

27. Which wall construction will have the highest average STC 
rating? 

A. Single stud wall with two layers of 5/8 -inch drywall on 
each side. 

B. Two single stud walls with one layer of 5/8 -inch drywall on 
each side of each wall. 

C. Double stud wall with two layers of 5/8 -inch drywall on 
each outer side and 4 -inch spacing between walls. 

D. 4 -inch concrete block wall. 

28. One truism in studio acoustic design states That the 
isolation capability of a solid, heavy door is greatly diminished 
if: 

A. The door does not seal well around all sides. 
B. There is a window within three feet of the door. 
C. The door is made only of wood. 
D. The door is not 'sound rated." 

29. Why use several thinner sheets of glass laminated together 
for studio windows? 

A. Laminated construction stops sound passage better. 
B. Laminated construction reduces resonances in the glass. 
C. Laminated glass is easier to handle and mount. 
D. Laminated glass increases the tint factor, 

30. Locating speakers in the corners of a room will: 
A. Create a tighter "sweet spot." 
B. Decrease bass output caused by diaphragmatic 

cancellation. 
C. Increase bass response. 
D. Create a weaker stereo image. 

31. When mounting large main control room speakers, it is 

preferable to: 
A. Attach them rigidly to the front wall to improve bass 

coupling. 
B. Isolate them from the structure as completely as possible. 
C. Isolate them from the front wall, but attach solidly to side 

walls. 
D. Attach them rigidly to the floor or ceiling, isolated from 

the walls. 

32. What are the characteristics of reflective and diffusive 
materials? 

A. Reflective material causes high frequencies to bounce 
from the surface. Diffusive causes low frequencies to 
bounce from the surface. 

B. Reflective causes complete reentry of the sound into the 
air. Diffusive causes some absorption at certain 
frequencies. 

C. Reflective material causes sound to bounce from the 
surface at roughly the same angle and amplitude it 
arrived. Diffusive causes sound to leave at random 
angles and intensities. 

D. Reflective causes changes in time alignment of high and 
low frequencies as they bounce off. Diffusive preserves 
the phase coherency of sound bouncing from the 
surface. 
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33. The studio HVAC system has a noisy, vibrating air handler. 
To reduce sound transmission into the studio, what is the best 
mounting method for this unit? 

A. Very stiff spring isolators. 
B. Attach rigidly to building structure. 
C. Sit on rubber waffle pads. 
D. Spring isolators with neoprene rubber pads. 

34. Reflections from the control surface of a recording console 
can combine with direct sound from the monitors to produce: 

A. Haas effects. 
B. Comb filtering. 
C. Psychoacoustic effects. 
D. Acoustic ringing. 

35. Mean Free Path (MFP) is: 

A. A method of ray tracing. 
B. The average wavelengths of all bandwidths within a 

space. 
C. Half the distance between the sound source and the first 

reflection. 
D. The average distance between reflections in a space. 

36. Equal Loudness contours refer to: 
A. Acoustic power. 
B. The curves of a Butterworth filter used in a crossover 

network. 
C. Frequency dependent characteristics of human 

hearing. 
D. The distance from a loudspeaker where direct and 

reflected sound are equally loud. 

37. The Sabine when referenced to 0 represents: 
A. Absorption equivalent to an open window. 
B. The broadband absorption of a room with an RT60 

measured at 1 second. 
C. The dead end of a LEDE environment. 
D. The absorption properties of an anechoic chamber. 

38. Which of the following measurements predict speech 
intelligibility? 

A. RASTI 
B. ANSI 
C. %ALcons 
D. A and C 

39. Which of the following dB SPL meter weighting ranges are 
used to reflect equal loudness contours? 

A. A- weighted SPL below 70dB. B- weighted SPL between 
70dB and 80dB and C- weighted SPL over 80dB. 

B. A- weighted SPL below 70dB, B- weighted SPL between 
70dB and 90dB and C- weighted SPL over 90dB. 

C. A- weighted SPL below 80dB, B- weighted SPL between 
80dB and 90dB and C- weighted SPL over 90dB. 

D. A- weighted SPL below 70dB, B- weighted SPL between 
70dB and 100dB and C- weighted SPL over 100dB. 

40. Atmospheric absorption of sound is most affected by: 
A. Altitude. 
B. Barometric pressure. 
C. Temperature. 
D. Humidity. 

RECORDING TECHNIQUES 
41. You are in the fifth hour of a mixing session. Your producer 
brings in his coffee for the umpteenth time and remarks, "Why 
is it so damn loud in here? It wasn't this loud this morning!" 
What is going on? 

A. The compressors used on your mix have brought the 
sound level "power" up, with lower average to peak 
ratios. 

B. In the process of adding more tracks, the mix has 
become louder. 

C. Our hearing has become desensitized. 
D. More people have entered the control room, so the 

room has become warmer and more humid, changing 
the room absorbtion amount. 
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42. How are the threshhold and compression ratio set for dbx- 
type noise reduction? 

A. They are automatic, dependent on the input signal level 
and dynamics. 

B. They are adjustable on the circuit card, but set at the 
factory. 

C. There is no threshhold and the ratio is fixed at 2:1. 
D. None of the above. 

43. SMPTE time code cannot be used for which of the follow- 
ing? 

A. Identifying video frames. 
B. Identifying clock rate on digital audio signals. 
C. Directly controlling a console's automation system. 
D. Synchronizing a MIDI sequencer with a VTR. 

44. Drop -frame time code is valid at which of the following 
rates? 

A. 30fps 
B. 29.97fps 
C. Either 29.97fps or 30fps 
D. 25fps 

45. When transferring field audio from a Nagra tape with Pilot - 
tone to a 1/4 -inch tape with center -track time code, the 
primary rule to observe is: 

A. Make sure the time code is the same frame rate as the 
Nagra Pilot -tone. 

B. Make sure the time code machine is locked to house 
video sync. 

C. Lock the Nagra to its internal crystal at all times. 
D. Make sure both transports are locked to a common time 

base. 

46. When making an audio dub with tim 
inch videotape to audiotape, you shout 

A. Regenerate the code with a "cont 
B. Regenerate the code with a "morn 
C. Dub the code directly with a videc 
D. Reclock the code to house referen 

code from a 3/4- 

'iuous" jam -sync. 
rntary" jam -sync . 

type cable. 
e. 

47. While posting audio for a music vid shot on film, you 
notice the speed of the audio on the vi otape is slightly 
slower than the original song master, bu it is in sync with the 
picture. Why? 

A. Someone bungled the audio trans rs. 

B. Probably just a speed fluctuation in your playback VTR. 

C. The time code Nagra used on the ¡hoot was set to the 
wrong frame rate. 

D. The film was slowed down during the transfer to video- 
tape. 

48. Which of the following is not a good troubleshooting 
method? 

A. Substitution. 
B. Comparison. 
C. Bypass. 
D. Addition. 

49. You have just finished a miserable dclytime outdoor 
remote in 100 degree weather with 90% tumidity. What should 
you do next with your microphones? 

A. Put them away in foam -lined boxes for their next use. 
B. Take them back to the studio and Pet them out. 
C. Leave them on the stands into the night until the place 

cools off. 
D. Move them immediately to a well air -conditioned area 

to cool down. 

The price of moving up to Dolby SR 
has dust come 

`Ylnh more n 

1 V Dolby SR is 

than 

now 

60,000 

standarchad in 

nels 

the 

in 

woruse, ld's 

finest recording studios. Now you can afford 

to join them. Because with the new Dolby 

SF.P Series, 8, 16 or 24 tracks of Dolby SR 

cc sts 25% less than before. 

Dolby SR improves dynamic range by 

24- dB. far more than you'd get by switching to 

30 ips, to a high -output tape or both. 

I=r II=mn.l I.P,rzn,, ,Iu 
rko-"..n4n.YVi-.'I-,.:',in 

It essentially eliminates all forms of noise, 

increases headroom, and decreases distortion. 

It gives analog recording a transparency and 

dynamic range unsurpassed by any other 

format, analog or digital. 

To meet today's high quality standards, 

it takes buying a digital recorder or adding 

Dolby SR to an existing analog machine. 

For anyone on a budget, the choice has always 

Circle (16) on Rapid Facts Card 

ious. With ne Dolby SRP Series, 

e just got a of easier. 

tcts with Dolby SR, including the 

itrack SRP fleries and the two - 

363 Series, are available from 

d Dolby Professional Products 

For further product information and 

and location of your nearest dealer, 

olby Laborltories. 

Dolby 
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50. You are engineering a session for a rock 'n roll band of 
older, experienced players. The reason they are asking for 
more monitor volume in the cans is: 

A. Their hearing has begun to weaken because of normal 
aging. 

B. They are so accustomed to loud stage levels that they 
can't get the "feel" at low volumes. 

C. Years of exposure to high volumes has caused their 
hearing to deteriorate. 

D. All of the above. 

51. You are attempting to capture a literal ambient 
soundscape for a field shoot on video for later stereo broad- 
cast. What recording method will create the most realistic and 
versatile result? 

A. Set up multiple cardioid mics along the width of the 
scene being shot and mix them on the set. 

B. Set up an M -S microphone above the camera perspec- 
tive and record the raw outputs for later sweetening. 

C. Set up multiple cardioid mics along the width of the 
scene and record them to multitrack. 

D. Set up a near- coincident pair of mics aimed at the 
center of the scene and record them in stereo. 

52. The Dolby 4- channel matrix system for film sound is used 
for: 

A. Creating left, center, right and surround signals. 
B. Reproducing 4- channel quadrophonic audio in a home 

theater. 
C. Condensing four channels of information into two for a 

standard 2- channel print. 
D. Creating stereo- surround channels from mono. 

53. The Lucasfilm THX system for film sound is: 
A. A modified Dolby- surround matrix. 
B. A prefabricated speaker system for theater playback. 
C. A specification for equipment, alignment and fidelity of 

theater playback systems. 
D. A 6- channel stereo- surround system compatible with 

home theater setups. 

54. The modern -day equivalent of "looping" in film sound 
production is: 

A. Dubbing. 
B. ADR. 
C. Conforming. 
D. Spotting. 

55. Videotape machines and DAT machines have what in 
common? 

A. Both use rotating heads that record a helical scan 
pattern on tape. 

B. Both use specially formulated tape stock. 
C. Both may use timecode in some form. 
D. All of the above. 

56. An advantage of using multiple mics on a single sound 
source is: 

A. One mic will smooth out the frequency response "holes" 
of the others. 

B. The sound will be louder and tighter overall. 
C. More level or EQ control is possible. 
D. Phase response interactions are minimized. 

57. A disadvantage of using multiple mics on a single sound 
source is: 

A. Proximity effect becomes overwhelming. 
B. Low -frequency response is less predictable. 
C. Distortion rises. 
D. Phase anomolies are likely. 

58. The proper way to gain -stage a console when recording is: 
A. Set the faders and pots at the "0" references, as the 

manufacturer's markings indicate. 
B. Set the channel faders at the Indicated "0" and adjust 

levels with the mic trims. 
C. Set the mic trims just below signal clipping, then set 

channel faders for correct metering. 
D. None of the above. 
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59. When the end of a tape reel is reached, the following 
should be done: 

A. The reel should be taken off carefully and stored. 
B. The reel should be rewound at a medium shuffle speed, 

then removed. 
C. The reel should be rewound quickly but smoothly, so as 

to preserve the "pack." 
D. The reel should be shuttled back and forth once at a 

high speed to repack the tape smoothly. 

60. The proper way to set a compressor to preserve transients, 
yet still control level is: 

A. Fast attack and slow release. 
B. Slow attack and fast release. 
C. High threshold and compression ratio. 
D. Low threshold and compression ratio. 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
61. The magnetic tape used for open reel digital audio 
recording is: 

A. The same tape as used for open reel analog recording. 
B. The same oxide coating, but with a thinner backing than 

analog tape. 
C. A different tape with different magnetic and physical 

properties. 
D. The same magnetically as analog tape, but with a 

smoother oxide coating and thinner backing. 

62. Recordings made on 1/4 -inch DASH format machines are: 
A. Not playable on ProDigi format machines. 
B. Not capable of being edited with a razor blade. 
C. Not capable of being synchronized with video. 
D. All of the above. 

63. A -Time can be read as SMPTE time code on a DAT deck: 
A. Never. 
B. On some machines. 
C. On all machines. 
D. Only on units with external time code synchronizers. 

64. Print -through on digital audiotape occurs: 
A. Never. 
B. When digital overload occurs. 
C. Only on DASH format tapes. 
D. When the tape is stored heads out. 

65. Which of the following digital filters exhibits linear phase 
response? 

A. IIR. 

B. Transversal. 
C. FFT. 

D. FIR. 

66. Current consumer DAT recorders include a Serial Copy 
Management System (SCMS). This system restricts: 

A. Any copying in either digital or analog mode. 
B. Second generation digital dubs. 
C. Any copying in digital mode only. 
D. First -generation digital dubs. 

67. The proposed MADI hardware interface is based on which 
of the following impedances and connectors? 

A. 10011 output impedance, 250f1 input impedance, BNC 
connectors. 

B. 11011 output impedance, 250f1 input impedance. XLR 
connectors. 

C. 7511 input and output impedance, XLR connectors. 
D. 7511 input and output impedance, BNC connectors. 

68. Sampling at 44.056kHz is used when the digital system is: 
A. Running slower than normal. 
B. Locked to SMPTE time code. 
C. Locked to video sync. 
D. Synchronized with an audio recorder. 
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69. Digital resolution refers to the: 
A. Number of words per sample. 
B Number of samples per second. 
C. Smallest amplitude levels between samples. 
C. B and C. 

70. Resolution is defined by: 
A. dBu. 
B. Number of samples per second. 
C. Number of bits available per sample. 
D. The databus width. 

71. When using a multitrack digital tape recorder, what rules 
should be followed when placing program material on 
adjacent tracks? 

A. No rules are necessary. 
B. Avoid placing high -level, low- frequency material next to 

low -level material. 
C. Keep highly transient material isolated from low - 

frequency material. 
D. Avoid placing high -level, high- frequency material next 

to low -level material. 

72. In a digital system, aliases are: 
A. Artifacts caused by an insufficient number of bits in A/D 

conversion. 
B. Artifacts caused by attempts to digitize signals above 

one -half the sampling frequency. 
C. High- frequency spikes left over from D/A conversion. 
D. Pseudonyms used by unscrupulous digital equipment 

salespeople. 

73. What is the primary drawback to brick -wall, anti -aliasing 
filters? 

A. They are difficult to design. 
B. They cause significant group delay in the signal. 
C. They exhibit significant high frequency roll -off. 
D. They limit the use of oversampling. 

74. Pitch -shifting is a digital effect produced by: 
A. Changing the sampling frequency of digitized audio. 
B. Delaying the audio through a digital storage device. 
C. Expensive DSP processors. 
D. Changing the rate at which digitized audio is read out 

of RAM. 

75. When recording live drums to digital tape, if is important 
to: 

A. Not exceed digital zero. 
B. Get the low- frequency to high- frequency balance 

exactly as you want it. 

C. Not record the high frequencies too softly. 
D. Roll off anything below 20Hz. 

76. Which of the following most determines audio frequency 
response in a digital system? 

A. Sampie rate conversion method. 
B. Number of bits used for each sample. 
C. Sample rate. 
D. Amount of oversampling employed. 

77. Which of the following most affects dynamic range? 
A. Sample rate conversion method. 
B. Number of bits used for each sample. 
C. Sample rate. 
D. Amount of oversampling employed. 

78. Overdriving a digital signal causes: 
A. Square wave distortion of the audio, 
B. Loss of high- frequency response. 
C. dc offset. 
D. Dropouts or "splatter." 

l%i. f 

79. Recorded digital audio is sometimes described as "sterile" 
sounding. This may be because of: 

A. Brick -wall, anti -aliasing filter designs. 
B. A/D and D/A conversion methods employed at the 

inputs and outputs. 
C. Lack of coloration typically found in analog devices 

and storage mediums. 
D. None of the above. 

80. 1 -bit differs from 16 -bit sampling in that: 
A. It is slightly lower fidelity. 
B. It only registers the difference from the previous sample. 
C. It has a lower sample rate. 
D. It is only compatible with other 1 -bit systems. 

SAMPLING /MIDI 
81. You want to use a sampler triggered from a MIDI se- 
quencer. The sampler must, at minimum, be able to respond 
to: 

A. MTC (MIDI time code). 
B. MIDI note -ons. 
C. MIDI sync. 
D. MIDI song position pointer. 

82. Given equal amounts of internal RAM, the difference in the 
amount of time two samplers can record is dependent on: 

A. Their word length. 
B. Their sampling rate. 
C. Whether they record mono or stereo samples. 
D. All of the above. 

83. If you have several MIDI synthesizers "daisy- chained' by 
connecting one's THRU jack to the next one's IN jack, the 
resulting total delays down the chain will be: 

A. Less than the inherent response delays of each key- 
board. 

B. 1.5msec per synth. 
C. 3msec per synth. 
D. Dependent on the number of devices in the chain. 

84. On MIDI cables, the connector case should be: 
A. Not connected. 
B. Grounded at the send end. 
C. Grounded at the receive end. 
D. Grounded at both ends. 

85. The standard for a MIDI output connector is: 

A. 5 -pin DIN female, pin 1 = shield, pin 2 = +5V, pin 3 = data. 
B. 4 -pin DIN female, pin 1 = shield, pin 2 = +12V, pin 3 = +5V, 

pin 4 = data. 
C. 5 -pin DIN female, pin 3 = sheild, pin 4 = +12V, pin 5 = 

data. 
D. 5 -pin DIN female, pin 2 = shield, pin 4 = +5V, pin 5 = data. 

86. When using a MIDI sequencer running on a personal 
computer, increasing the computer's processing speed will. 

A. Increase MIDI data speed and reduce timing delays. 
B. Increase MIDI data speed and reduce screen redraw 

time for the sequencer software 
C. Reduce screen redraw and computation time for the 

sequencer software. 
D. Cause sequencer tempos to increase by the same 

percentage as processor speed increase. 

87. Synthesizer patch data can be transmitted between 
equipment using: 

A. MIDI poly mode. 
B. MIDI system exclusive commands. 
C. Continuous controller data. 
D. A MIDI thru -box. 

88. When using a MIDI- controlled effects device on the same 
cable as other MIDI equipment, make sure it is: 

A. In poly mode. 
B. In omni mode. 
C. On its own MIDI channel. 
D. A and C. 

Continued on page 97 
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By MIKE JOSEPH 
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In last month's issue, we dove deep inside four 
currently popular, reasonably priced digital pro- 
cessors, evaluating them with percussion, key- 
boards, guitars and voice for sources. We learned a 
number of things: You don't always get what you 
pay for; inexpensive doesn't mean poor quality; and 
some little boxes sure do a whole lot of things really 
well. 

Evaluated in Part One were the ART DR -X 2100, the 
Digitech 256XL, the Dynacord DPS 20 and the Ensonic 
DP /4. This month we cover the Lexicon LXP -15, the 
Roland RSP 550, Sony's DPS-D7 and R7 and the 
Yamaha SPX 1000. 

Let's get to it! 

THE PLAYERS 

LEXICON LXP -15 

DESCRIPf1ON: This single- rack -space stereo device 
uses a proprietary Lexicon chip to process audio at 
31.25kHz. 16-bit linear PCM converters are fed from 
two unbalanced inputs, with 128 factory presets and 
128 user configurable registers available for pro- 
gram storage. The algorithms which make up the 
patches include Delay /Reverb, Pitch /Delay, Gate, 
Plate and Chorus /Delay. 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,049 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Programs include Hall, Room, 
Plate and Gated Reverbs; Delays; Chorus /Flange 
and Pitchs. All of these are available as 1- or 2 -part 
combinations. 

REVERBSOFFER@ Large, Bright and Dark Halls; Large, 
Medium, Small and Closet Rooms (more like ambi- 
ence than reverb); Long, Small, Bright and Regular 
Plates; Small, Medium, Large, Bright and Slap Gates. 
Some of these are also available in combination with 
other programs, such as delays and pitch detune. 

EVALUATION: Has anyone out there not experienced a 
Lexicon 224 or 480 reverb program? If you're the rare 
one who hasn't, you've certainly heard them on the 
vast majority of American pop, rock, jazz and dance 
records produced over the last decade. Lexicon has 
always been known for its excellent sound quality, and 
the LXP -15 does not disappoint. What can we say 
about an industry standard's smaller sibling? 

The Halls, Rooms and Plates differ from each other, 
not only in apparent size and decay time, but charac- 
ter. They are all smooth (unless you muck with the 
diffusion enough to expose the chitter of individual 
reflections), and deep, without compromising the 
shimmer or sparkle. Low -end reflections are tight and 
controlled. All personality flavors are available, from 
warm and mellow to bright and percussive. The patches 
sound good right out of the box. 

What is slightly surprising is the relatively limited 
palette of parameter adjustments available (corn- 
pared to such units as the Dynacord or the Ensoniq). 
On a typical reverb program, such as Bright Plate, 
multiple pages allow access to pre -delay (0- 262ms), 
pre -delay feedback, treble (roll -off slope only, from a 
320Hz LP knee to full bandwidth in 16 steps), bass 
multiplier (0.35 to 2.4 times in 32 steps), size (eight 
meters to 87 meters in 1 -meter increments), diffusion 
(0 to 100 %), LFO rate, wet /dry mix, pan and levels. 

Arguably, these controls are all you need if the sound 
is good, and it is. Other programs in the presets, 
especially combinations with delay or detune, provide 
a greater number of adjustable parameters. The am- 
bience settings (rooms) are especially tasty, creating 

Mike Joseph is editor of R.E.P. 
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CONTROLS: Single input and output level pots; 5 "soft" 
buttons (associated with LCD readout labels); page 
view button; continuous data parameter wheel; 16- 
position page /function knob; power switch. 

INTERFACE: The unit has two each 1/4 -inch unbal- 
anced I/O jacks; five foot controller jacks; Dynamic 
MIDI IN, OUT and THRU jacks. Input levels are fully 
adjustable with front -panel pot and configuration soft- 
ware, OdBu being nominal at 50kf1 stereo and 25kí1 
impedances. The outputs are stated as being 
600flsource impedance, with +4dBu nominal and 
+8dBu max into a 600f1 load ( +14 max into >lOkfl). 

the artificial acoustic space Lexicon is masterfully 
known for. 

Some small presence of gated hiss and modulated 
noise is noticeable behind some of the setups. The 
Long Plate and Vocal Plate were hissy, as were the 1/ 
4 note MAT (MIDI Auto Tempo) and 1/8-1/16 MAT 
presets. Many programs displayed ever -so-slightly 
noticeable gating on background hiss. With no signal 
present there was complete silence. Although better 
than most of the units evaluated last month, the 
presence of any hiss, modulated and breathing, or 
static, on a Lexicon unit was unexpected. A price vs. 
performance issue? Hmmm... 
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DELAYS OFFERED: Slaps, Delays, Cloud (clus- 
ter) Delays, combinations with reverb, ambi- 
ence, chorus, etc. 

EVALUATION: As you can imagine, a range of 
high -quality left and right echoes, delays and 
slap -backs exist as stand -alone effects, in 
addition to echoes and tunnel effects incum- 
bent in different combination programs. They 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: High and low cut fixed 
slope, variable frequency rolloff; treble rolloff 
(identical to high cut filter); bass multiplier 
(boost /cut), as part of presets. 

EVALUATION: These settings are available se- 
lectively, internal to specific programs. The 
treble and bass multipliers are part of the 
reverb page, and the high and low cut are part 

Big Flush (dynamic ., ivelope- altered verbs), 
AftFlngVerb (ramped ern /elope buzz verb), Gated 
Dive (noisey descend ng echoes), assorted 
slap reverbs and altered envelope reverb at- 
tacks and decays. 

EVALUATION: All of t se sounds are quite 
good or interesting, b definitely fall into the 
realm of special eff ts. How useful? How 

much sou design or science -fic- 
tion movie special effects do you 
do? 

are all generally clean and flexible. 

MODULATION EFFECTS OFFERED: Chorus, Cho- 
rus and Delay, Detune Chorus, Range, Flange 
Room, variable envelope Chorus. 

EVALUATION: Several subtle but effective single - 
program chorus presets are offered, but they 
are nothing to rush out and rave about. The 
sounds are generally clean and flexible, with 
three delay settings, feedback, treble rolloff, 
reverb diffusion, LFO, chorus rate, mix and 
level parameters available for adjustment. 
Some slight background hiss is perceivable on 
chorus and delay combo settings. Although 
conservative, the stock sounds are good, and 
quite usable. Wanking the parameters way out 
can give you tunnel sweep and other special 
effects. In combination with room ambiences 
and DDL, multiple alternatives are possible. 

of the pitch /EQ page. Their effect is strong and 
usable, with great variations possible to the 
applicable programs. 

PITCH SHIFT OFFERED: Pitch shift and detune 
algorithms as part of ambience, reverb and 
delay programs. 

EVALUATION: No real stand -alone pitch shifting 
is offered. Up to six serial effects can be 
grouped, of which pitch shifting is one. Shifts 
to one octave up and two octaves down are 
possible, and by minimizing the delay or reverb 
mix percentages, the pitch shifted signal can 
be made the prominent element of the pro- 
gram. Tweaked as dry as possible, the quality 
is slightly warble- prone, with some glitching 
and /or hiss noticeable. However, within the 
context of the programs, judicious use of the 
pitch /delay algorithm adds a marvelous qual- 

WRAP -UP: C early, the LXP -15's big 
strength is s capability to emulate 
its big bro er's wonderful reverb 
sounds. ept for some modu- 
lated hiss n several of the pro- 
grams, the verbs themselves are 

some of the best sail pled for this article - 
lots of shimmer, depth end sparkle. The modu- 
lated effects are good and solid but wouldn't 
necessarily fit into a lea/ guitarist's wet dreams. 
The pitch shift, delay and other algorithms are 
nice window dressing b the reverb programs, 
but don't pay the price of admission. 

c Ui.414 
1lee 

%+u,.vy. 

wit .O4i.0 4 '[CG 

14411-141 to 144 mvelz. 
It's worth mentioning that Lexicon has taken 

a different approach to housekeeping with its 
choice of control pa 'meter grouping and 
augmentation. The 15-position Page knob, 
which allows direct access to factory presets 

PROCESS NG 
DYNAMICS OFFERED: Gating as part of specific 
programs. 

EVALUATION: Several levels of gated reverbs 
are available, and each is effective. The gated 
verb is its own algorithm, so the process is 
more than just a dynamic alteration of an 
existing program. Also offered is a slap /gate 
combination that might have some interesting 
applications. No new ground here, but every- 
thing is done right. 

ity to the chorus, ambience or reverb pro- 
grams. And the flexibility to adjust the param- 
eters to taste makes the pitch shifting an 
effective and useful tool, with high enough 
quality for the application at hand. 

OTHER EFFECTS OFFERED: RevWarpEnv (LFO's 
tunnel -sweep reverb), Cascade (pitch 
arpeggiation), LFO Roll (like chorus), Through 
A Ringer (regenerative tunnel flange), Jumpin 
Beans (LFO warble), Glub Glub (excellent pitch 
shifted lower partial with ambience), Wander 
Room (random panning), Fade In Space and 

and user registers (all is the Setup position), 
as well as the ability t spin the knob again for 
direct access to dee r pages without having 
to scroll through one to get to the next, is nice. 
The View button furth r simplifies control by 
allowing either multip parameter names or 
more detailed values t be addressed directly. 

Attesting to the prof sional leanings of this 
unit is the fact that is delivered with all 
programs balanced toga 100% wet mix. Stick 
it in the mono or ster send, stereo receive 
loop of a quality bo d, and you won't be 
disappointed. 
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ROLAND RSP -550 

DESCRIPTION: The single- rack -space, 2 -in /2- 
out stereo processor provides 39 permanent 
factory presets and 160 user program loca- 
tions - 199 possible stored effects. 16-bit 
linear A/D and D/A conversion is applied, with 
a sampling frequency of 48kHz. The 550 is 

designed for in -line use with instruments and 
in mixer high -level send /receive loops. 

RETAIL PRICE $1,295 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: The 39 basic algo- 
rithms include items such as Hall (made up of 
reverb, gate and equalizer elements), Room, 
Plate, Gate Reverb, Reverse Gate, Ambience 
(equalizer, edge expander and ambience); 
various Delays (delay, modulation and equal- 
izer); Penta, Space, 2 Band, 4 Band and 
Stereo Chorus (chorus and equalizer); Flang- 
ing and Phasing; Rotary; Pitch Shift; Vocoder; 
Enhancer; and Multi 1 through 5 (created from 
combinations of EQ, chorus, Pitch Shifter, 
Delay, Reverb, Phaser, Panning, Vibrato and/ 
or Flanger). 

CONTROLS: Dual-concentric input level pots; 
program /page scroll, value scroll, parameter, 
control assign, name, control, exit, write, sys- 

tem, and bypass /space buttons; power on /off 
switch. 

INTERFACE Two each unbalanced 1/4 -inch 
input and output jacks, each pair switchable 
between -20 and +4 levels. Input impedance 
is stated as 47kû, output at 22Oû. Four 1/4- 
inch jacks provide program shift up and down, 
control signal and bypass footswitch control. 
Three MIDI DIN jacks offer IN, OUT and THRU 

connections. 

RE VERBS OFFERED: Rooms, Plates, Halls, Ambi- 
ence, Gated Reverb, Reverse Gate and Modu- 
lated Reverb are available stock. All can be 

altered, renamed and saved to user locations. 
Various combinations of reverbs and other 
effects are offered in five groupings called 
Multis. 

EVALUATION: In subjective analysis, it is hard 
to avoid the realization that the reverb choices 
offered sound pretty much alike. No matter 
the factory patch chosen, the general timbre 
and density of the reverbs seem to be based 
on the same internal quantifiers. Some set- 
tings are marginally brighter, denser or fuller 
than others (exclusive of parameter alter- 
ations), and some slightly noisier. The overall 
tone is generally metallic and harsh, with 
some high-frequency chitter noticeable on high- 
frequency transient inputs (variable by diffu- 

changes that varying diffusion or EQ contrib- 
ute. 

Reverb parameter adjustments cover the 
following functions: 3 -band EQ with sweepable 
mid, total reverb level and wet /dry balance, 
reverb time, pre -delay time (to 450 mils), HF 

damping frequency and level and diffusion 
amount. The controls provide a fair range of 

a phrase) are available. You won't want for 
quality and usable motion with these. They're 
all good. 

The rotating Leslie effect is better than 
average, but not great, with a smooth adjust- 
able transition between slow and fast horn 
speeds. The ability to overdrive the sound, 
adding a touch of distortion, is nice. You won't 

variation, and decent flexibility is available in 

the areas of reverb length and pre-delay. 
Gated reverbs additionally allow the adjust- 

ment of gate threshold level, hold time, at- 

tack, release and leftover (a nice and usable 
touch for setting the amount of "leaked" 
signal after gating). The gated reverbs are 
basic, but they work well enough. The reverse 
gated reverb is more of an effect. All told, 
these reverbs are best used in -line with key- 

boards and /or noncritical instruments on stage 
or in a cut -it -live environment. They're OK, but 
they probably won't satisfy the critical ear. The 

exception might be the Ambience patches, 
which could find use building air and space 
around too-dry sounds. The latter's Edge Ex- 

pander element adds an interesting dimen- 
sion to the sound. 

DELAYS OFFERED: Simple delay, stereo delays, 
tempo delays, and 4 -tap and 8 -tap delays. 

EVALUATION: The delays available are flexible 
enough to do most of the things you'd want to 
do, relatively easily and cleanly. The 4- and 8- 

tap algorithms provide capabilities to place 
repeat echoes anywhere in the stereo pan- 
orama, with adjustable levels and spacing. 
Basic but usable stuff. 

MODULATION EFFECTS OFFERED: Stereo, 2 -band, 
4 -band, Space and Penta Chorus; Multi -Phaser, 
Dynamic Phaser; Stereo Flanger; Rotary 
Speaker. 

EVALUATION: What can we say? The modulated 
sweeping effects featured on Roland devices 
throughout the years have been excellent, and 
the 55O's offerings are no exception. The 
phasers and flangers are just what you might 

sion amount), and midrange artifacts return 
even when low- frequency stimulus only is ap- 
plied. 

Ever been to a YMCA swimming pool? Even 

by altering parametric values or preset, you 
keep being reminded of a basic gymnasium/ 
arena sound. The plate sounds like a brighter 
large hall, somewhat midrange -y. It's not that 
the basic verb is bad; it's just that there's not 
much variation to be had, other than the 
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expect, adjustable from shallow and subtle to 
deep and intense. But the various and sundry 
chorus algorithms are what make this unit 
worthwhile and worth owning. Just as the 
original Roland Dimension D set a new stan- 
dard of aural action, so, too, do the chorus 
settings offered in the six algorithms achieve 
the lofty goal of excellence. 

On all of the chorus settings, your choice of 
depth in sweep, width and "churning" (to apply 

mistake the total effect for the real thing (a 

hotly biased and slightly battered tube preamp 
under the pedals of a B- or C-3, pushing a stack 
of wooden 122 tone cabinets), but in a musi- 
cal context, the sound works well. As with 
most digital Leslie emulations, the high and 
low frequencies accelerate as one. It's not like 
that in real life! But they do have their own rise 
and fall times (swell periods). That's better 
than most of the others. 

DYNAMICS OFFERED: Gating. 

EVALUATION: The gating is available only as 
part of specific reverb and reverse reverb 
programs and, as such, are part and parcel of 
the effects themselves. In context, they work 
well enough. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: High level, mid level 
and frequency, low level, HPF, LPF. 

EVALUATION: As with the gating above, the EQ 

is integral to the specific reverb programs. As 

such (because you're EQing the wet or to -be- 

wet signal only), the sound is colored initially. 
The range of the mid sweep is good, and 
enough level range is offered to make a 

difference. 

PITCH SHIFT OFFERED: Stereo, 2 -band and Quad 
Pitch Shifter. 

EVALUATION: Not advisable for use as stand- 
alone effects, the pitch shift capabilities are a 

little too warbly (with noticeable splices) to be 
out front. However, as timbral touches behind 
and under other sounds, such as full- fingered 
guitar chords, keyboard or group background 
vocals, the effect works well. The key to 
success is subtlety. 

OTHER EFFECTS OFFERED: Vocoder. Enhancer, 
space sounds, etc. 

EVALUATION: The Vocoder uses an element of 
hiss in the formula and might have its interest- 
ing uses. The enhancer is especially nice with 
kick drum and other percussive sounds, al- 

though it probably wasn't intended for that 
application. The other effects are strictly ef- 
fects, if you know what we mean. 

WRAP -UP: The strength of the Roland RSP- 

55O's performance lies in its modulation ef- 

fects. The reverbs are OK, but not great. 
However, the sweeping, swimming, swizzling 
sounds of the chorus are as good as any 
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previous Roland, and possibly quieter and 
cleaner. 

A complete 90 -page Algorithm Guide is in- 

cluded with the 70 -page owner's manual. Both 
are thorough and educational, even if the 
Japlish is sometimes noticeable. 

All told, the 550 is a good live performance 
or MIDI studio unit. But even with its +4 inputs 
and outputs, it falls somewhat short in the 
areas of versatility, noise and ultimate fidelity 
as a studio tool. Compared to some members 
of the competition, the price is high for the 
features provided. 

SONY DPSD7 

DESCRIPTION: The D7 is a seemingly simple 
single- rack -space stereo digital delay. That's 
all it does. It features 100 factory programs 
and 256 user edit locations, all based on one 
of seven algorithms. Presets include single, 
double or panoramically positioned, moving 
echos. An oversampling 18-bit A/D and pulse - 
type D/A operating at 49.152MHz provide the 
conversion. A proprietary DSP provides the 
algorithm processing. 

RETAIL PRICE: $1,100 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Delays, multitap de- 
lays, tremelo. auto panned delays, extremely 
short delays (for basic acoustic environment 
simulation), calibrated time shift delays. 

CONTROLS: Concentric stereo input level pots; 
dry and effect pots; load, help, edit, save, 
bypass and enter buttons; parameter adjust- 
ment wheel; power switch. 

INTERFACE: Two pairs, each 1/4 -inch and XLR 

input and output jacks, -10 and +4, respec- 
tively. Max input is +10 and +24, with 50kf1 
and 10kí1 loads on the unbalanced and bal- 
anced lines. Outputs are also -10 and +4, with 
max levels being +10 and +24 with lOkf1 and 
60011 source impedances on the unbalanced 
and balanced outputs. MIDI IN, OUT and THRU 
5-pin DINS are offered, with two proprietary D- 

sub 9 -pin remote jacks provided for the sys- 
tem remotes. 

DELAY OFFERED: You name it, if it echoes, 
slaps back, warbles or flies around your head, 
the D7 does it. 

EVALUATION: I never thought I'd say "now I've 
heard everything" when it comes to delays, 
but ... anything that can possibly be done with 
slapbacks and multitap, autopanned DDL is in 

this box. Despite a little hiss on some of the 
settings, the unit is exceptionally clean, crisp 
and clear. The range of effects is much larger 
than one might think delays and multitaps 
offer. The D7 allows the ability to get in and 
alter parameters with simple yet powerful 
controls, so any sound effect present can be 
further tweaked to your own idea of perfection. 

The autopan function available on all pro- 
grams is powerful, and sounds as far ranging 
as psuedo-chorus, vibration, a telephone filter 
effect and stereo tremolo (reminiscent of a 

stereo Rhodes) are represented. Even believ- 
able revert -like programs are offered. 

Aside from the creative applications, many 
useful production programs exist: calibrated 
NTSC (and PAL /SECAM) 1 -frame and 1 -field 
stereo time shift, 10 -meter stereo time shift, 
7mm stereo time shift and ambience are here. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: A comprehensive and 
powerful 3 -band equalizer is internal to the 
programs. They all cover ±12dB, with bass 
sweeping from 16Hz to 6.3kHz, treble cover- 
ing 400Hz to 20kHz, and a parametric section 

active from 63Hz to 20+(Hz with a variable Q of 
0.267 to 34.62 (very parrow to very wide). 

EVALUATION: This is popsibly the cleanest and 
most powerful equal z ion offered on a digital 

"The Hollywood Edge is the best sound 

effects library without a doubt!" 

Announcing .. . 

- Oliver Stone 
Director JFK, The Doors 

The most "serious" collection of cartoon and comedy sound 
effects on C.D. - From The Hollywood Edge ... of course. 

Listen for yourself! Call tcfday. 
1-800-292-3755 

The Hollywood Edge 7060 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028 

Circle (17) on Rapid Facts Card 
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YAMAHA SPX10O0 

DESCRIPTION: This modern, single -rack -space 

update of the original SPX 90 features 40 

factory presets and 59 additional user RAM 

locations. Unique to all processors evaluated, 

the 1000 features digital inputs and outputs 

(in the Yamaha format) and high /low switch - 

able level analog inputs. Licensed Aural Ex- 

citer' enhancement is offered, and the stereo 

sampling is 16 -bit, with a conversion fre- 

quency of 44.1kHz. 

RETAIL PRICE: $1.595 

FUNCTIONS AND EFFECTS: Halls, Rooms, Plates 

and Echo Rooms, Gated Reverbs and Reverse 

Gates; Delays and Stereo Echos; Stereo Range, 

Chorus, Phasing, Tremelo, ADR Noise Gate, 

Pitch Change, Freeze (stereo sampling), Pan- 

ning, Distortion and Aural Exciter. 

CONTROLS: Power switch; concentric stereo 

input level; parameter select (forward and 

back), parameter change (up and down), EQ. 

internal parameter, external controller assign. 

level, store, program select (up and down), 

recall, utility, trigger and bypass buttons. 

INTERFACE: Two each, unbalanced 1/4 -inch 

input and output jacks, switchable in pairs 

between -20dB and +4dB level. 8 -pin DIN 

Yamaha format digital input and output jacks. 
DIN MIDI IN and switchable OUT/THRU jacks. 
1/4 -inch unbalanced Increase /Decrease and 

Trigger 1 Switch jack, Analog Trigger 2 jack 
(switchable between "mic" and "line" level), 

and a bypass control jack. 

REVERBS OFFERED: Hall, Room, Vocal, Plate, 

Echo Room, Early Reflections, Gate Reverb 

and Reverse Gate. 

EVALUATION: Without 
mincing words, the 
reverbs offered by 

the 1000 will not by 
themselves entice you to 
rush out and grab the unit. 
They are pedestrian at best. The 

basic sound, identifiable as the working 

element in all the verb patches, is a big, warm 

chamber. As evidenced in the Hall patch, the 

sound is full and dark, with just a touch of high - 

frequency chitter. Playing with diffusion or 

damping can bring out the negative side ef- 

fects, but at no point is the sound smooth or 

brightly silky. That's not necessarily a bad 

thing, if you're looking for a rougher snare 

return or something with a touch of bite. 
The Room patch, as, too, the Vocal and Plate 

programs, can be made to sound virtually 
identical to the Hall patch by noodling with the 
HPF and LPF, EQ settings, diffusion, damping 
and decay. It's more than a 1- sound -box, but 

the range of play is limited, if you don't want to 

go too far into chitterland. 
Are there algorithmic differences in the verbs? 

Yes. Some parameters are unique to different 
programs, but as you've heard us say before, 

the basic quality of the timbre is consistent 
throughout, and it's not a Lexicon or a Dynacord. 

Wanking -in EQ or going to HPF /LPF extremes 
will definitely change the sound quality, but 
you're more into effect territory here than 
basic, usable reverb. 

One strange anamoly is worth mentioning. 
Dialing in any HPF introduces a rough, grainy 

hiss to the program. The noise varies by the 

frequency selected. Very disconcerting. 

The Gated Reverb and Reverse Gate are 

usable, albeit somewhat "buzzy" and chittery. 

The Reverse Gate especially evokes the sound 

of a zipper. Again, a usable effect, certainly 

applicable to specific things, but not a general 

purpose verb. 
The Early Reflections fall into this category, 

too. They are less room ambience creations 

than combos of short reverb and delay meant 

to simulate an ambient environment. The 

rough grain is clearly in evidence here. 

DELAY OFFERED: L /C /R Delay, Stereo Delay. 

EVALUATION: Some noise or hiss is noticeable, 

although the distraction is negligible. The L/ 
C/R Delay is especially nice. Single shots on 

a tom, for example, can be turned into an 

entire tom roll, right around the stereo spread. 

In short, these are two simple but effective 

programs. 

MODULATION EFFECTS OFFERED: Flange, Stereo 

Phasing. Chorus, Symphonic. 

EVALUATION: The Range program is very good, 

almost more like a strong chorus than a 

flange, whereas the Chorus is weak, demon- 

strating none of the depth that a good chorus 

patch should have. It does, however, provide 

a solid sense of panning, churning sweep, 

almost stereo flange -like, back and forth at a 

selectable rate in the stereo spread. 

Like the Flange preset, the Stereo Phasing 

and Symphonic programs are also strong. The 

latter is more like a shallower chorus setting, 

with a lower midrange emphasis. Symphonic 

is applicable to keys, guitar and vocal spreads, 

as well as percussive effects. 

ber of controls - attack, release, threshold, 

ratio - but excludes an in- program drive or 

input level (other than the analog input pots). 

The compressor and expander work, after a 

fashion, but they wouldn't cut it as stand- 

alone devices. The sound is flat, with limited 

life, even after playing with the attack and 

release settings. It is probably OK for use on 

synths and such (strings, swells, etc.). 

The ADR -Gate algorithm fairs somewhat bet- 

ter, because this program is far more usable 

on its own. Tweaking the settings provides 

usable noise removal for hissy guitar and 

keyboard rigs. Some bounce on release is 

noticeable, but overall the program works well 

enough. 

EQUALIZATION OFFERED: 2 -band parametric, 

HPF, LPF, BPF, PEQ, LFO and Dynamic Filter. 

EVALUATION: The EQ algorithm, a separate 

function available to any program, provides a 

wide range of action among limited controls. 
The basic settings include grouped stereo 2- 

band selectable peak or shelf EQ (high or low 

Q in peak modes only), variable in frequency 

from 32Hz to 2.2kHz on the bottom and 500Hz 

to 16kHz on the top. The boost or cut is 15dB, 

and the EQ functions effectively. 
Also available are Dynamic Filters, control- 

lable by an internal LFO or the input signal's 
level to the analog trigger. Either of these 

signals can drive either an LPF, HPF, BPF 

(bandpass) or a PEQ (parametric) filter. The 

various effects can create some wonderful 

sonic signatures, dependent on the nature of 
the drive signal dynamics and input tonality. 
Discovery and play is in order here. 

The combination programs that exist be- 

tween factory presets 31 and 35 additionally 
allow 2 -band parametric control of the 

left and right channels sepa- 
rately, with the 

same pi- 
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Overall, the 
modulation effects are 
good, but disappointment lies in 

the weak chorus. Go figure. 

DYNAMICS OFFERED: Compress /Expand, ADR - 

Gate, Gate as part of the Reverb programs. 

EVALUATION: The compression /expansion al- 

gorithm provides the prerequisite basic num- 

rameters 
as the 2 -band EQ 

stated above. 
The equalization gen- 

erally is effective and useful, although the Q 

does not provide much variation between its 
high and low setting. Additionally, the noise 
level rises substantially with the adjustment of 
certain EQ parameter settings, irrespective of 
the amount of boost or cut added. Ah, the joys 
of digital filters... 

PITCH SHIFT OFFERED: Pitch Change 1 and 2, 

Stereo Pitch Change. 

EVALUATION: The nicest -sounding program of 

the factory presets is patch 21, Pitch Change 

2. It is absolute magic. Nothing more than a 

fine downward detune on one channel ( -8 

cents) and a fine upward detune ( +8 cents) on 

the other, the effect adds life to everything we 

tried it on. Simply wonderful. 
The maximum shift capability on any of the 

settings is up or down two octaves, with fine - 

tuning available in 1-cent increments. Too 

much shift introduces the inevitable warble. 
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The Stereo Pitch Change preset definitely 
suffers from too much of the latter. 

OTHER EFFECTS OFFERED: Distortion, Panning, 
Triggered Panning, Freeze (sample), Tremelo. 

EVALUATION: Forget the distortion program. 
Two back -to -back diodes across a speaker 
would sound more realistic. The three Freeze 
or sample patches work well, with triggering of 
the playback available byvarious means. Freeze 
1 and 2 allow 5.8 seconds of sound to be 
captured, with Stereo Freeze allowing 2.9 
seconds. All provide the means to trim down 
the front and back of the sample by indicated 
milliseconds. 

Extremely usable is the triggered delay, 
configurable from L to R or R to L in pan 
direction. This program could see a lot of use. 
The basic Pan program is what you think, but 
with the addition of a front -to-back parameter 
adjust, the net effect is a "dipping" of the 
signal level in the middle on one leg, as if the 
signal were completing a circle in front of you, 
receding and then passing closely by. 

The tremelo certainly won't replace a 
Fender amp, but it may find use on some 

retro -sounding production. 

WRAP -UP: Although the reverbs are usable, 
they are somewhat weak compared to several 
of the competitive units. The modulated ef- 

bedded in the recei 
Additionally, the di 

pre-effect or post -eff 
serts). Conceivably, 
lated and used inde 

POWER PRO 

digital input signal. 
al I /0s can be used as 
et looping outputs (in- 
e A -to-As could be iso- 
dently, as could the D- 

fects, however, specifically the Phasing, Flang- 
ing and Symphonic programs, are very good. 
Pitch Change 2 deserves special mention - 
it's an absolutely wonderful setting for guitars, 
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High -performance 3i- octave graphic equalizer 
available to start work immediately. Honorably 
discharged from highly- respected manufacturer. 
Works well with any other equipment. Recording/broadcast 
qualifications. Interpolates well. Proven track record. Small but 
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68 40*° 
very capable. Will work standing up or laying down. Call (206) 355 -6000 400 
for references. Ask for the FME 15 Constant -Q 35- Octave micro-Graphic Equalizer. 

RANE CORPORATION 10802 -47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275. (206) 355 -6000 
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So just what is 
time code anyway? 
Let's start with a defi- 
nition: Time code is 
an electronic digital 
signal that can be re- 
corded along the 
length of audiotape or 
videotape in the same 
way that sound is re- 
corded. It is a square 
wave with a band- 
width of 15kHz. All in- 
formation carried in 
the time code word is 
binary - it's made up 
of ones and zeros. Its 
main function is to 
give each frame of video a unique ad- 
dress that can be easily found. Time 
code can also contain additional use- 
ful information. 

Practical tips on being sync savvy. 

By JOE MOORE 

One frame of time code is called a word and each word is divided 
into 80 parts, called bits. The 80 bits are assigned as follows: 

1. 26 are for time information: hours:minutes:seconds:frames. 
2. One bit is used to indicate drop -frame mode. We'll be covering this 

topic later. 
3. One bit is used to define the video color frame. 
4. One is for phase correction. 
5. 16 are to identify the end of the frame and the direction of travel, 

called the sync word. 
6. Eight 4-bit groups, individually called binary groups and collec- 

tively referred to as user bits, are available to store such data as 

the date, scene number and take number. 
7. Two bits are used to select one of four ways of interpreting the user 

bits. 
8. One unassigned bit is reserved for future use. 

All these bits fall into three categories: time information, user 
information and sync information. 

Joe Moore is senior audio engineer of Post Edge. Hollywood. 
FL. 
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TIME INFORMATION 
Each video frame is identified by an 

8 -digit address broken down into hours, 
minutes, seconds and frames. This 
provides a number of advantages in 
producing and editing audio and video 
material. 

First, it can 
represent the 
actual clock 
time when 
something 
was shot or 
recorded. 
Producing a 
chronologi- 
cal report or 
making a list 
or log of takes 
is easy. Sec- 
ond, the du- 
ration of an 
event, such 
as an edit or 
the actual 

running length of a program or com- 
mercial, can be calculated with frame 
accuracy. Third, individual scenes or 
takes can be identified by program- 
ming a specific time code number to 
them. 

There are 32 bits in the code word set 
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TIME CODE STANDARDS 
Originally, black- and -white TV receiv- 

ers in this country used the 60Hz power 
line on which to generate their 30Hz 
frame sync pulse. Their vertical hold 
controls had sufficient range to ac- 
commodate any variation from the 
sync frequency of the station. The 
video frames were advancing at a rate 
of 30 frames per second (fps). If time 
code had been around to measure the 
program, everything would have 
agreed - the program length, the time 
code display and the clock on the wall. 

Then along came color television and 
things quickly became complicated. 
To avoid producing beat frequencies 
caused by the 60Hz ac power line, as 
well as various oscillator harmonic 
interaction, and provide enough room 
in the spectrum for color information, 
a reference frequency of 59.94005234Hz 
was chosen. Thus, the color TV frame 
rate became 29.97fps, a change that 
produced a stable picture but some 
interesting side effects. 

Even though the color reference 
changed, there were still 30 frames in 
every second of video. So, if you 
clocked a color program at 30fps, you 
picked up an extra 0.03 seconds every 

second because the video was running 
at a slower frequency. At the end of an 
hour, you would wind up with 3.6 extra 
seconds of video. 

If you were trying to time a program 
accurately, this would not work be- 
cause there would never be an agree- 
ment between your time code clock 
and the clock on the wall. The problem 
was how to lose 108 video frames ev- 
ery hour and still run the time code at 
a constant speed. To compensate for 
this, the drop -frame time code stan- 
dard was developed. 

DROP -FRAME EXPLAINED 
Instead of the time code address num- 

bers always advancing by one frame, 
the counting was altered so that when- 
ever the time code ended a minute, it 
dropped the first two frame numbers 
beginning the next minute. As an ex- 
ample, frames 1:34:00:00 and 1:34:00:01 
would not exist. Frame 1:33:59:29 would 
advance to 1:34:00:02. 

The chances of the 1/4- 

inch deck at the post 
house running at the 
same constant speed as 
the recording studio's 
deck are about as good 
as winning the lottery. 

This omission did not affect the video 
picture. The video frames still pro- 
gressed in a continuous frequency rate 
of 29.97fps. The only thing altered was 
the time code number count. How- 
ever, this method of dropping two 
frames every minute lost 120 frames 
during the course of an hour. The goal 
was only 108. 

To compensate further, time code 
was allowed to keep the first two frames 
of every 10th minute. It is important to 
note that although 29.97fps drop -frame 
keeps real time on the average, at any 
given point it can be almost 0.10 sec- 
onds fast or slow, depending on when 

the last frame nu 
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SMPTE TIME CODE 
There are two t ppes of time code in 

use today. The first. developed by the 
Society of Motion I'icture and Televi- 
sion Engineers. is SMPTE time code. 
This type is tre ed just like an audio 
signal and is r rded longitudinally - lengthwise on n audio or cue chan- 
nel of audiotape r videotape. This is 
referred to as C. In the case of a 
multitrack audi deck, it is usually 
recorded or stri d on an outside chan- 
nel, such as cha el 24 on a 24- track. A 
buffer channel s uld be used between 
it and any prod u tion channels. When- 
ever possible, it hould be recorded at 
a normal operas g level of OdB. How- 
ever, adjacent annel leakage on a 
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multitrack tape may require recording 
levels 6dB to 10dB lower. 

SMPTE LTC can be post- striped onto 
audiotape or videotape and can be 
read only in the play mode. Some ma- 
chines and computers use a wide band- 
width reader board to read the code in 
fast shuttle. Most computers, espe- 
cially in the audio studio, must rely on 
counting tack pulses in shuttle. This is 
because the tape lifter mechanism does 
not allow the time code channel to 
come in contact with the heads during 
rewind or fast -forward. Doing so could 
damage your speakers. 

One disadvantage to this type of code 
is that it cannot be read in slow shuttle. 
To circumvent this with videotape, 
you can have the time code numbers 
burned into the picture electronically, 
a process called window code. Because 
the numbers are part of the picture, if 
you pause, stop or step through the 
picture slowly, the numbers are still 
visible on the screen. There is, of 
course, no audio equivalent of this 
except with random access digital au- 
dio workstations. 

Finally, some professional videocas- 
sette machines have a special audio 
track called the address track. It's used 
just for recording time code. This frees 
the regular audio channels for mono 
or stereo production audio. 

VITC TIME CODE 
An alternative to SMPTE LTC was 

introduced in 1978. Called Vertical In- 
terval Time Code or VITC (pronounced 
vit -see), it contains the same address 
and user information as SMPTE but is 
recorded inside the video signal itself, 
yet outside the visible picture, in an 
area called the vertical blanking inter- 
val. 

VITC has a number of advantages 
over SMPTE code. The most important 
is its ability to be read in slow motion 
or "still frame." Remember, video is 
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recorded and 
played back on 
a helical scan or 
spinning head 
assembly while 
the audio record 
and playback 
heads are sta- 
tionary. Because 
VITC is part of 
the video signal, 
anytime a pic- 
ture is visible, 
the time code is 
detectable with 

a special reader. This eliminates the 
need for burned -in time code, because 
a VITC reader can detect and display 
frame accurate code in any mode. 

Second, VITC can identify a video 
field. As we discussed, a time code 
word is one frame long. But each video 
frame is really constructed of two indi- 
vidual fields. Field one is produced as 
the picture tube scans the odd num- 
bered lines of the video; field two con- 
sists of all even numbered scan lines. 
VITC indexes both fields of a frame 
with an address number that includes 
field identification. A sophisticated 
computer editing system can use this 
information to make extremely accu- 
rate edits. 

VITC frees the audio channels for 
production audio and eliminates 
crosstalk from the code signal. Its big- 
gest disadvantage is that it cannot be 
post- striped onto the tape but must be 
recorded simultaneously with picture, 
called VITC. In most cases, as an audio 
engineer, you will never come in con- 
tact with VITC. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
Now that all of the technical stuff is 

out of the way, let's talk about the real 
world. Whether you work in a tradi- 
tional recording studio, do location 
audio recording or mixing, operate a 
MIDI studio or coordinate engineering 
in an audio sweetening room, chances 
are you've encountered time code. In 
fact, most of you probably use it on a 
daily basis. Some of you cannot do 
your job without it. 

TRADITIONAL RECORDING AND MIDI 
STUDIOS 

Probably the most common use of 
time code in the recording studio is to 
lock two machines together. This is 
done with a synchronizer and either a 
couple of multitrack tape decks or a 
multitrack and a video deck. The syn- 

ch, 
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code location of the 
program material on 
2:00:00 (two minutes), . 

code location of the be 
program material on the sla 
(six minutes), the slave wo 
ning numerically four minut 
of the master. Therefore, th 
would be +4:00:00. If the tim 
location of the master is 18:00: 
(18 hours) and the slave is 14:00:0 
(14 hours), the slave would be 
ning numerically four hours behin 
the master and the offset would then 
be <- >4:00:00:00. 

Offsets are initially a little hard to 
grasp, but most synchronizers do all 
the arithmetic for you. It's wise to have 
at least a general understanding of 
offsets, however, because the chances 
of the master and the slave having the 
same numerical time code is slim. 

Incidentally, it is good practice to 
start your program material (music 
bed, commercial, etc.) on an even 
minute mark. This is standard proce- 
dure at any professional post- produc- 
tion facility. A sure sign of an amateur 
is starting your work on some obscure 
number, such as 6:15:12:22. Not only 
does using the even minute mark keep 
things neat and tidy, but it makes it 
easy to compute the duration of your 
work. If your music starts at 5:00:00 
and runs to 5:26:18, its length is 26 
seconds and 18 frames long. How con- 
venient. 

A common function of the traditional 
recording studio or MIDI room is to 
record music, and an offshoot of that is 
scoring to picture and sound design. A 
typical scenario: A copy of the video 
master, whether it's a commercial or 
program, is made on a videocassette, 
usually a' /4 -inch U -matic with address 
track time code and corresponding 
burned -in window code. The address 
track is a special additional channel 
on a professional' /4 -inch machine used 
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for recording time code. This keeps 
the two audio channels available for 
stereo or split audio signals. 

The videocassette is played and its 
address track time code is read by 
your synchronizer. If an offset is neces- 
sary, it is computed and a multitrack 
machine or MIDI setup is locked to 
picture. Music is performed, layered 
and built onto the multitrack or se- 
quenced on the keyboards until the 
piece is complete. A final mix is cre- 
ated and copied to '/4 -inch audiotape. 
The tape is sent to the video post 
house to be laid back to the video 
master. 

Will it stay in sync? No way. Why? 
First, no two free -running audio decks 
in the world will run at the same con- 
stant speed no matter what brand they 

are or how stable their crystal refer- 
ence. In the world of music and record 
production, this is of little conse- 
quence. But in the world of frame - 
accurate video production, this fact is 
critical and sometimes deadly. So the 
chances of the' /4 -inch deck at the post 
house running at the same constant 
speed as the recording studio's deck 
are about as good as winning the lot- 
tery. 

Furthermore, the free- running deck 
at the recording studio is said to be 
line- locked, using the power line as a 
reference. The machines at the post 
house are all using a common house 
reference and are said to be sync - 
locked. The difference is that sync - 
locked machines are running 0.1% 
slower that their line- locked brothers. 

The two will ne. r match. More later. 

THE SYNC -LOCK SOLUTION 
The answer to this is a threefold pro- 

cess. First, the multitrack slave or MIDI 
setup must be toc . d to the videocas- 
sette master duri the mixdown pro- 
cess. Second, the 4 -inch mix must be 
striped with cod while the mix is 
being recorded. is is usually done 
on a center track me code machine, 
or, in the case of : mono signal, the 
code can be reco ed on channel two 
of the 2- track. If ssible, it should be 
the same numeric code as the slave 
but it absolutely st be running at the 
same rate as the lave. And because 
longitudinal time ode does not copy 
well, it should be e- generated with a 
time code generat . In any case, never 

THE 1115701W OF TIME CODE 

Once upon a time, possibly before you were born, 
television was live. It was broadcast directly from a 
studio somewhere. Viewers sat down after dinner all 
across the country and watched the same program at 
the same time. But a problem quickly arose. When it was 
8 p.m. in New York, it was only 5 p.m. in Los Angeles. 
Some folks were not even home from work yet. The 
producers wanted a way to delay their broadcast to the 
West Coast so that everyone could enjoy the show at a 
convenient hour. 

This was solved in the mid -'50s when the Ampex 
Corporation invented the first videotape recorder. Shows 
were produced live in New York, recorded on a VTR and 
fed to the West Coast hours later, days later or whenever 
they wanted. The term pre -recorded was introduced. 
This flexibility opened a whole new world of production 
possibilities. More complex shows were taped and many 
new methods of keeping track of the recorded material 
were developed. 

One of the first and most basic methods was the VTR's 
footage counter. Fairly accurate, it could be zeroed at 
the start of the tape and a log kept to find the location of 
specific stuff. However, footage counters vary slightly 
from machine to machine, not to mention reel size, the 
pack of the tape and stretching. Frame count was hope- 
less and editing was a distant dream. 

The next method to come along called for counting 
control track pulses. The control track is a series of 
equally spaced electronic pulses that are recorded along 
with picture on videotape. When the tape Is played, the 
phase of the control track is compared to the phase of 
the machine's internal or external reference. This en- 
sures that the tape plays back properly. 

In a way, the control track is to videotape what sprocket 
holes are to film. But unlike sprockets that can be 
numbered and counted, all control track pulses are 
identical. If you try to count them and lose count be- 
cause of noise or distortion, you must start from the 
beginning. Accurate editing was still over the horizon. 

Not to say they didn't try. Editing in the '50s was done 

by physically splicing the tape togeth 
tape. The results were sloppy and cr 
and breakup. They were well below 
know today. 

Then along came electronic editir 
playing a videotape on one machin 
playback deck) and re- recording it, 
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record deck). Although this metho 
breakup and roll of physical edits, it 
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previewed many times with everytt 
sync. 

In the early '70s, the CMX comps 
editing process with the introductior 
sisted electronic editing. With sophi 
ers, edit points could be identified 
numbers. The edit decision list (EDL) 1 

memory and automatically performer 
technology matured, the electronic e 
do even more tasks besides just exec 
computer could control a video switr 
operator to program dissolve rates, I 

and special effects. It could also se 
mands to digital video effects devices 
eral purpose interfaces. 

Today, all on -line and most off -line 
and video editing are based on the u: 
code. 
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mix rates or drop and non -drop -frame 
time code. 

Finally, the ' /,-inch tape mix must be 
locked to the video master at the post 
house as the mix is laid back. If this 
chain of locked and resolving protocol 
is ever broken, the process is doomed 
and fixing it is quite costly and time - 
consuming. 

In place of a' /4 -inch center track deck, 
an R -DAT is just as good. Like video- 
tape, it contains a type of control track 
and is self -resolving. Because the R- 

DAT does not have time code, it can- 
not be locked to picture and must be 
transferred to something that can. 
Then that copy must be locked to the 
video master during layback. 

The term "resolving" is playing back 
a tape so that the program comes off 
the tape at exactly the same speed 
that it went on the tape. Locking a 
slave to a master resolves the slave. 
When playing an R -DAT, its control 
track is referenced to the internal sync 
of the machine and it, too, is resolved. 

Obviously, there is no control track 
on a piece of '/4 -inch audiotape. The 
audio deck is simply moving the tape 
across the heads at a speed dictated 
by its internal crystal referenced to 
the local power company's 60Hz ac or 
line -locked. Anything can happen and 
usually does. Time code takes the place 
of the control track on the' /çinch tape, 
but to be resolved it still must be slaved 
to something. 

Let's examine another scenario. A 
music track is produced in a tradi- 
tional recording studio or MIDI room 
with everything done properly. All 
slaves and masters are locking to- 
gether. The' /4 -inch mix is striped with 
code. Then, as with every master that 
goes out of the studio, the conscien- 
tious engineer leaders each cut on the 
tape. By doing so, he has rendered the 
tape useless. 

Leadering the head of a cut means no 
pre -roll, no lock -up before the audio 
starts, and no resolving, because it 
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takes a second 
or two for the 
resolving pro- 
cess to begin. 
Never leader 
time coded 
tapes! One of 
the purposes of 
the code is to 
give you an ex- 
act location to 
your program 
content, there- 
fore leadering is 

not necessary. To lock up and resolve, 
there must be at least 10, and if you 
can, 20 seconds of pre -roll. This goes 
for the end of the program content as 
well. Ten seconds of post roll is per- 
fect, but no leader tape! Simply note on 
the label the time code start location 
of each cut. The sweetening engineer 
will find it easily. 

Now let's talk about prepping for a 
music video shoot. Most of the time, 
music videos are shot on film. At some 
point, the film will be transferred to 
videotape on a special machine called 
a telecine. Your objective as an engi- 
neer is to give the on- location sound 
man a copy of the song to which the 
performers can lip -sync, thus assuring 
them that when they edit their film 
later, the music will stay in sync with 
the picture. This is an extremely con- 
fusing task and requires a great deal of 
understanding of video and film speeds 
and rates. 

Except for special effects or unusual 
circumstances, film is shot at a stan- 
dard rate of 24fps. Audio recorded or 
played back on the set of a film shoot 
is running at a standard speed of 7.5ips. 
This is most often done on a Nagra 
tape recorder. For those that don't 
know, Nagras come in three flavors: 
mono with 60Hz neo-pilot tone, stereo 
with FM pilot tone and stereo with 
SMPTE time code. The pilot tone and 
time code are the "control track" used 
to resolve on playback. 

When film is played back on a telecine 
and transferred to video tape, it is 
slowed down slightly from 24fps to 
23.97fps. This difference amounts to 
0.1 %. The reason is that everything in 
a video post -production facility, in- 
cluding the telecine, is locked to a 
central external reference sync gen- 
erator running at a color frequency 
rate of 29.97fps. This is normally re- 
ferred to as house sync, and all of the 
equipment is said to be sync -locked. 

The music that was used during the 
shoot was played back at 7.5ips. But 

once the film is slowed down on the 
telecine, that music will no longer sync 
to the picture. It will be running 0.1% 
too fast. In the final edit, the singers 
will visually drift out of sync with the 
music. So how do you compensate? If 

you know that it will be a film shoot, 
proper planning and prep work will 
ensure flawless results. 

FILM SHOOT PLAYBACK 
The first step is to copy the final 

music mix to videotape before the 
shoot. From the standpoint of quality, 
a direct digital transfer from R -DAT to 
D-2 digital videotape is best. Remem- 
ber, D-2 audio is an AES format running 
at a sample rate of 48kHz. Don't show 
up with your DAT recorded at 44.1kHz! 
The next best thing is a CD copy of the 
song. If this is not available, then a' /4- 

inch 15ips studio master is fine. 
Once the music is on videotape, that 

tape now becomes your new "music 
master for video purposes" and all 
copies being prepped for the film shoot 
must be made from it. Most post houses 
have a center track time code ma- 
chine. Have them make two copies at 
7.51ps on 5 -inch reels. Two copies al- 
ways ensures that there is a backup on 
the set in case one gets trashed. The 
reason for the speed and size of the 
reels is because field Nagras cannot 
hold large reels nor play at 15ips. 

Now comes the secret to the slow- 
down speed dilemma. Make a note on 
the box that the ' /,-inch tapes are striped 
with code running at a rate of 29.97fps 
and must be cross -reference resolved 
to 30fps on playback. This way, the field 
Nagra will cause the music to play 
slightly faster, 0.1% to be exact. The 
talent will be lip- syncing to a faster 
playback and when the film is 
transferred to videotape, their actions 
will be slowed down by 0.1% to match 
the music already on the video mas- 
ter. On the final edited music video, 
the singers will be in perfect sync and 
you'll be a hero! 

This overview doesn't cover every 
scenario or every use of time code you 
will encounter, but these are common 
areas where many mistakes are made. 
As you deal with time code, you'll come 
across others and develop alternate 
ways of dealing with them. The impor- 
tant thing to remember is that time 
code is a powerful tool in your audio 
engineering arsenal. It can make your 
life easier, your job more efficient and 
the products more professional. 
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Choosing the Right 
Power Amplifier 
By David Scheirman 

i" Ihave a speaker cabinet that says 
it's rated at 300W. What size power 
amplifier should I get to hook up to it ?" 
That simple question, posed recently 
by a part-time musician who had to 
deal with his group's sound system, 
made me stop and think for a minute 
about power. About watts, ohms, and 
all of those other things named after 
English and German scientists and in- 
ventors a century or two ago. 

On the surface, it seems simple: you 
need to raise the level of an audio 
signal and connect that more powerful 
output to a loudspeaker, at which point 
you will convert electrical energy into 
acoustical, with a bit of waste heat as 
a by- product. Hopefully, the power 
amplifier will handle most of this pro- 
cess ... if the speaker ends up being 
responsible for too much of the waste 
heat, then it's goodbye sweet sound, 
hello burned-out voice coil. 

The musician with the 300W speaker 
cabinet assumed that he should get a 
300W amplifier. A watt is a watt, right? 
That might at first seem like a good 
rule of thumb, but things can be a bit 
more complicated than that. 

What type of program input was the 
amplifier measured with? How about 
the loudspeaker? Are these "AES stan- 
dard" watts, or "music power watts," 
or "peak power" watts, or something 
in between? Do some loudspeaker 
manufacturers measure their speaker 
products' power handling ability con- 
servatively (so as to not be embar- 
rassed by too many failures) and do 
some power amplifier manufacturers 
go the other direction with their watt- 
age rating claims, so as to appear to be 
the most powerful for the buck? And, if 

so, how do you tell what model to get 
for a certain application? 

Specsmanship and marketing claims 
aside, there are some more basic ques- 
tions that anyone should ask when 
power amplifiers are under consider- 
ation for sound reinforcement use. 

How much total system electrical 
headroom is desired for the type of 

David Scheirman is REP's live sound consulting editor and 
president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian, CA. 

use that the system is most likely to 
encounter? [Power amplifier head- 
room will help to prevent audible dis- 
tortion and will actually place less 
stress on loudspeaker components 
than a zero-headroom system. 10-20% 
is a minimum for everyday normal -use 
applications, 25-50% for heavy -duty 
rock 'n' roll usage, and some audio 
fidelity purists providing sound rein- 
forcement systems for opera and sym- 
phonic use like to go with 100% head- 
room for very accurate amplified tran- 
sient response.] 

What's more important: a good pric- 
ing deal for mass quantities of amps 
from a single supplier, or optimized 
amplifier applications based on exact 
needs? [Lows, mids and highs often 
work best with different design types 
or products from different manufac- 
turers, depending on the loudspeaker 
component characteristics and sys- 
tem use requirements. 

Does the power amplifier need to do 
anything else beside amplify an input 
signal? [Many amp manufacturers are 
now offering plug -in signal processing 
options, such as electronic crossover 
modules, high -pass filters and limit- 
ers. Some offer computer -control mod- 
ules that enable the unit to be linked 
into a network of similar devices, all 
monitored and controlled by a per- 
sonal computer in a remote location.] 

What controls and features are re- 
quired? [Is it crucial to be able to 
adjust amplifier gain? Should it be on 
the front or back panel to meet your 
system needs? Do the gain attenuators 
need to be step -adjustable for consis- 
tent settings? Do you need to see clip 
indication, or thermal status?) 

What environment will the amplifier 
operate in? [Are loud, single -stage fans 
acceptable in a quiet performing area, 
or must you have thermo-sensing and 
multi -stage fan operation? How capable 
must the air filters be ... is foreign 
airborne matter going to be a hazard?) 
What type of input and output con- 

figuration is required? [Connectors 
vary in different types of situations. Do 
you need XLR's on inputs and binding 
posts on outputs? RCA or -inch phone 
jacks? All of the above? Should the A 
and B channels be strappable for 
bridged -mono operation ?] 
*What input sensitivity best suits your 
system needs? [An amplifier will de- 
velop its full, rated power output in 
response to a specified voltage level 
input. This varies from amplifier to 

amplifier, and is often adjustable inter- 
nally. In a multi -amp system, calibra- 
tion of input sensi ivities is important 
for optimum syst performance.] 
What is the inten d duty cycle of the 
amplifier? [Will it e run 24 hours per 
day in a permanen installation? Will it 
receive a few hours' hard use on a 
daily basis in a tour situation? Is the 
amp being purchased for long -term 
use in a certain application in a spe- 
cific system, or will it be a building - 
block module as part of a rental com- 
pany inventory? J 

How important is serviceability? 
[Should it have modular plug -in circuit 
cards for quick road replacement? Will 
it rarely pass through the shop to sit 
on a test or repair bench? Where are 
the fuse caps located? Are the output 
transistors readily accessible ?] 
How will the amp1 fier be racked? [An 
amp that sits in 3n air -conditioned 
recording studio, built into a wall, will 
suffer far less abuse than an amp that 
travels around the Fountry in the back 
of a truck. Mechanical design and chas- 
sis construction is a very real consid- 
eration for portable system use.] 

Will the unit be uged for years until it 
gives out, or will it be sold or traded off 
as part of a regular system upgrading 
or expansion plan In the future? [Just 
like automobiles, some brands and 
models of power amps have better 
resale value than ethers. If future re- 
sale is a considera ion, this may influ- 
ence your choice I 
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What do Madison Square Garden, 
Atlanta's Omni and the 1992 Winter 
Olympics all have in common? Here 
are the facts. 

By David Scheirman 

Sound system designers have 
never had it easy. First, there 
are the laws of physics. Then 

there are the size and weight limita- 
tions, truck packs for portable sys- 
tems and rigging considerations for 
hanging the speakers. And no one re- 
ally wants to hear about the mechani- 
cal engineering considerations to make 
it all work, because the sound of the 
system is what it's really all about. 

David Scheirman is REP's live sound consulting editor and 
president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian, CA. 
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Yet the very compromise that makes 
one part of it work (how it will fit into 
the truck, for example) is often the 
thing that hurts the acoustical perfor- 
mance. ( "Hey, what happened to all 
the low end ?") 

One system designer who's looked at 
these things from many different per- 
spectives for several decades is Cliff 
Henricksen. Formerly an engineer with 
Electro-Voice and Community, where 
he honed his transducer -developing 
and horn -designing crafts, Henricksen 
is currently the design engineer for 
U.S. Sound, a company that has been 
quietly working for the past few years 
to change the way that full -bandwidth 

The 360° 
array of 

U.S. Sound 
enclosures 

covering the 
34,000-seat 

outdoor 1992 
Winter Olympic 

Games stadium. 
Total hung 

weight is 3.5 tons. 

audio is presented to large audiences. 
Henricksen is no ivory-tower theo- 

rist. He owns a home recording studio, 
is a performing musician, and admits 
to liking funk, especiallyJames Brown's 
music. With partner John Lemon, he 
has patented some innovative tech- 
nology that is more than just theory. 
Working in New Jersey, the pair have 
already manufactured hundreds of 
lightweight, arrayable enclosures 
based on these new ideas. 

BASIC SYSTEM DESIGN PRINCIPLES 
Two patents have been granted to 

Henricksen and Lemon. One is related 
to lightweight enclosure construction 
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( "Ultralight loudspeaker enclosures "); 
the other to a method of combining 
them with minimum multisource in- 
terference ( "Method for large -scale 
multiple source sound reinforce- 
ment"). Both patents were granted by 
the U.S. Patent Office in 1989, and U.S. 
Sound has been hard at work con- 
structing systems based on these ideas. 

Ultralight loudspeaker enclosures. 
How light are they, one asks? "Nothing 
in this enclosure ever grew in a tree," 
responds Lemon, company owner. "We 
are using a material for construction of 
the enclosures that is more durable 
than wood and much less heavy." In 
fact, the average weight of a single low - 
frequency box, housing two large -di- 
ameter speakers, is said to be only 110 
pounds. A mid /high box, handling all 
frequencies above about 160Hz, weighs 
even less -a trifling 98 pounds. 

For comparison, check that against 
the "typical" 350- to 400 -pound full - 
range touring sound enclosures. Put- 
ting a U.S. Sound low and mid /high box 
together would tip the scales at only 
208 pounds, a 30% to 50% savings in 
weight over the standard, direct -radi- 
ating road box. Is this a fair compari- 
son? Horn -loaded systems have long 

been known to be more "efficient" but 
many have argued that direct- radiat- 
ing systems provide better fidelity, 
regardless of weight disadvantages or 
increased power requirements. 
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WHAT'S IN THE BOXES? 
"That's proprietary," said Lemon. "It's 

a 3-way system. We use large- diameter 
motors for the lo box and compres- 
sion drivers for t e mid and high sec- 
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Lions. They are not parts that are avail- 
able to anyone else. We had to develop 
special components for this applica- 
tion and we worked hard to find the 
right combination of materials, physi- 
cal size and motor construction." 

A key to understanding the mechan- 
ics of this system might be to note its 
heat -transfer characteristics. In fact, 
the company's granted patent goes to 
great lengths to describe the impor- 
tance of "good thermal conductivity" 
and "thermal energy dissipation" in 
reference to the suggested means of 

Four low- frequency enclosures, weigh- 
ing 110 pounds each, use an innovative 
heat transfer system to avoid speaker 
thermal damage. 
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enclosure assembly and construction. 
The low- frequency box, when viewed 
at close hand, appears to contain pan- 
els made of a heat -conductive mate- 
rial, presumably to allow the speaker 
motors to operate at high output lev- 
els without experiencing thermally 
induced failure. 

The mid /high enclosure appears to 
rely on two deep -throated horn cham- 
bers, one for low /mid frequencies and 
one for mid /high frequencies. Although 
it is impossible to determine what is 
hidden deep within those horn mouths 

from a visual examination, we can sur- 
mise that the system would exhibit 
relatively good pattern-control char- 
acteristics within its intended fre- 
quency range, as do most long -throw 
horn devices. 

U.S. Sound's second patent, "Method 
for large -scale multiple source sound 
reinforcement," gives us a clue that 
the system designers think that a mini- 
mum number of sound sources is pref- 
erable to prevent interference or "over- 
lap" from adjacent sound devices. The 

The deep -throat horn (or waveguide), 
narrow pattemcontrol mid /high enclo- 
sures contain a large- format compres- 
sion driver and a smaller high -frequency 
driver each. 
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patent states that one of the invention's 
objects is to "provide large -scale mul- 
tiple source sound reinforcement with- 
out interference between any of the 
multiple sound sources." 

In part, this includes the limiting of 
horizontal dispersion coverage angles 
for each enclosure to a narrow (20° to 
408) pattern. If the manufactured prod- 
uct adheres to the expressed design 
theory, then it follows that a single 
enclosure will use the minimum num- 
ber of drivers, and an array will be 
constructed in such a manner that no 
two devices are directed toward the 
same part of the audience listening 
area. 

Astute analysis of an array that fol- 
lows this theory, as shown here, would 
note several unusual things: the 
method of placing the identical boxes 
into the array using joining "plates" or 
dividers, and the curving or "arcing" of 
the line of enclosures in a downward 
manner, similar to a rainbow. Does 
this have anything to do with the 
system's high articulation and appar- 
ently "seamless" sound coverage in 
the audience area? 

"We've felt in the past few years that 
sound at a lot of public events and 

Closeup of one of the fourarrays mounted 
from the center -stadium production 
tower. 
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1992 WINTER OLYMPICS 
In February, U . Sound was con- 

tracted to delixnr a stadium -sized 
speaker system tc Bose S.A.R.L. (Bose 
France), the com rany that was desig- 
nated the official professional sound 
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system supplier to the Olympic Com- 
mittee for the XVI Olympic Winter 
Games. Telema, the French produc- 
tion company, subcontracted with U.S. 
Sound to handle sound reinforcement 
for the Olympic opening and closing 
ceremonies. The 34,000 -seat outdoor 
venue needed full- bandwidth sound 
reinforcement, with 360° coverage. 

"It's a fairly straightforward design 
process with regards to this speaker 
system," said Lemon. "Our pattern - 
controlled enclosures allow a designer 
to calculate what areas he wants to 
cover, and our arraying method en- 
sures the most intelligible sound for 
that application." 

In Albertville, 64 of the company's 
boxes (32 low and 32 mid /high units) 
were suspended from a tower -like pro- 
duction mast located in the center of 
the stadium area. The total weight of 
this 9-quadrant array was only about 
6,656 pounds, or less than 3.5 tons. 
"They had a serious weight restriction 
for this tower," said Lemon. "1 cannot 
think of any other loudspeaker sys- 
tems that could have accomplished 
the same thing here without being se- 
riously overweight." 

Additionally, smaller versions of the 
company's mid /high enclosures were 
suspended over the audience from 
Kevlar cables in a signal -delayed ring 
50 meters from the center of the sta- 
dium. Other boxes were mounted atop 
the stadium's perimeter and were used 
as a source of special -effects sounds 
during the opening and closing cer- 
emony programs, which featured a fully 
digital soundtrack playing the sound 
of wind, insects, bells, musical instru- 
ments and more. 

CAREFUL CONSIDERATIONS 
With a world -class special event and 

several prestigious permanent instal- 
lations under its belt, U.S. Sound is 
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Smaller mid /high enclosures, with exposed bracing and baffling, were used at the 
1992 Winter Olympics for special-effects signal sources around the stadium and 
suspended over the audience. 

carefully considering how to best 
implement its new SR technology for 
the world marketplace. 

"We've sold the enclosures used in 
the Winter Olympics to the European 
sound contractor for the event," said 
Lemon. "And we have several major 
permanent -venue installation designs 
in progress. The Madison Square Gar- 
den and Omni systems have brought 
some pretty interesting customers to 
our door. There are another 200 enclo- 
sures in the warehouse waiting for our 
next project." 
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Is the technology applicable to the 
touring concert world? Is such a radi- 
cal horn -type system suitable for sym- 
phonic, jazz, rap, pop, rock and heavy 
metal music? Can the system be rigged 

to work as flying arrays in a live -con- 
cert environment? Are such lightweight 
boxes able to withstand the rigors of 
rock 'n roll trucking and transoceanic 
airfreight? These are real questions to 
pose about any new loudspeaker tech- 
nology. 

"We just finished our first prototype 
of a ruggedized road - version enclo- 
sure," said Lemon (as of March 27). "It 
does not sacrifice the weight advan- 
tage that we have now, but should give 
excellent protection for daily handling, 
truck stacking and shipping damage. 
Beyond that, our next phase of re- 
search and development will make it 
even easier to ship large quantities of 
these enclosures in an even smaller 
cargo space. And we are already hav- 
ing discussions with major concert 
sound companies and production man- 
agers, people who have real concerns 
about freight costs and total system 
weight based on their needs to do 
global touring." 

There you have it, a speaker system 
intended for the year 2000 and de- 
signed to minimize interference be- 
tween multiple sound sources. Easily 
transportable. Very intelligible. Al- 
though no touring versions exist, they 
soon will. It will be interesting to see 
how applicable they are to concert 
sound as we know it now. 

Editor's note: This feature has been 
written with reader interest and 
education in mind. The mention of 
specific brand names of manufactured 
audio equipment is not to be taken as 
an endorsement by the author or 
Intertec Publishing. 
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Continued from page 27 

89. When you purchase sample libraries on CD -ROM, the 
sample data must: 

A. Have at least 16-bit resolution. 
B. Match the data format of the particular sampler. 
C. Load quickly into RAM. 
D. Be played in a drive that can also play compact discs. 

90. When recording your own samples live, better results can 
be produced by: 

A. Recording many samples throughout the range of the 
instrument. 

B. Carefully editing the sample for good dynamic charac- 
teristics. 

C. Applying velocity- mapped sample blending, where 
possible. 

D. All of the above. 

91. The number and size of samples that can be used simulta- 
neously is limited by what factor? 

A. The amount of RAM in the sampler. 
B. The size of the hard disk. 
C. The number of MIDI channels in use. 
D. The clock speed of the sampler. 

00 
MULTITRACK 

1.1111.111111111111,111111 

92. Figure 2 is a block diagram of a simple system for using a 
MIDI sequencer synchronized to tape. Identify item #1: 

A. MIDI thru -box. 
B. MIDI patchbay. 
C. MIDI /computer interface. 
D. Time code generator. 

93. What kind of cable is item #2? 
A. Serial interface cable (usually RS -232). 
B. 50 -pin disk drive cable. 
C. Audio cable. 
D. MIDI interconnect cable. 

94. What connector is item #3? 
A. Time code out. 
B. MIDI out. 
C. MIDI thru. 
D. Audio out. 

95. What kind of signal is carried on cable #4? 
A. MIDI system exclusive messages. 
B. Longitudinal time code. 
C. VITC time code. 
D. Tape deck control commands. 

96. What connector is item #5? 
A. MIDI in. 
B. Time code in. 
C. MIDI thru. 
D. MIDI out. 

97. For music sequencing with MIDI, which is more accurate in 
terms of timing? 

A. Dedicated hardware sequencers. 
B. Dedicated software sequencers. 
C. There is no difference. 
D. It depends on the machine. 

98. MIDI note -on /off commands are us 
A. Change presets on MIDI effects pr 
B. Trigger a note from musical instru 
C. Execute MIDI channel muting. 
D. B and C 

99. Which of the following is not true? 
A. Two devices can operate (respon 

channel at once. 
B. Audio samples can be transferred 
C. Wireless MIDI data transfer exists. 
D. MIDI uses four wires to send and re 

100. Sysex software messages are: 
A. Used to open sequencer applicati 
B. Used to command customized MI 
C. Used to make a MIDI music seque 

conform to prescribed timing co 
D. None of the above. 

to: 
cessors. 
nt. 

on the same MIDI 

is MIDI. 

eive data. 

n programs. 
device presets. 

ce quantize or 
ands. 

I would like to thank the following people for their contrib ns to this article: Chips Davis, 
Del Eilers, Paul D. Lehrman, Tim Sadler, Rick Schwa Andrea Wetherhead, Anthony 
McLean and Mike Joseph. Special thanks to Barry Thor n and Bob Gilmartin for going 
beyond the call of duty. 
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1.0 21.A 41.0 61 81.B 
2.D 22.D 42.0 62i 82.D 
3. A 23. D 43. B 63 B 83. A 
4. A 24. B 44. C 64 84. A 
5.0 25.0 45.D 65ID 85.D 
6. B 26. D 46. A 66. B 86. C 
7. B 27. C 47. D 67. D 87. B 

8. A 28. A 48. D 68, C 88. D 
9. D 29. B 49. B 69. 89. B 

10. D 30. C 50. D 70 90. D 
11.B 31.B 51.B 71 91.A 
12. B 32. C 52. C 721 92. C 
13. D 33. D 53. C 73! : 93. A 
14. C 34. B 54. B 74. 94. C 
15. A 35. D 55. D 75. 95. B 

16. A 36. C 56. C 76. 96. D 
17. B 37. A 57. D 77. : 97. D 
18.0 38.D 58.B 78. 98.D 
19. C 39. B 59. A 79. 99. D 
20. D 40. D 60. B 80. : 100. B 
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REP: H.04 
Routine 
Maintenance 
By M. Raymond Jason 

The two parts of any ATR preventive 
maintenance program are: mandatory 
upkeep procedures, including demag- 
netizing, cleaning, lubricating and align- 
ing; and exploratory performance test- 
ing to reveal progressive failure. 

DEMAGNETIZING 
Magnetized tape -path components 

partially erase tape, and magnetized 
heads degrade an ATR's signal -to-noise 
ratio. Heads can become magnetized 
by a dc current from faulty or poorly - 
designed upstream circuitry. Heads 
and other components can acquire 
magnetization from sudden accelera- 
tions (such as dropping) or from re- 
peated exposure to rapidly -changing 
transport solenoid fields. 

The cure for these ills is manual de- 
magnetization of the tape path using a 
degausser, provided some critical cau- 
tions are followed. First, an ATR must 
be turned off before demagnetizing, 
because the induced signal from the 
degausser is powerful enough to dam- 
age head pre -amp input circuitry. 

Second, degaussers with momentary 
on-off switches are dangerous, because 
mistakenly turning one off while it's 
touching a tape -path component can 
magnetize that component to a level 
beyond the degausser's demagnetiz- 
ing capacity. For this reason, any 
switch on a degausser is a potential 
hazard, as are degausser power cords 
that are too short or in poor condition. 

Third, effective demagnetization re- 
quires deliberate and careful move- 
ment of the degausser. Plug in the 
degausser at least three feet from any 
tape path. Bring it toward the tape 
path, moving slower the closer you 
get. Inside the tape path, never exceed 
a 1- inch -per- second movement. Do not 
hold the degausser up to a rotating 
component and then spin that compo- 
nent; instead, rotate the component 
slowly once or twice around. When 
finished, back the degausser off, not 
faster than 1- inch -per- second, until a 

M. Raymond Jason is an electronic engineer at National 
Public Radio in Washington. D.C. 
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foot away, then quicker if you desire 
until at least three feet away before 
unplugging it. 

CLEANING 
Three cleaning chemicals suffice for 

any tape machine: isopropyl alcohol, 
water and a mild alkali -based liquid 
cleaner (such as Formula 409). Isopro- 
pyl alcohol is the very best general 
cleaner to use: it is non -toxic (unlike 
methanol, which is highly toxic even 
through skin); readily available in pure 
form (unlike ethanol, which is cut with 
kerosine unless purchased prescrip- 
tion- grade, and unlike "rubbing" alco- 
hol, which usually contains glycerin); 
its surface tension allows reasonably 
controlled application (unlike Freon, 
which is more likely to penetrate and 
so indirectly damage bearings); and it 
is available inexpensively, in bulk, from 
chemical suppliers (unlike special -pur- 
pose "head -cleaning" fluids, which by 
comparison are priced exorbitantly). 

Water is useful for those pinch -roll- 
ers that degrade with frequent appli- 
cation of alcohol. Many pinch -rollers 
tolerate alcohol, but some tend to loose 
resilience. If in doubt, call the manu- 
facturer for advice or simply use wa- 
ter. Alkali -based liquid cleaners work 
better than alcohol on ceramic cap- 
stans, guides and erase -heads. You 
must, however, finish by cleaning off 
the alkali -cleaner with alcohol. 

Finally, if your facility can tolerate 
the extra expense of one -piece foam - 
tipped applicators, using them will 
provide three benefits: They don't con- 
tain glue, which on cotton -tipped ap- 
plicators can dissolve and accumulate 
in the alcohol bottle; they are inca- 
pable of leaving behind fibers; and 
they are easier to wring -out after dip- 
ping and before use, to prevent alco- 
hol migrating down into bearings. 

ALIGNING 
ATR service manuals all contain align- 

ment procedures, so I won't use space 
here to duplicate that information. 
Here are some ideas, however, on 
achieving consistency in alignment. 

In terms of obtaining and maintain- 
ing a "sound" for a facility, it is perhaps 
less critical precisely how tape ma- 
chines are aligned than how consis- 
tently they are aligned from session to 
session and from one machine to an- 
other. All your ATRs should be aligned 
consistently to the same reference level 
tape. To keep azimuth consistent, use 

the same piece of tape for all azimuth 
alignments, or, alternatively, purchase 
a full reel of azimuth sweep or tone and 
cut it onto smaller reels, splicing it into 
your other alignment tapes. 

Because few ATRs exhibit perfect EQ 
performance, bias and EQ alignments 
usually entail compromises. All engi- 
neers responsible for aligning your 
ATRs should agree upon a common 
alignment technique. This means that 
all your engineers should employ the 
same biasing procedure and go for the 
same biasing criterion, and that they 
should all set high- and low- frequency 
repro- and record -EQ in the same way. 
Ideally, you should not be able to dis- 
tinguish the sound of one machine 
from another when each records and 
plays back pink noise. This test is an 
excellent check between formats, as 
well, such as ATR to VTR, etc. 

There are some simple tests and ob- 
servations you can make to find prob- 
lems before they become big prob- 
lems. Check power supply voltage and 
ripple to catch drifting dc before it 
causes a logic glitch, and to catch dy- 
ing capacitors before they give up the 
ghost. Listen for noisy bearings so you 
can lubricate or replace them before 
they produce wow and flutter or total 
transport failure. Measure wow and 
flutter often. Many sources of it, in- 
cluding bad motor or tachometer 
brushes, bad bearings and aging pinch - 
rollers, are progressive in their nega- 
tive effects and can often be caught 
before operators notice trouble. 

SCHEDULING MAINTENANCE 
Operators should be trained to rec- 

ognize improper transitions between 
transport modes, tension problems, 
audio problems, noisy bearings and 
misadjusted brakes. 

They should also know about demag- 
netizing, electronic and azimuth align- 
ment, checking tensions and brakes, 
inspecting for head -wear and pinch - 
roller condition, exercising switches 
and checking for bearing noise. 

The third tier is exploratory testing 
and should be performed every two to 
three months. Check all power supply 
voltages and ripples; perform a wow 
and flutter measurement, check pinch - 
roller pressure; EQ circuitry and head 
condition with a flux -loop measure- 
ment; check bias frequency and era- 
sure depth; and lubricate bearings 
according to the ATR service manual's 
schedule. 
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Nfzut Dem. 

Writing on the Wall 

By Rick Schwartz 

If you attended the recent NAB show 
in Las Vegas, you probably already 
know about Scenaria - the new post - 
production workstation /mixing system 
from SSL. What sets it apart from the 
pack is its ability to record video as 
well as audio. This breaks a long- stand- 
ing post -production tradition. Since 
the departure of the optical soundtrack 
in the '50s, sound and picture have 
been treated as distant relatives. As a 
result, tremendous amounts of time 
are spent matching one to the other. It 
doesn't matter whether you work with 
film or videotape, every time picture 
cuts are made, the audio tracks need 
to be conformed to match. 

Today, we have the technology to 
bring high -quality multitrack audio and 
video back together at a reasonable 
cost. Witness the current generation 
of products from Avid and others. 
Multimedia may still be an over -hyped 
buzzword, but desktop video is start- 
ing to gain widespread acceptance. 
Let us not forget that these non -linear 
video editing systems have high -qual- 
ity digital sound and powerful audio 
editing capabilities. Non -linear video 
editors could do to audio 'post' rooms 
what the project studios have done to 
music recording rooms. We need to 
ask ourselves what good is random - 
access audio without random -access 
video? A conventional VCR takes more 
than a minute to a locate point that 
would take less than a second on a 
hard disk -based system. 

GETTING INTO THE ACT 
So how does one go about integrat- 

ing digital audio with picture? The 
multimedia craze has created off -the- 
shelf technology that allows us to in- 
corporate digital video at a reason- 
able cost. There are four things we 
need to integrate video into our digital 
audio workstations: live NTSC video- 
in-a-window, true color display, real - 
time data -compression and a standard 

Rick Schwartz is a contributing editor to REP and director 
of The Post Complex in Studio City. CA (formerly Music 
Animals). He can be reached via CompuServe at 70672.1377. 

file format for storage. Although it's 
possible to buy a single card that in- 
corporates them all, we will look at 
each separately. 

COMPUTER TV 
The best way to get your feet wet is to 

buy a card that allows you to display 
live NTSC video on your computer 
monitor. A SuperMac Video Spigot will 
digitize full -motion video for less than 
$500. The card simply maps over se- 
lected pixels on your screen with the 
converted NTSC image. The picture 
appears in a resizable window that can 
be placed anywhere on your screen. 

TRUE COLORS 
Although most computer monitors 

display color, they were not designed 
to display full- motion video. 24-bit 
video is needed to accurately display 
the colors of a photographic image. 
Why 24 -bits? It matches, and in some 
cases, exceeds our limits of color per- 
ception. It is the difference between 
256 (8-bit video) and 16.8 million col- 
ors. Without it, you can see 'steps' in a 
color transition or blend. 24-bit cards 
are available for less than $1,000 from 
Radius, RastorOps and others. 

MAKING MOVIES 
Now that we can display high -quality 

full -motion video, we need a way to 
play it back from disk in sync with our 
audio tracks. The key to storing video 
on disk is the use of data compression. 
One example of such a technology is 
QuickTime from Apple Computer (al- 
though the name is a mystery to me - 
QuickTime is about as 'quick' as a 
HyperCard is 'hyper'). QuickTime is 
more than a way of playing full- motion 
video on any Mac (with an '020' pro- 
cessor or higher). It is a software archi- 
tecture that encompasses a wide range 
of elements. 

HARDWARE HURDLES 
Normally, QuickTime decompresses 

data using your computer's CPU and 
software algorithms. This is why sound 
and picture are sometimes jerky. Any- 
one who saw an early demonstration 
of QuickTime was most likely less -than- 
amazed. It's hard to get excited about 
grainy video in a window the size of a 
matchbook running at 10-12 frames 
per second with jumpy distorted au- 
dio. When you playback a digital video 
image, QuickTime works to retrieve 
the stored data at the best rate your 

hardware can provide. With slow hard- 
ware it may mean that QuickTime can 
only display every eighth frame. The 
frame rate of playback is limited by the 
speed of your hardware. Don't expect 
30fps playback (rpm a Macintosh LC. 
Fortunately, the architecture used in 
QuickTime allows the use of plug -in 
codes that can b hardware- or soft- 
ware- based. Usin a third -party card 
with hardware da -compression, full - 
screen 30fps play ck should be pos- 
sible on most Ma computers. 

STORAGE CAPACI 
Even with data c 

need a fair amour 
disk for video. Al 
with 11kHz mono 
6Mbytes per mir 
how much space 
would require. 

mpression, you still 
of space on a hard 

ps QuickTime movie 
ound eats up about 
ate. Imagine, then, 
full motion video 

NOT SO QUICK 
The QuickTime olbox should make 

it easy for softw e developers to in- 
corporate QuickT e movies into their 
applications. Mos ikely the QuickTime 
movie would be r corded using third - 
party software d simply imported 
into your EDL sof are. Until then, we 
will have to live w h real -time video in 
a window. Altho h most QuickTime 
movies have limn audio capabilites 
(22kHz 8 -bit mon , RasterOps makes 
a card that digitizes 16-bit audio at 
44.1kHz, right along with 24-bit digital 
video. Keep in mind that most of the 
time production sound on tape is only 
used for reference purposes - 48kHz 
stereo sound is n pt needed to phase 
two audio tracks together. What is 
more important is that the sound from 
videotape is digit zed to create a vi- 
sual waveform that allows sample -ac- 
curate editing. 

CROSSING PLATFORMS 
QuickTime mov' s can be converted 

to formats that Il play on IBM PCs 
and other platfor s using MacroMind 
Director software om Paracomp. Avid 
recently announc d their Open Media 
Framework (OMF), a common inter- 
change format, that allows the con- 
tents and description of edited pro- 
grams to be shared between different 
systems. NED plans to support this 
standard with their Post -Pro SD. 
Digidesign is also teaming up with Avid 
on a 4 -track audi editor. Hopefully it 
will not take othe manufacturers long 
to follow their le . 
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Harping On -Line 

By Tim Sadler 

Clearly the issues surrounding the 
home /project studio vs. the commer- 
cial studio are still on everyone's 
agenda. Here are some excerpts from 
the REP: On -Line forum that demon- 
strate the depth of feeling and the 
validity of arguments on both sides of 
the fence. 

Message: #9729, S/14 REP Magazine 
Date: Sat, Jun 6, 1992 6:00:05 p.m. 
From: REP 75300,3141 
To: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
Tim - 

Re: Home vs. Pro studios ... It has now 
gotten to the point where L.A. HARP 
members are reporting the home/ 
project studios to the zoning officials 
... Hearing about the financial hoops 
they must jump through to satisfy L.A. 
zoning codes, it is easy to empathize 
with the Pro side of the story. Maybe 
what is required is a level playing field. 
- Anthony McLean, Features Editor of 
REP Magazine 

Message: #9825, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Mon, Jun 8, 1992 11:19:27 a.m. 
From: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
To: REP 75300,3141 
Anthony - 

If you define a "level playing field" in 
terms of everybody obeying the law, 
no question, I agree, but ... the advan- 
tage of many home /project studios is 
the very fact that the playing field is 
being redefined every time some smart 
vendor gives the home market access 
to technologies or capabilities previ- 
ously out of reach. The concept that 
many (by no means all) large commer- 
cial facilities fail to recognize is that to 
stay competitive they must become 
much more flexible, able to reconfigure 
their rooms and reposition themselves 
in the market as the playing field 
changes. If one looks at how this dy- 
namic is playing out in other indus- 
tries, the trends are clear. Those who 
can make rapid adjustments are the 

Tim Sadler is president of IntraMedia, a media software 
consultancy and Sysop of REP: On -Line. His CompuServe 
address is 75300.3142. 
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winners. Even as we speak, how many 
new rooms are being designed with 
the consideration that they may be 
totally reconfigured within 24 -36 
months? It is more expensive to build - 
in this flexibility up front, but it will 
more than pay off when the update 
occurs. 
- TS 

Message: #9975, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Wed, Jun 10, 1992 2:11:26 a.m. 
From: Jeff Lorenzen 70262,2441 
To: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 

Interesting, don't you think, the fight 
going on between HARP and project/ 
home studios. All for the love of money 
and artistic freedom. I've been unclear 
as to many of the reasons HARP uses to 
forcibly shut down home studios (with 
the exception of zoning laws). It seems 
that they're just pissed about not hav- 
ing the corner on the market that they 
used to because of broadening tech- 
nology. What about the artist, 
songwriter, or film composer that has 
a studio in his den in which he or she 
works quietly on his or her own stuff? 

What if you're Springsteen and you 
just rent a pair of Sony 3348's, a Neve 
and a load of gear and set it up in your 
800- square -foot library? Is this a com- 
mercial studio? There seems to be a 
grey area between "office -in -home" and 
"commercial work -place." Who's mak- 
ing the decisions on what is what? 
What proof are they obtaining? ... I 

think that HARP is going to find them- 
selves giving in a few years down the 
road. The technology is going to be- 
come too great and too inexpensive, 
and the market for home studios will 
increase 10 -fold. I bet IBEW and the 
record labels fought tooth and nail 
back when garage studios started to 
pop up. I'm willing to bet studio time 
that a few of those "garage studio" 
owners went on to own Ocean Way, 
Sunset Sound, Conway, or Record 
Plant. Maybe they ought to think about 
where they came from before they 
start stepping on toes. 
- JL 

Message: #10006, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Wed, Jun 10, 1992 5:30:24 p.m. 
From: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
To: Jeff Lorenzen 70262,2441 

The technology is going to become 
too great and too inexpensive that the 
market for home studios will increase 
10 -fold. Can't argue with your math! 
-TS 

Message: #10035, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Thu, Jun 11, 1992 3:24:14 a.m. 
From: Bob Olhsson 72340,17 
To: REP 75300,3141 

The city of Los Angeles has outra- 
geous parking space per square foot of 
commercial space rules that make it 
very expensive for businesses that re- 
quire a lot of square footage like stu- 
dios. To match the rates in the home 
studios, the studios located on com- 
mercial property found themselves 
being literally asked to pay people to 
use their facility. After seeing a num- 
ber of major, top-quality, honest stu- 
dios go under, a group of studio own- 
ers got together to demand an even 
playing field. They would have been 
just as happy to have the zoning re- 
quirements eased, but they couldn't 
see being forced to compete with one 
hand tied behind them by the city. 
-Bob 

Message: #10036, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Thu, Jun 11, 1992 5:36:03 a.m. 
From: Kevin W Smith 76334,3232 
To: Jeff Lorenzen 70262,2441 

You're absolutely right about all this 
HARP junk. It's the Spanish Inquisition 
of the recording business. But I note 
that most of these "residentially orien- 
tated" studios are still going ... This 
has already been discussed here I'm 
sure, but what'll kill The big L.A. stu- 
dios are shrinking recording budgets, 
not living rooms with SSLs. The meat 
and potatoes of the recording busi- 
ness, even for so- called high- end stu- 
dios, is midline and new artists that 
either don't exist anymore, or just don't 
have $1,500+ a day to record with. 
- Kevin 

Message: #10040, S /14 REP Magazine 
Date: Thu, Jun 11, 1992 8:19:11 a.m. 
From: Tim Sadler [REP] 75300,3142 
To: Kevin W. Smith 76334,3232 
Kevin - 

Shrinking budgets are the reason for 
living rooms with SSL's. 
-TS 

The changing modes of product sup- 
port and engineering pay scales were 
also very active topics last month. 
We'll cover these subjects soon. See 
you in the ether. 

To receive your free CompuServe Introductory Membership. 
courtesy of R.E.P. call t-800.524.3388 and ask for represen- 
tative 4232. Tell them you're a REP subscriber. REP'5 
editorial CompuServe address is 75300.3141. 
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Now You Hear it, 
Now You Don't 

By Murray R. Allen 

one of my closest friends is a fellow 
saxophone picker. He and I agree on 
almost everything except how a re- 
corded sax should sound. We use the 
same type of horn, the same mouth 
piece and even the same reeds. When 
we play in a club together we actually 
sound quite similar, except that he has 
better ideas. But when it comes to 
recording and mixing, we share no 
common ground. I see the same differ- 
ences among string, rhythm and horn 
players. I have a theory that in every 
decade the way in which sounds are 
perceived gradually changes, and ulti- 
mately, vast differences in our listen- 
ing judgement develop. 

Back in 1974, while recording the 
Stan Kenton Band (the "Fire, Fun and 
Fury" album), Stan hated my drum 
sound. He kept saying that, "drums 
don't sound like that." The producer, 
Bob Curnow, and I won out even though 
I knew what Stan was hearing. He liked 
the sound of drums as they were re- 
corded in the Capitol Records studios 
in Hollywood 20 years earlier. 

Stan Kenton worked in big ballrooms 
and night clubs all over this country. 
He usually sat about 20 feet or so from 
the drummer. When the band played, 
he heard the drummer's sound bounc- 
ing off the walls. Some of the snare was 
absorbed by the drummer and drum 
kit, and the bass drum filled the room 
like a sub -woofer. That's what he 
wanted to hear. 

What Bob Curnow and I wanted to 
hear was a more "modern" drum sound, 
maybe the way a drummer would per- 
ceive his own sound. Peter Erskine's 
drums sounded great and with close 
miking we nailed our "sound." Even 
though the record was nominated for 
a Grammy, I know Stan would have 
preferred his perception of drums com- 
pared with ours. I believe that much of 
what we want to hear on a record is 
influenced by what we hear in real life. 

Murray R. Allen s president of Allen .3 Associates. audio 
director for the Oprah Winfrey Show, audio designer for the 
Grammy Awards 10 years running, and a former president of 
SPARS. 

When I started out in this business, 
music was performed without the use 
of microphones - except for the 
singer, and even then, singers with 
exceptionally big voices would often 
go acoustical. When Bing Crosby re- 
corded "White Christmas," there were 
only two microphones used, one on 
Bing and the other on the band. Unfor- 
tunately, the microphone on the band 
was not working, so the entire record 
was recorded with only one mic. When 
people went to ballrooms, that was 
pretty much what they heard. That 
sound was accepted and at last count 
I believe Bing's record had sold close 
to 30 million copies. 

It really pleases me when 
I hear a younger patron 
remark, "Gee, that's a 

new sound." 

Throughout the early days on Broad- 
way, all performances were totally 
acoustical. Then the lavalier micro- 
phone was invented and it was 
suggesed that weaker singers could be 
helped by this deivce. Now, several 
decades later, every singer and every 
instrument on Broadway is electrified. 
When someone goes to a big musical 
today, they expect to hear a record - 
like sound. Personally, I hate this use 
of electronics. When an actor walks 
across the stage and his voice stays in 
the same place, I find it to be less than 
a dramatic treatment for a "live" show. 

This use of electronics even leads to 
lip- syncing, which is far from "live" no 
matter how you shake it. I also feel 
that it is a shame that future genera- 
tions may never hear an unamplified 
pit orchestra. 

In the middle '60s, the Fender Bass 
began to replace the acoustic bass. 
Everybody loved it, because it was 
always difficult to mic a string bass 
and there was always leakage from the 
drums floating into the bass player's 
mic. But the acoustic bass was not to 
be put out to pasture. The contact mic 
came along and we could make an 
acoustic bass leak- proof. With the ex- 
ception of a few traditional bass play- 
ers, such as Harry Connick Jr.'s Ben 
Wolf, the sound of acoustic basses 
today is usually a combination of elec- 
tronic devices and acoustic mics. Per- 
sonally, I like this arrangement be- 

cause it gives you the best of both 
worlds. But man old jazz musicians 
shake their head and say, "That's not 
what a bass sou s like." 

In recent deca s, the boutique stu- 
dio evolved. Wit the proliferation of 
the multitrack r order, it was pos- 
sible for all the usicians to play at 
different times. his really made re- 
cording "leak pr of." The new found 
isolation opened e door for all differ- 
ent kinds of so d tinkering. Pianos 
could be highly ompressed. Drums 
could be gated. I struments began to 
sound "synthesi d," as opposed to 
what musicians eally heard in live 
performance. 

Boutique studi , with smaller rooms 
and low ceilings, reated an alteration 
in the recorded and of strings and 
horns. The so-cal d "tight" mic sound 
on acoustic instr ents, minus all leak- 
age, became the orm rather than the 
exception. 

In live perform ce, it was difficult to 
recreate these n sounds. Enter MIDI 
and the sampler. hen you could play 
an acoustic pian and make it sound 
like a steamshi So John Q. Public 
goes to a conc and hears highly 
amplfied sound reated by musical 
plastic surgeons (I always loved the 
comment that "t se toms sound just 
like cannons." recently scored a 
film and we use toms to create the 
sound effect for nons. "Man, those 
cannons sound j st like toms!") 

There are still a few clubs that have 
un- amplified jazz groups. It really 
pleases me when I hear a younger 
patron remark. "Gee, that's a new 
sound." Personally, I feel that every 
song demands its own sound. The di- 
versity of music includes the best 
sounds from history, making possible 
such hits as "Unforgettable" and "Si- 
lent Lucidity." I hope that folks in the 
music business keep their ears open, 
and don't get trapped by limiting their 
live listening experiences. 

As for my budd the saxophonist, he 
likes his sound s htly compressed, a 
little more botto and top than comes 
natural, and a s ht delay accompa- 
nied by some dig al stereo reverb. As 
for me, I like a analog tape delay 
through an EMT late. 

The Society of Professional Audio Recording Services is 
the industry's best source of business information. For 
details on activities or membership, contact SPARS at 4300 
10th Ave. N., Lake Worth, d, 33461; 407- 641 -6646; fax 407- 
642 -6263. 
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HANDS ON: 

EVENTIDE H3500 
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MODEL H3500 

SOFT KEYS 

By Barry Gibbons 

'm right in the middle of a session 
and UPS delivers Eventide's latest 

device, the H 3500. Coincidentally, the 
client is sitting with his arms folded, 
waiting for the work station to time - 
correct a 1- minute, 3- second voice -over 
down to a minute. Question: Do 1 chance 
pulling the new unit from the box and, 
perhaps, make myself look like an idiot 
(Gosh, I don't understand why it won't 
work ... uh, gimme a second to look 
through the manual)? Fear has no fear! 
I had the 3500 sitting on the meter 
bridge, ready for operation within a 
few minutes. 

With a fair amount of ease I loaded a 
sampling preset and began dumping 
the information in. A couple of taps on 
the parameter button and I was com- 
pressing the program down to where I 

needed it, and without peeking in the 
manual! 

Quite honestly, I pushed the time 
compress value much further than 
needed, so I could rid myself of the 
sense that it wasn't working. The re- 
sult? Very impressive! The 3500 is easy 
to use and the learning curve is much 
less than other gear with similar func- 
tions and features. 

DO -RE -MI 
The H 3500, also called the "Dynamic 

Ultra Harmonizer," has a solid feel. 
Corners definitely haven't been cut on 

Barry Gibbons is a song writer. producer and engineer. He 
owns and operates Platinum Productions/Lab Studio in Salt 
Lake City. Utah. 
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buttons, keypad or wheel quality. The 
front panel has a 2 -line x 40-character 
LCD that is clear and crisp from all but 
very sharp viewing angles. In the func- 
tion mode, the Harmonizer wheel can 
be used to modify the display. The 
back of the box is quite simple and 
uses Cannon XLR connectors for inter- 
face. Of peculiar interest is a transistor 
heat sink that protrudes from the back 
left shell. The cool running tempera- 
ture of the 3500 is evidence that this 
design works efficiently, requiring no 
forced air. 

I'm not sure why, but I was surprised 
to find the 3500 looks like the 3000 SE's 
twin brother (paternal in this case). 
Those of you already love smitten with 
the 3000 will feel at home with the 
3500. From the "soft keys" to the "Har- 
monizer wheel," the unit is the same. 
In fact, the 3500 houses all of the pro- 
cessing found in the 3000 SE. One dif- 
ference, according to Eventide, is the 
front plate. The 3000 series are made 
of a sheet metal and the 3500 uses 
steel, making it more road - worthy. 

The 3500 is a true stereo processing 
device with differentially balanced in- 
puts and outputs. The inputs are fac- 
tory set to +4dBm and can be changed 
to -10dBm by simply removing the top 
cover and transplanting a couple of 
jumpers. Eventide recommends that 
users run input levels as high as pos- 
sible before clipping to increase S/N 
(which is quite good to start with). I 

found this to be helpful as there are 

some presets that have minor noise 
artifacts caused by the nature of the 
processing. 

The H3500 dfx provides 11.8 seconds 
stereo and 27 seconds of mono sam- 
pling. For $1,000 more the H3500dfx /e 
delivers 47.5 seconds of stereo and 95 
seconds of mono sampling. With 16-bit 
converter resolution, these units 
sample at a 44.1 kHz rate , with a stated 
frequency response of 5Hz to 20lü1z, 
±1dB. The 3500 uses 32 -bit internal 
architecture and is fitted with Sony A/ 
Ds and Burr -Brown D /As. 

Users of the 3500 will find the manual 
easy to read and informative. It is writ- 
ten in a relaxed style and has a logical 
flow, keeping the reader from working 
too hard. A quick reference chart would 
have been helpful. This would be a 
welcome addition for those of us in the 
"play before read" camp, or as a con- 
sole -side primer. 

PIECE OF CAKE 
Let me emphasize how easy the 3500 

is to operate. For most people the 
manual will end up in the reference 
closet rather than the space next to 
the outboard rack. This is not to say, 
however, that the box is simplistic by 
any means. Eventide allows the user to 
get into very complex patching of fil- 
ters, delays, LFOs (I think I spotted one 
late last night), envelopes and so forth. 
Initially, one of the biggest challenges 
comes in trying to remember what the 
hundreds (450) of presets do. 
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To facilitate this, Eventide has wisely 
included an "origin" parameter that 
allows the user to trace the preset 
back to its mother algorithm. The op- 
erator can then refer to the manual to 
see what is actually occurring in the 
signal path and what options may be 
available. 

The 3500 begins with 23 basic algo- 
rithms, four in addition to the 19 found 
in the 3000 SE. Of those four, there are 
two "Mod Factory" algorithms with 
extensive patching schemes and two 
powerful sampling algorithms, one 
mono and one stereo. These four algo- 
rithms were previously available as 
two diFfferent option packages de- 
signed for the 3000 series. Together, 
the 23 algorithms can be loosely 
grouped into six categories: pitch shift- 
ing, delays, reverbs, patch factory (a 
do-it- yourself approach to preset build- 
ing), special effects and sampling. 

MULTIPLE EFFECTS 
Eventide plays second fiddle to none 

when it comes to pitch shifting. Argu- 
ably, the company invented the game. 
Its latest unit has a potential range of 
three octaves, both up and down. It 
allows "coarse" adjustments in half - 
step increments and "fine" adjustments 
in "cents." And just a button push away 
are 1,400 milliseconds of usable delay 
time with feedback control. 

One helpful feature in the pitch shift 
algorithm is the "sustained loop." As 
an example of its use, I came across 
some flat flutes while pulling a mix 
recently. The parts were just far enough 
out of tune to make an otherwise beau- 
tiful recording sound awful, no matter 
what level I ran them at. Using the 
"sustain loop" feature, I captured a 
note and tweeked the "fine" adjust- 
ment until the pitch settled in tune. I 

opened up a couple of tracks and 
dropped the flutes back down. They 
sounded great! Of course, I could have 
just processed the original tracks dur- 
ing the mix, but I didn't want to employ 
the box as a "band -aid." 

Many of the delay type programs on 
the 3500 have some unique qualities 
that bear mentioning. First, most of 
the algorithms make available the use 
of delays, meaning it is possible to 
pitch shift and create delay effects at 
the same time. On top of this, many 
include a high and low pass filter so 
you can shape the sound to taste. 

One of the features integrated into 
most of the delay type presets is a soft 
"tap" key for automatically program- 
ming in delay times. Three taps at a 
desired note value and you're locked 
in. Also, many of the presets allow you 
to manually enter beats /minute. 

Although not an original idea, an- 
other welcome feature included in the 
Mod Factory presets is dynamically 
responsive effects. Vocals sound much 

cleaner when the delays are dynami- 
cally attenuated until no input signal is 
present, allowing the delays to spill 
into the holes. I found the same to be 
true of reverb effects. The 3500 allows 
the user to assign chosen amounts of 
dynamic response to its many param- 
eters. The dynamic presets are useful 
in keeping a mix clean while using 
some aggressive effects. 

I remember seeing Tommy Bolin in 
concert a number of years ago where 
he used an Echoplex to record a loop. 
He would then cut these amazing solos 
over the top. The 3500 would have 
been helpful to him. Not only is it many 
times cleaner than 1/4 -inch tape with 

several passes c 

loopable delay tip 
3500 would also 
ambience track 
grooves together 
of clean pitch sl 
excels at it. 

VERBS 
As a reference f 

the 3500 up next 
a 300. To generali 
were overall brig 
grainy. I wasn't 
that was as warn 
of the two Lexic 
ing natural acot 

it, but it offers a 
e of 32 seconds. The 
e useful in building 

and putting Rap 
Looping is a big part 
ifting, and Eventide 

rreverberation, Iset 
> a Lexicon 480L and 

the Eventide 'verbs 
ter and slightly more 
ble to find a preset 
or smooth as either 
is. As far as simulat- 
tical environments, 

the 3500 also canse in second. 
On the up side, I could get the 3500 

'verbs to cut through a mix where the 
smoother units wouldn't. Among other 
things, it sounds nice on drums. Real- 
izing this, Eventide has included a long 
list of reverbs designed for drums and 
percussion. At a mix date, I used the 
"gated kick" preset to liven up an oth- 
erwise drab kit and had great success. 
I also found several other presets that 
made toms and snares sound rich and 
fat. 

As a closing note on the 3500's re- 
verbs, they are among the most cre- 
ative that I've ever heard. One gets the 
impression that many of the presets 
were meant to be anything but natural 
sounding. If you'rp into creating some- 
thing out of the . rdinary, there's no 
shortage of opti s here. 

The 3500 also as several onboard 
special effects. F i m the "Jet Fly By" to 
the random "Stu er "(Max Headroom) 

SPECS AND DESCRIPTION: 

Inputs: 
Outputs: 

Dynamic Range: 
Distortion: 

Sampling: 

Frequency Response: 
Delay: 

Pitch Variation: 
Power: 

Size: 

Weight: 

Stereo, true differential balanced 
Stereo, differential, 
transformerless 
Greater than 92dB "A" weighted 
.01% (.007% typical) @ 1kHz, 1dB 
below clipping in "pitch change" 
mode, 0 shift, levels all at 0dB 
Full 16-bit resolution at 44.1kHz 
sampling rate 
5Hz to 20kHz = / -.5clB typical 
Up to 23.7 seconds or 95 seconds 
with H3500 - dfx /e 
3 octaves up, 3 octaves down 
75W, 110 -130V, or 200 -240V, ac 
50 /60Hz 
Inches: 3.5h x 19w x 13.5d 
Centimeters: 8.9h x 48.3w x 34.3d 
13 pounds net, 
18 pounds shipping weight 
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preset, there are "toys -O- plenty" for 
production room gymnastics. Many of 
these effects are especially well- suited 
for broadcast use. 

TRACK 24 GOING ON 25 
I'd go without shoes all winter to get 

my hands on the sampling package of 
the 3500. Not only is it easy to use, but 
it sounds incredible. Here's an example 
of how it works: 

Let's say you want to fly some vocals 
around. Sample the information into 
the 3500 and then choose the edit 
parameter. Using the Harmonizer 
knob, scrub edit the material to find 
the start and stop points. The display 
will show you where you are to the 
nearest millisecond. 

Now let's say the attack is too abrupt. 
Tapping the parameter button three 
more times calls up a window that 
allows us to adjust the attack and re- 
lease to smooth things out. We are 
then given three options for flying the 
vocals back on to tape: triggering by 
hand, using an input signal, or assign- 
ing a MIDI note number. With a little 
more esprit de corps, we could even 
pitch shift up a half step, use time 
correction, or fly in a modulated last 
chorus. 

MY FAVORITE THINGS 
The H 3500 is a creative tool and it's 

tough to decide where to use it. While 
mixing several sessions, I found myself 
frustrated that I didn't have a few more 
of the units available. Owners of the 
3000 series beware! You'll find your- 
selves "puppy dogged" into feeling like 
you can't live without the extra fea- 
tures on the 3500. 

Examples? A trick learned years ago 
is to take two PCM 42s and modulate 
them against each other for a great 
stereo chorus. Preset 763, "Moving 
Vocal Spread," grabs you by the ankles 
and body slams you. It really sounds 
terrific! This preset gives acoustic gui- 
tars a transparent shimmer and has 
just enough body to give a vocal life. It 
also sounds great on bass and keys. 
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Almost everything that was run 
through the preset sounded richer. 1 

found myself using this preset all the 
time. (Operator hint: Pull the function 
generator modulation down just 
enough to make the effect a bit more 
subtle.) 

Dialing up "Sweep 8" turns a bare 
kick and snare groove into a wide- 
spread rhythm machine. This is not 
your father's delay line! The "Stereo 
Tom Delay" sounds great, too. It fol- 
lows the toms through the stereo spec- 
trum, or you can reverse the image for 
contrary motion. If it's placed prop- 
erly in the mix, it'll raise the hackles. 

THE EDELWEISS STRE -E -ETCH 
The extensive MIDI implementation 

developed for the 3500 is quite impres- 
sive. When it comes to patch changes, 
there are many more presets than avail- 
able MIDI numbers. Eventide has cir- 
cumvented this by assigning each set 
of 100 presets to a different group. (For 
example, group 1= 100 -199, group 
2= 200 -299 and so forth.) You choose 
the group you want and the patch 
change information will do the rest. It 
is also possible to change group num- 
bers via MIDI. 

How seamless is a patch change, you 
ask? Well, the machine appears to go 
into the bypass mode (technically a 
digital zipper) for a few hundred milli- 
seconds while loading a new preset. 
This is because of the diverse nature of 
the algorithms. Some are fairly basic 
and others are incredibly complex. If a 
processor is loading algorithms too 
slickly, we can suspect that there are 
few, if any, differences in the algo- 
rithms. The transitions are fairly 
smooth and, unlike some other boxes, 
there are few ugly artifacts in the tran- 
sition. Obviously, changes are 
smoother and quicker when moving 
between presets with the same algo- 
rithm. 

Far beyond simple patch changes, 
each parameter in the 3500 can be 
automated via MIDI control. Think 
about being able to set up beats /minute 
by tapping a damper peddle. Simply 
assign any parameter to a source (vol- 
ume, pitch bend, etc.) and you're ready 
to roll. It is also possible to assign 
several parameters to a single source. 
For example, the Mod Wheel could be 
used to change both the left and right 
delay times while increasing the feed- 
back. This could be recorded on any 
sequencer and automated in a mix. 
The possibilities are pretty exciting. 

One of the most creative tools in- 
cluded in the 3500 is the function gen- 
erator. You can think of the function 
generator as being an LFO with 19 
different periodic and triggered wave- 
forms from which to choose. These 
can then be assigned to modulate any 
of the parameters in the 3500. Say you 

want to vary the amount of pitch shift- 
ing. No problem! Just assign the left 
and right pitch shift to the function 
generator. You can then punch or dial 
up the amount of modulation at the 
desired rate. I was amazed at what this 
would do to a static pitch shift. The 
pitch shift creates an image, but the 
function generator gives the image life. 
I rediscovered keyboards I've had for 
years just by trying "3500" patches 
that use the function generator. 

The MIDI monitor function is espe- 
cially handy, as it allows users to view 
MIDI notes flowing to the Harmonizer. 
Such status information should mini- 
mize the Rolaids consumption of engi- 
neers and keyboard players managing 
extensive 3500 MIDI implementation. 

ON BALANCE 
On a more critical note, it would have 
been nice if Eventide would make a 
model available with digital AES /EBU 
ports, allowing us to use the power of 
the 3500 in the digital domain. 

SO LONG, FAREWELL 
At $3,495 for the H3500 dfx or $4,495 

for the dfe /x , I'll take two to go. This is 
a substantial processor. Unlike some 
other companies that can't seem to do 
anything but "warm up leftovers," 
Eventide offers something unique. 
Rarely does any gear come along that 
inspires such creativity. If that sounds 
a bit too theatrical, give one a try. 

Eventide is to be congratulated on 
making such a sophisticated proces- 
sor accessible to users on all levels. 
The 450 presets cover just about every 
conceivable need and can be a great 
starting point for experimentation. 

Whether you're involved with music 
production, post -production or broad- 
cast, the 3500 will be a valuable addi- 
tion. It does a lot of things very well, 
some things no other processor will 
do, and its shortcomings are few. Any 
current financial squeeze not with- 
standing, the 3500 is a solid value and 
a tool that will get used regularly. 

Circle Number (100) on Rapid Facts Card 
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Fix taa4 
By Laurel Cash -Jones 
and Fred Jones 

CD'S, THEY ARE A'CHANGIN 

Pioneer Communications of America 
is introducing the CAC- V3000, a double 
CD player that is also a 300 disc 
autochanger. Up to 32 of these little 
beauties can be daisy-chained together 
and controlled by your computer via 
RS -232C or RS -422A ports, thus giving 
you control of an astounding 9600 discs 
at one time. The most interesting fea- 
ture is that the CAC -V3000 can cross - 
fade between discs. It does this by 
having two complete laser assemblies. 
Variable volume control allows 

smooth crossfades, and a variable 
speed playback allows for even more 
flexibility in programming and produc- 
tion. The unit also sports digital out- 
puts via RCA connectors and analog 
stereo and mixed mono RCA outputs. I 

don't know why there are no XLR con- 
nectors on this professional unit. Per- 
haps it is also designed as a Karaoke 
machine. 

Pioneer claims that the CAC -V3000 is 
primarily designed for on-air use at 
radio stations, but wouldn't it make an 
incredible home stereo? Seriously 
though, you probably don't need this 
unit in your home. However, if you 
have any need of a large library of CDs 
on line at any one time (such as sound 
effect and music libraries, etc.) this 
unit is a wonder 
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THE BLUE LINE IS NOT JUST IN L.A. 
ANYMORE 

AKG is introducing a new modular 
microphone system called the Blue 
Line. This system is comprised of one 
preamplifier and eight different micro- 
phone capsules with a full range of 
dedicated accessories. The Blue Line 
also uses a new positive action bayo- 
net coupling system called ModuLock. 
Each capsule has a distinct slotted 

Laurel Cash -Jones is an editorial consultant to REP and a 
free-lance writer. Fred Jones is a free -lance engineer, pro- 
ducer and writer, best known as the engineer producer for 
the legendary comedy group, The Firesign Theatre. Among 
his many credits are an uncountable number of commercials 
and TV shows. He has won almost every advertising award, 
and several of hm recordings have been nominated for 
Grammys. 

sound port for each pattern that pro- 
vides both visual and tactile confirma- 
tion of the type of pattern selected. 
Think of it. Now you can put the right 
type of capsule on the preamp in the 
dark. 

This new system uses the latest in- 
dustrial materials, designs and con- 
struction techniques. The electronics 
have been made more reliable by the 
application of High Density Surface 
Mounted Device (HDSMD) technology, 
thus making for a lighter and more 
compact system. A new active trans- 
ducer capsule design called TransAct, 
the HDSMD technology, and 
transformerless output stage deliver 
higher sensitivity, lower self- noise, 
better phase and frequency response 
linearity, lower distortion and lower 
current consumption. 

The AKG Blue Line features two car - 
dioid mic capsules, the CK 91 and the 
miniature cardioid CK 97 -C; a 
hypercardioid capsule, the CK 93; two 
omnidirectional capsules, the CK 92 
and miniature CK 97 -0; a figure eight, 
the CK 94; and a short shotgun, the CK 
98. The miniature cardioid is also avail- 
able on an integrated 15 -inch goose- 
neck as the CK 97 -CVR. A complete 
range of accessories is available. 
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GML HAS A BABY! 

GML proudly introduces to you its 
new 12 -input module, line level mixer. 
It can be used as a side-car expander 
or a stand-alone mixer with 12 inputs 
and four buses. Plus, it has four auxil- 
iary sends and direct outs. Solo, Mute, 
and Insert buttons are just above the 
precision tapered master rotary level 
control. Metering is 30 segment, Peak 
and RMS, with either dot or bar mode 
optionally available. 

It's cute too, with a black anodized 
aluminum chassis and silver lettering. 
We think that they might have come 
up with a nicer name than the HRT 
9100 for it though. Why not George Jr 
Oh well. 

As you might have guessed, it fits 
into a rack very nicely, so you can take 
it with you where ever you go without 
a stroller. Weighing in at 10 pounds, 
this lightweight little feller measures 
just 19" x 7" x 10" and uses no electro- 
lytic or tantalum interstage or output 
coupling capacitors. The external 
multi - voltage power supply is 19" x 
3.5" x 13.5" and weighs 25 pounds. 

Using an all - discrete transistor, mini- 
mum amplifier chnology the HRT 
9100 is designed o accept future ana- 
log and digital rocessing modules. 
Up to six main assis with 80 input 
modules may be onnected to form a 
very low noise xing system. 

The specificat ns are quite good. 
Noise measured ine in to line out at 
unity gain is -92d , crosstalk is 104dBv, 
ref OdBv at IkHz, nd harmonic distor- 
tion, at any fre uency from 20Hz - 

20kHz is less th 0.005% , with 0.002% 
SMPTE intermod lation distortion. Our 
sincere congrat tions to the new fa- 
ther. 
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IS THAT WHY IT'S CALLED PSYCHO - 
ACOUSTICS? 

Many cannot ree on the diverse 
theories of psyc o- acoustics. Is it be- 
cause sound pe le are crazy? To fur- 
ther The Cause Sound Performance 
Laboratory in oduces the new 
Vitalizer Equaliz tion System. Using a 
highly complex system of inter - active, 
variable filters and phase shifters, this 
new product promises to have the 
"golden ear types" talking for months 
on end. 

The Vitalizer is said to bring mid- 
range material into sharp focus and 
enhance high frequencies, although 
not using control d distortion, as used 
in other produc of this type. While 
under the con[ I of a specially de- 
signed analog col nputer that responds 
to both the frequency content and 
dynamics of the input signal, this unit 
was specifically developed to be com- 
patible with the way the human ear 
perceives sound. A stereo width ex- 
pander is incorporated within the 
Vitalizer. It can be switched so that it 
may be used without the rest of the 
enhancer system. 

Our favorite feature on this unit is the 
one that controls the low frequency 
spectrum. The control that brings dy- 
namic equaliza on of the sub -bass 
material into pl is labeled "soft" or 
"tight." 
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We hope you enjoy this 
humorous. To quote Mo 
bright side of life.' -W 
of the 1992 riots. 

lumn, as both informative and 
Python. -Always look on the 

en in Los Angeles in the middle 
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ealz4.1 Else 
INTERFACE CONSOLES 

Interface consoles, jointly developed 
by DDA and Dynacord and manufac- 
tured by Dynacord in Germany, come 
in 8 -,16 -, 32-channel mainframes. Vari- 
ous stereo master, group output and 
input modules are available. 

Four group mixing buses allow the 
use of up to four group output mod- 
ules. Six auxiliary buses are also pro- 
vided, giving six additional mixes with 
master level controls. Optional input 
and output transformers are available 
to isolate the electronically balanced 
XLR connections. 

Interface offers 5-element LED level 
indicators on each channel, padded 
mic inputs, aux sends switchable to 
direct channel output, and a pre /post 
switch on aux sends 1 and 2 enables 
use as a monitor or effects send. 

The group module is equipped with 
extensive switching to configure the 
console for effects return, PA or re- 
cording applications. 

Circle Number (105) on Rapid Facts Card 

CARTOON TRAX 
The Hollywood Edge has released 

the CARTOON TRAX Collection of car- 
toon and comedy sound effects. Many 
of the sound effects in this collection 
were literally under lock and key in 
film storage vaults for decades before 
The Hollywood Edge digitally restored 
these selections. The CARTOON TRAX 
Collection is available on five compact 
discs, is fully cross- referenced and in- 
dexed. 

Circle Number (106) on Rapid Facts Card 

RSP INTELLIVERB 
The RSP Intelliverb offers 2.5 sec- 

onds of memory in a 24 -bit, MID1con- 
trollable package featuring MX over - 
sampling rate and 254 memory pro- 
grammable locations. While the 
Intelliverb is capable of simultaneous 
effects such as chorus, delays and pitch 
shifting, single effect operations are 
the Intelliverb's strength. The virtual 
room reverb algorithm offers 53 pa- 
rameters including room width, depth 
and height that enable the user to 
create his or her own room. Once in 
the room, both listener and source 
may be moved. Other reverbs include 
plate, hall, dual and stadium, as well as 
reverb ducking. A gate operation con- 
trols the room's absorption by closing 
down the reverb and prevents the 
sounds from one envelope being heard 
decaying off in the next envelope. 
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Eight -voice chorusing includes indi- 
vidual parameters for delay length (up 
to 740ms), modulation rate, depth and 
panning of each voice. Pitch shifting is 
possible with up to four separate 
voices, each covering a 3-octave range 
from +1 to -2 octaves. Digital HUSH 
(noise reduction) is available in any 
operating mode at the front of the 
effects chain. 

Circle Number (107) on Rapid Facts Card 

AUDIO -TECHNICA CONDENSER 
SHOTGUN 

The new AT835a condenser shotgun 
mic from Audio Technica is intended 
for video and distant miking applica- 
tions. Based on the original AT835 shot- 
gun, the 835a can be powered from 
either a AA battery or a phantom power 
source of 9V to 52V including any video 
cameras providing phantom power. 

Circle Number (108) on Rapid Facts Card 

TANNOY SUBWOOFER 
The new Tannoy CPA 5 SB subwoofer 

is a passive, bandpass low- frequency 
device designed for use with small, 
high -powered monitors such as the 
Tannoy CPA 51TC. Intended for limited 
space environments such as worksta- 
tion monitoring applications, the CPAS 
SB delivers frequency response from 
46Hz to 210Hz. 

Using four 5 -inch low- frequency driv- 
ers, the CPA 5 SB is wired directly to its 
power source and can be positioned 
independently from its satellite speak- 
ers. Stand alone impedence for the 
device is 1211 and the in -use working 
load (when coupled to mid /high satel- 
lite speakers) is rated at 6f2. Sensitiv- 
ity for the CPA 5 SB is rated at 93dB 1W 
at 1M, while the unit's power handling 
is listed at 150W. 

Circle Number (109) on Rapid Facts Card 

SHURE ILP -1 
The new Shure in -line preamplifier, 

model ILP -1, was designed for use with 
the SM93 miniature condenser micro- 
phones and SM91 surface -mount con- 
denser mics. ILP-1 control features in- 
clude a 10dB gain switch and a select- 
able flat or low cut response. The low 
cut position provides a 12dB /octave 
rolloff below 80Hz, and is useful to 
minimize low- frequency noise. 

The ILP -1, has a tube -style design 
measuring 5 1/2" in length and 13/16" 
in diameter, which allows the preamp 
to be plugged directly into a 3-pin XLR 
mixer or snake input. The ILP -1 can be 
powered by an 11V to 52V dc phantom 
supply from sound reinforcement, re- 
cording or broadcast equipment. 

Circle Number (110) on Rapid Facts Card 

UREI DYNAMIC CONTROL 
The UREI LA -22 compressor /limiter, 

one of three new UREI models, is a 
dual -channel unit with expansion ca- 
pabilities. In addition to traditional 
dynamics control, the 22 can selec- 
tively compress or expand specific 
widths of the frequency spectrum be- 
tween as little as 1 /6th of an octave up 
to three octaves, leaving the remain- 
der of the signal unchanged. In PA 
applications, configuration of selected 
bandwidths can be used to remove or 
limit unwanted signals such as low - 
end feedback and can help to prevent 
damage to the system's components. 

The LA -22 is also capable of de-essing 
speech or music in radio and televi- 
sion broadcast applications, prevent- 
ing distortion because of saturation or 
over -deviation of the FM transmitter. 
A "Side Chain Monitor" button on the 
LA -22 allows zeroing -in of the filter 
output only, giving audible reference 
of the unit's effect on the selected 
signal. 

Circle Number (111 on Rapid Facts Card 

ORBAN TRANSMISSION LIMITER 
Orban has introduced the new Trans- 

mission Limiter 4000, designed for 
broadcast applications including net- 
work audio distribution, and protec- 
tion of digital audio systems from over- 
load and overmodulation. The 4000 
features a front panel design that is 
optimized for error -free setup, with 
only input and output level controls, 
and switching for the built -in line -up 
tone generator that enables quick and 
accurate level setting. 

Circle Number (112) on Rapid Facts Card 
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Handware & SORware 

FRONTERA HARD DISKS 
Frontera Electronics recently pre- 

miered its i *cove line of hard disk 
storage systems, designed specifi- 
cally for direct -to-disk recording ap- 
plications and available in rack - 
mount and desktop configurations 
and compatible with Macintosh, 
Atari and PC software including 
SoundTools, ProTools and Digital 
Master. The most popular Frontera 
model is the 680MByte (rack- mount). 
Other configurations that start with 
the desktop 50MByte, include CD- 
ROM drives and fixed capacity drives 
up to 1.2GBytes. All drives are sup- 
plied with 40MBytes of free samples 
created for the Ensoniq EPS and 
EPS16 +. 

Circle Number (113) on Rapid Facts Card 

MIDI TIME PIECE II 
MIDI Time Piece I1 is a networkable 

MIDI processor that functions as an 8- 
cable computer interface, an 8 x 8 
stand-alone MIDI merger /router /filter 
and a SMPTE synchronizer with ad- 
justable freewheeling. 

It is programmable from the front 
panel. A 16 x 2 LCD reports information 
about the status of the device. Four 
rotary encoders provide access to all 
programming parameters and also 
double as MIDI control knobs. Two 
foot -pedal inputs can accept switched 
or continuous foot pedals and can 
transmit controller data. Up to four 
MTP lI's can be connected to expand a 
MIDI system to 512 MIDI channels. 

MIDI Time Piece II is compatible with 
the Performer and Digital Performer 
sequencing programs, the MOSAIC mu- 
sic publishing program and other mu- 
sic software programs for the Mac. 

Circle Number (114) on Rapid Facts Card 

MEDIATOR MS -124 
Key Electroni has released the 

Mediator MS-12 serial to multiport 
interface. Featu g one MIDI inport 
and four MIDI o ports, it allows up 
to 64 voices th can be controlled 
through output ultiplexing. Also, 
the MS-124 allo MIDI instruments 
with conflicting hannel assigns to 
be connected o ndependent ports. 

Circle Number (11 on Rapid Facts Card 

AUDIOPORT 
Designed and manufactured by 

Antex Electron s, the Audioport 
Digital Audio Ad pter plugs into the 
printer port of any PC or compatible 
computer. Users don't have to open 
the computer or to use an internal 
slot. Audioport allows users to per- 
form direct -to -disk recording and 
sampled sound playback with broad- 
cast- quality stereo reproduction. 
Circle Number (116) on Rapid Facts Card 

PACKAGING 

RELIAÛCE .. . 

Audio Packaging Solutions 

Albums for CD's with 
or without jewel cases 
Albums for audio and 
video cassettes 
Many Styles 
Custom Imprinting 
Ideal for boxed sets 

Call today for free catalog. 

Reliance Plastics & Packaging Division 
217 Brook Ave., Passaic. NJ 07055 

Fax: ( 201 )473- 1023.Phone: (201) 473 -7200 

Circle (30) on Rapid Facts Card 

PERFORMING ARTISTS WANTED 

Mountain Lion Production 
Currently looking for performing artists 
for listing publication in North Carolina, 
South Carolina and Virginia. Please send 
demo tapes and available dates to: 

P.O. Box 18207, Raleigh, NC 
27819 or Call 919 -790 -3829. 

Agencies & Producers Welcome. 

LEASING /FINANCING 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

Up to $75,000 with 
credit application only 
48 hour credit decision 
Nationwide 
New & used equipment 
We can recommend 
discount equipment 
dealers 
Over 10 yrs in the A/V 
industry 

Apply by phone 

(800) 626 -LFCI 

ur 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
"LOANS BY PHONE" 

NO FINANCIALS REQUIRED 
FOR TRANSACTIONS UNDER 
$50,000 
NEW OR USED EQUIPMENT 
$2.000 TO 5200,000 
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
SALE -LEASEBACK EQUIPMENT 
FOR WORKING CAPITAL 

TO APPLY OR REQUEST 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

CONTACT MARK WILSON 

(800) 275 -0185 
FAX: (214) 235 -5452 

NGE a NATIONAL 
FUNDING 
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FOR SALE 

Buy, Sell (3 Trade 
New, Used (3 

Vintage 

Innovative 
Studio Design 

and Installation 

Anything Audio 
Presents 

Console module rack f& power 
supply system, features.: 
2-8 Neve module systems 

(1073, 1066 etc.) switcheable 48v 
phantom, sir mic line in, xlr line 

in, insert points, xlr line out, 
optional TT jacks available. 

Call For Quote on 
Your Custom System 

Soo- 788 -2875 
USED BPBCIAIS Mitsubishi X -850 w /apogee filters, call! Soundtracs PC Midi, 

$6,800 Eventide 969, $750 121 Eventide 949 w /deglitch, $1000 each 

TC Electronics 2290 (Base Model). $1,350 Sony 3324A, 400 hrs., $57K 

Trident Trimix/70 24x24 w PB, $12,500 Fostex E -2, $1,800 12) Otad MTR -9011, 

$27K 12) Studer A -800 MkUI, $35K Studer A -80 Mk11I, $25K Neumann U87í, 
$1,500 AKG C- 414, 5700 Neve 1066 eq/mie pre, $1,400 Neve 1073 eghnic 

pre, $1,500 Neve 8068 MO 32 i/o, mint $85K Neve V2 481/o w /moving faders, 

$165K SSL 40486, call for price SSL 4056 E/G, call for prlb 
SSL 6056E, call for price Lexicon 480L w/ Larc, $8200 DBX 160, 5450 

AMS 15BOS, $6K AMS RMX 16, $4200 lexicon 200, $1,500 Neumann 

M49, M50, U47, U48, U67, call for price EMT 250, $12,500 API 32x16x24 w/ 
Moving Faders, $60K Neve 8048, mint $79K Fostex E16, 4K Tascam M3500 

32x8 $4,500 Oted MX- 70-16, mint $8,500 (4) Drawmer DS201, $475 each 

Tascam MSR16, $4K Tascam ATR- 60-16, $7,800 Neve 33609, $3,500 

CALL FOR A USTING OF OUR INVENTORY CLEARANCE ITEMS 

anything audio, 
professional audio sales and service 

FAX 617- 426 -2763 
63 MELCHER STREET BOSTON, MA 02210 617- 426 -2875 

Selected ?few 

¡r«rc «t Psodaer 
Caure4 

ADAMS -SMITH 
AKAI AKAI- 

DIGITAL AKG 
ALLEN U HEATH 
ANIS API ART 

HLY AVALON 
BBE BSS 

CASIO -DAT 
CREST CROWN 

DBX DDA 
DEMETER 

DRAWMER EAW 
EVENTIDE 

FOSTER GML 
HAFLER 

RLARKR'EKNIK 
LEXICON 
MACKIE 
DESIGNS 

MILAB 
MITSUBISHI 

MONSTER CABL 
NEVE 

PS-SYSTEMS 
RANE SAMSON 

WIRELESS 
RENNHEISER 

SHERPA SONY 
BOUNDTRACS 

STUDIOMASTER 
SYMETRIX 
TANNOY 

T.C. ELECTROI 
TUBE-TECH 

WAVEFRAMB 

Circle (31) on Rapid Facts Card 

SAVE S 300 on 
TT 144 POINT 
PATCH BAYS 

audio village 
brokers of fine & coarse used equipment 

6191320 -0728 

DAT TAPES 
120 Minute 

"Name Brand" 

ONLY $6.99 
Computer grade that exceeds 

audio DAT Specs! 
Used once and degaussed. 

800- 321 -KSET 
M /CARD -VISA 

Money Back Guarantee 

CASSETTE HOUSE 
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Low cost, high performance 
130V power supplies for B &K 

and Sanken microphones. Also 

high voltage preamps, line drivers, 

etc. Pro mic sales and support. 

P/O Box 277611 

1V j le is Sacramento, CA 95827 

916 -363 -1096 

STUDIOWORKS 
Recording & Broadcast Equipment 

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES 
ON 3M & AMPEX TAPE 
ADAMS -SMITH JBL /UREI 
AKG /dbx LEXICON 
ALLEN & HEATH NEUMANN 
DRAWMER OTARI 
ELECTRO -VOICE SENNHEISER 
FOSTEX SOUNDTRACS 
HAFLER TANNOY 

J L COOPER 

Over 80 Professional Lines! 
SONY 

Professional Audio 
(800)438 -5921 (704)375 -1053 

USED EQUIPMENT 
Sony 1H24. Excellent (-ond- 
Sony MXP 3036 Loaded 36 w /auto 
Sony MXP 3036 Loaded 32 non -auto 
Tascam AIR -60 2 HS. 10 hrs. 
D &R 4000 w/ Inboard Patchhay 

Other Equipment Available 

CUSTOM LENGTHS RECORDED OR BLANK 

ALSO TELEPHONE ON -HOLD SYSTEMS 

MADE 

IN 

U.S.A. 

OUR 

15th 

YEAR 

MANUFACTURER DIRECT 
MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
P. 0. BOX 422093. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94142 -2093 

(415) 221-2000 FAX (415) 387-2425 

BUY SELL 
CONSIGN 

In Stock: 
JVC DS -DT 900 

NEW & USEO 
Otan MIR 90 /MTR 12 /MX 5050 
Studer A -801 /A -810 

AUDIO & VIDEO Tascam M -501M- 216/112/48. 
EQUIPMENT Graham Patton 612 /0 -Esam 800 

f -u111. ine l)enler Sound Workshop Series 30 

JVC Sennheiser 
Audio -Tec hnica 
ANG 

BARRY 818.845 -7000 818- 8Ás9483 

Broadcast Store, Inc. 

AVOID OBSOLESCENCE 
CHOOSE 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
Replace the IC's, transistors. 

and caps in your console: 

tape machine and outboard gear 

and achieve better than new specs! 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
Box 7551 Mission Hills, CA 91346 
(818) 780 -1222 FAX (818) 892 -7785 

USE 1:1-E-P CLASSIFIEDS 
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SALE 
4 w/8 subgroups. Otan 
ATR- 1021/4 (2), TASCAM 
r. AMS RMX -16 Revert, 
are Telefunken Tubes (3). 
gnal processing. Call for 

3 or FAX 816- 931 -6841 

FOR SALE, con't 

Affordable Time 
Code 

TC -1 Time Code Reader 
TC- Maxi/Mix Studio Time Code 

Readers 
Syncbox Time Code Generator 

TS- Grande Concert Slate 
EC -2 TC Counter 

TS -1 Time Code Slate 

Il fA -HEF( TIME 

Denecke, Inc. 5417 B Cahuenga Blvd 

N Hollywood, CA 91601 
(818) 766 -3525 (818) 766 -0269 FAX 

AMEK BCII BOARD 
32 Mono inputs 

$18,000 

OTARI MX -5050 
Reel -to -reel 

$1,800 

AMEK 2002 BOARD 

28 Mono inputs 

$10,000 

RAMSA WP -9220 

Power Amp 

$450 

MICOR VIDEO EQUIPMENT SALES 
(312)334 -4300 

CHICAGO 
(310) 921-3306 
LOS ANGELES 

UREI 813As 
1 Pair - Like New - S1,500 

201- 831 -1498 

NEW, USED, DEMO EQUIPMENT 
HUGE SELECTION OF MULTITRACK RECORDERS. 

CONSOLES, OUTBOARD GEAR 

OTARI 241K RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DIGITAL MULTITRACKS, AKAI SHOO, 
SOUND TOOLS, PRO TOOLS, MAC 
II'S /QUADRAS, TRIDENT, GENELEC 
1031ÁíS, APOGEE DIA CONVERTERS, UREI 
MONITORS, EVENTIDE H3000, MICS, LEX- 
ICON REVERBS, SONY DPSR7 DPSD7 
PROCESSORS. DAT RECORDERS 

EXPERIENCE SYSTEM DESIGN 
FACTORY SERVICE, INSTALLATON. FINANCING 
NEW AND USED WARRANTEE() COMPONENTS 

CALL FOR CURRENT EQUIPMENT FAX 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO (602) 267 -0600 

WHAT COULD YOU HAVE IN COMMON WITH: 
HIT FACTORY -NY. HIT FACTORY -LONDON, POWER STATION, RECORD PLANT -L.A. 
LARRABEE SOUND, ELECTRIC LADY, RIVER SOUND (Donald Fagen /Gary Katz), 
NORMANDY SOUND. BATTERY STUDIOS. TOKYUFUN, THE TOY SPECIALISTS, RACK 
ATTACK, LAfx. DREAMHIRE. STUDIO FX (SYDNEY). GLENN FREY, JON BON JOVI. 
THE BEACH BOYS, AND MANY OTHER OF THE WORLD'S FINEST STUDIOS. RENTAL 
COMPANIES. AND ARTISTS? 

1 

41111111.11r 111010161 
SUPPLEMENTING THE BEST IN VINTAGE WITH THE BEST IN NEW 
EQUIPMENT... 
NOW REPRESENTING: FOCUSRITE Processing, SUMMIT AUDIO. GML, 
DEMETER AMPLIFICATION. B &K Microphones. CAD Consoles. 
WE ALWAYS HAVE TUBE NEUMANNS and AKGs, TUBE COMPRESSORS 
& EQUALIZERS....PULTECS, LANGs, FAIRCHILD. API, NEVE. LA -2As ETC. 
WE BUY. SELL AND TRADE -LIST YOUR FOR SALE EQUIPMENT FREE!! 
WE HAVE LISTINGS ON CONSOLES AND 24 TRACKS, NEVE, SSL. AMEK, 
TRIDENT, API, OTARI, STUDER AND MCI.... this is r 

THE CONNECTION, THE SOURCE, THE PROFESSIONALS 
TEL: 617- 784 -7610 FAX: 617-784-9244 

SOUND ABSORBENT WED ES 

Want more information on advertised p 

Use the Reader Service Card. 

COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS 
PRO AUDIO & VIDEO OUTLET 

"PROFESSIONALS WITH SOUND ADVICE" 

***JULY SPECIAL*** 
KRK 9000 - $1599 pr. 

(800) 355 -TRAX (215) 284 -4760 
VISA /MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

rDducts? 

FOR 
Harrison MR -4 -36x 
MTR -90 -II 24tr, Ampe: 
MS -16 w /dBx & local 
Neumann U -47 (2) w/: 
Many other mics and 
complete list. 
TOM at 816- 931 -33: 
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FOR SALE 

MADISOUND PROVIDES 
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH- 

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE. 

IN VENN° 
ECLIPSE S Sole. Inductor. 

alaterwrouxpoly cups 

DAVIS vNAUDRY 

FíCAI`. 
SLEDGEHAMMER 

morel I 
LEAP. , scan speak 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON ANY 
OF THESE PRODUCT LINES, PLEASE 
REQUEST A CATALOG OR SEND US 

YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

Madisound Speaker Components 
(8608 University Green) 

Box 44283 
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A 

Voice: 608 -831-3433 
Fax: 608 -831 -3771 

Circle (32) on Rapid Facts Card 

FAST 
EASY 
TIDY 

800.348.7600 
P() box ;394 San Francisco CA 941O7 

Circle (34) on Rapid Facts Card 

The Studio POP Filter 
A Great Improvement on a Good Ideal 

Open up the sound of your vocals 
and voice overs without annoying 

"POPS" ruining your best take! 

Standard MC stand Only 
adaptor waft threaded 

$2400 brass insert 

Improved. With optional 

New Double GClamp 

and 
oomnack 

Screen toe 
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE al.. Ntpalna 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
565 
Shoreview, MN 551212 6 bl 

Phone: 612-481-9715 
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NFI SUPERCOUSTIC 
ACOUSTIC FOAf I 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN THE COUNTRY. 

WELL BEAT ANY DEAL 

48" x 48" 
IMMEDIATE 
SHIPPING 

2-- $15.50 
3 "- $23.50 

4 "- $27.50 
Medium Blue or Custom Charcoal Colors. 

Stop Sound Now! With the Highest Density 
Polyurethane Foam available anywhere. 
Excellent sound proofing for all applications. 
Custom colors and sizes, also available. 
Warning-Don't buy low density bed size matt- 
ress loam that has no sound absorbing propert- 
ies or specs. Buy from the only company that 
specializes in foam and Guarantees satisfaction) 
Call now for FREE Catalog. Specs. 8 Samples 

\A'l'1O\AL FOAM, INC. 

l`rv_i 1- 800 -356 -0944 
6311 De Soto Ave., Suite A Cheek 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 C o D 

Circle (33) on Rapid Facts Card 

SINGERS! 
ALREMOVE VOCALS 

FROM RECORDS AND CDs) 

iipi4 
4, ''IA ;4, 

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS! 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live 
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This 
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 

Free Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept. RP- 3,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 (404) 482 -4724 
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound 
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: 14041482 -2485 

ENGINEERING 
214 Lincoln St. 
Suite 103C 
Boston, MA 02134 

The oldest East 
Coast broker!! 

(617) 782 -4838 
Fax (617) 782 -4935 

Otani & Tascam 
factory service. 

Now proudly featuring QUESTED powered monitors 
New specials on Ashly, Sony DAT. Aphex, Eventide, TC 

Electronic, Tannoy, AKG & Adams -Smith Zeta III. 

SSL parts; G computer from $25K, E modules from $2.6K 
SSL 4048, $135K; 6056E, $106K; Neve 8108, 56in, $95K; 
8058, $60K; BCM10, $10K; Trident 80B, $32K; Trident 24PB, 
36x24, $22K; Amek Angela 36in auto, $39K; 2500 auto, 
$36K. CALL for prices on API, DDA, TAC & Soundcraft. 

Tape; Otani MTR90, $26K; Ampex MM1200, $12.5K; MCI JH24 
$16K; 3M M79, $11K. Otani MX70 16tr, $8K; Tascam MS16, $6K. 

Processing; Sony PCM601 cony, $850; Eventide H3000SE, 
$23K; Teletronix LA3A, $600; UREI 1178, $850; Neve 1073, call 
Mics; Neumann U47 nuv, $2.5K; U47FET, $1.4K: U67. $2.5K. 

List Your For -Sale Items With Us Free!! 
Circle (38) on Rapid Facts Card 

8x2 NEVE 5432 CONSOLE 
w /case $7K. AKG C -422 stereo mit w/2 cables 
$1.7K. Jensen split (gnd lifts, split discon- 
nects)/Mogami 12pr w /case $800. Sony SLO- 
1800 SuperBeta, v.low hrs. $600 (case avail). 
Audioarts 2700B 1/3 octave eq $500. All in exc. 
condition. 

Call Rob at (203) 347 -1634 

Berlin Turns On 
Don't wail till March '93 AES Convention in Berlin. Get 
yourself one of my vintage tube mics right now: 

NEUMANN U 47s, 

M 49, U 87, KM 54, CMV 563, UM 57, M 562. AKG C 24. 

Serious written offers or inquiries only to: 
Reinhard Klippel. Witzlebenstr 39, W -1000 Berlin 19 

(Germany). Tel (030) 322 19 39 Fax (030) 322 42 68 

VTMP -2 TUBE MICROPHONE PRE -AMP 

ALL TUBE DESIGN, TWO CHANNELS OF JENSEN 13K6C MIC TRANSFORMER INPUTS AND INSTRUMENT LEVEL 

INPUTS, PHANTOM POWER, VARIABLE GAIN, LOW THO (.06%), LOW NOISE (124 EIN), REASONABLY PRICED 

USED BY: WALTER BECKER, HUGH PADGHAM (STING), RY COODER, ALLAN HOLDSWORTH, 
ANTON SANKO (SUZANNE VEGA), MICHAEL HEDGES L OTHERS 

FOR INFORMATION ON THIS PRODUCT OR THE TUBE DIRECT BOX CONTACT: 

DEMETER AMPLIFICATION INNOVATIVE AUDIO 
(818) 986 -7103 FAX (310) 470 8817 

1907 PARNELL AVENUE. LOS ANGELES. CA 90025 

Circle (35) on Rapid Facts Card 
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Bc 
Now You Can Afford 

THE WORLD'S FINEST 
UDIO TRANSFORMER 

50 Veers Of Engineering Excellence. 
Reichenbach's pioneering technology 
gives yon Transformers with: 

- The 3essel Low Pass Filter 
Response 

- Flat Group Delay 
- Minimum Overshoot and 

Ringing 
- Custom Low Distortion Core 

Material for Transparent Sound 
- The Quality and Reliability top 

Professionals have grown 
to Trust and Demand. 

1 25 100 
RE- 115K -E 553.92 $44.71 $34.39 
RE -11P -1 $51.31 $42.55 $32.72 
RE -MB -C 543.54 $36.11 $27.77 
RE -MB -D $76.15 $63.14 $48.56 

BC, 

Phons. (8(x)) 627 -7277 Fax 1818) 894 -0715 
t fumion s marketed through tet,en trm.formersi 

IH 41'ER COMMUNICATIONS. hVC. 
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USE REP CLASSIFIEDS 

SONEX- SOURCE 
58 Nonotuce St.. Northampton. MA 01060 

'Your Source for Sonex Acoustical Foam' 
Best Prices - Nationwide Delivery 
800-484-1003 Ext. 0032 413. 584.7944 
Order Credit Cards Accepted Fax or inio 

CAD PF -8 FOR SALE 
Reduced Price 

$400.00 US each : 
Two (2) Fully- loaded Units Remain 

Call (514) 595 -3966 : 

440 + Pink Noise 
CRYSTAL 440 (or 1000) Hz plus Pink/White 
Noise, A4 0 dbm 600íU balanced /unbalanced. 
1.2% harmonics, ±10 ppm. Board. p.s. $150. 
Also 50. 59.94, 60 film sound. camera xtals. 

Tobin Cinema Systems 
3227 49th Avenue Southwest 
Seattle, WA 98116 (206) 932 -7280 TCS 

MITAM AUDIO 
THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

CONSOLES 
MULTI -TRACKS 

MONITORS 

D.A.T. AMPS 
EFFECTS MICS 
USED EQUIPMENT 

1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 
Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346 -3161 
800 -334 -8187 

FAX 309 -346 -6431 

Extremely quiet 
Mic Preamps 

EIN = 133 dBM, 15052, 20 kHz 

Stereo portable XLR 48 y phantom 
$950 Also rack mount, multi -chan 

AERCO (512) 451 -5874 
Box 18093 Austin, 'l'X 787(ì0 

American Pro Audio 

Sony /MCI Trident 
Tannoy Eventide 
Yamaha Tubetech 
Fostex Soundtracs 
Beyer Roland Akai 
Ramsa Panasonic 

Mini Lease Program 
New or used, trade -ins 24 -60 
months with buyout option 
$5K -2SK no financials 

n business. 

1- 800 -333 -2172 

SALE!ES: 
MARKERFOAM' "ACOUSTIC FOAM 

r Ç GIANT 54 "x 54" 
Immediate Sh99.3' 
Reg 95 Now 519.99 3" Reg Reg 

AMA 539 95 Now 529.99, KILL NOISE BACK! 
High performance. full-sue sheets of super high density WrkMwm. 
EZ mount. Blue or gray. Supereflective sound absorption for *Woe 
Markerloam otters best valve oaks protes Ona & is proven r studios 
codwde Request Foam.Buyers Gude Catalog specs 8 hee samples 
today VISA MC. AMEX. COD PO's. OUANTITi DISCOUNTS -x MARKERTEK JUMBO 

- . SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
- `. Henry .duty 72 -030' padded blankets 

absorb sound wherever they re hung or r 
J 

draped Fabulous for stage. studio 8 hell 
:se. Top professional quality at a super 

s aver poke' Weight Albs Black. $19.99. 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES`" 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 

LOW, LOW COST! 
$3.49 per tie. 16216.2- itYéW..Yi:.S.." 'sn.. 
America s best acoustic tile blob,,,' value. only from Markertek " 
Charcoal. Also available 16, . 

16x3' as shown, $4.49each 

MARKERST1K' foam adhe - 
Owe FREE wrth any Foam pun 

chase in this ad Lemed otter 
A $5.95 per tube value 

;Llcifki tt SONEX a - All the colors and sizes 
^SU "'- a 11 plus great prices! 

Get our FREE 149-page catalog 
of over 6,000 exclusive and hard - 
to-find supplies foraudio & video. 

800- 522 -2025 America's most unique 
FAX: 914- 246 -1757 catalog for audio & video! 

MARKERTEK 
High St 24' S A VIDEO SUPPLY 
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DATRAX® 
D A T 
RAX 

Originator in DAT T. pe Stoege Systems. 

DATRAX 60 Solid Oak n Natural or Blank Finish 
DAT /DAT Tape Flight t oses 
Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: 
DA/RAX 40 Video 3mm Rao, holds 36 

Cassette Rax, holds 48 

For informati n or ta order: 

CALL TOLL FREE: 80Q.9.DATRAX 
Tel: 818.783.9133 .. Fax: 818.783.9318 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 3444 Moorpark 5I., 
Suite 23, Shermo i Oaks CA 91423 

111119111111110 

Make your c1- S74 111101111r, r IOW 

i P fil 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

P11 DIO Ar.pEcTy 

STUDIO EQUIP FOR HIRE 
Technician on staff 7 am. - 1 am. 

Open 7 days a week 
Digital Tape Machines, 

Synclavier Systems, 
Effects Processors, Reverbs 

(213) 871 -1104 (818) 980 -4006 
Ask For Mark 

RENTAL EQUIPMENT 

ill) Rents Exotic & Tube ( ;ear !!! 
Tubes 

Neumann U47 
Neumann U67 
AKG C -12A 
Pukes Mavec Ea/Pre 
Ahec 1566A Mio Pre 

New Items AlweysBeirg Added 

Exotica 8 Other 
API 550 ED 

ITI /Sontec Parametric 
Vocal Stressor 

Aphex Compellor 
Aphex Dominator 
Call for Availability 

db ENGINEERING Inc. 
Tel-(617) 782 -0648 Fax' (617) 782 -4935 

ACOUSTICAL CONSULTING 

BUILDING A STUDIO ?? 

STUDIO & ACOUSTICAL DESIGN 
COMPLETE STUDIO PLANS 
WIRING SYSTEM DESIGN 

STUDIO INSTALLS & PRE -WIRING 
OTARI & TASCAM SERVICE 

Have your new room or facility designed 
& built by audio professionals with over 
20 years experience as mixers, produc- 
ers, musicians & studio owners. 

db ENGINEERING 
Boston, MA (617) 782 -0648 

INSTRUCTION 

Recording Live Sound Music Business 
Composition MIDI and more! 

Over 550 titles. 
FREE CATALOG 18001233 -9604 

6400 Hollis St +12, Emeryville, CA 94608 

MIX BOOKSHELF 

DUPLICATION SERVICES 

'ESP 
TAPES & 

CD'S 

EASTERN 
STANDARD 
PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DR. 

BUFFALO, NY 14228 

TEL. 716-691-7631 
FAX. 716 -691 -7732 
1-800-527-9225 

CD REPLICATION 

HIGH SPEED 

CASSETTES 

AUDIOPHILE REAL TIME 

CASSETTES ON TDK -SA 

DIGITAL MASTERING 

AND EDITING 

COMPLETE 
PRINTING 

AND 

PACKAGING 

1 -800- 527 -9225 
FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

COMPACT DISCS CASSETTES VIDEO 
CD Replication Real Time Cassettes for CD -like sound 

High Speed Blank Tapes Complete Packaging/Printing 

Every tgx checked and guaranteed Fantastic Oualty 

1-800-365-TAPE (8273) one 

o- RO 

DISC MAKERS 
Cassette 
Duplication 
Record Pressing 
CD Replication 
Video Duplication 
Complete Packages 

CALL FOR OUR FREE FULL COLOR CATALOG 
1- B00- 468 -9353 (In PA: 215 -232 -41401 

DISC MAKERS 
1328 North 4th Street 

Philadelphia. PA 10019 
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EQUIPMENT WANTED 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
Looking to buy whole facilities. 

Equipment Only. 
No Real Estate. 

Serious as a Heart Attack. 
this is not a problem." 

617- 784 -7610 

Wanted: Dead or alive 
Pultec, ITI, Lang, Sontec EC's, Telefunken, 
Neumann, AKG or RCA mics. UREI, dbx, UA, 
Teletronix, Fairchild limiters and other gear. 
Boxes or tubes: API or Neve consoles and old 
guitars. 

Dan Alexander 
5935 Market St. Oakland, CA 94608 

510 -644 -2363 Fax 510- 644 -1848 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK RECORDERS 
AND CONSOLES 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267 -0600 

We're looking for equipment of 
exceptional audio quality... 

NEVES, SSLs, AMEKs, Fairchilds, 
LA -2As, Pultecs, Langs, etc. 

Cash or Trade 
"this is not a problem." 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
Tel: 617- 784 -7610 Fax: 617 -784 -9244 

Your ad could be HERE 
for just $50! 
Call or fax 

Renée Hambleton 
(913) 967 -1732 

FAX (913) 967 -1901 

SERVICES 

WHEN YOU'RE READY FOR THE BEST! 
State Of The Art 

Cassette Duplication 
HIGHEST QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
CUSTOM LOADED BLANKS LOWEST PRICES 

1 -800- 242 -2015 
CUP OF WATER PRODUCTIONS 

13780 12TH ROAD PLYMOUTH. IN 46563 

RCA MICROPHONES -Repair 
service on all models. Complete 
sound and cosmetic restoration. 
We also repair other ribbon types. 
ENAK Microphone Repair, 420 
Carew Avenue, Pitman, NJ 08071. 
(609) 589 -6186. 
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SERVICES 

ALIGNED AUDIO 
gives you 

in CD, 

VINYL and CASSETTE 
WE ARE YOUR ONE -STOP SOURCE 

FOR COMPLETE PACKAGES! 

do it right - do it right here 

CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-869-6561 

Circle (37) on Rapid Facts Card 

MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS 
RELAP /REPLACEMENT for Audio, Video. 
Time Code, Duplication. 
30+ years of head design experience. 

1 350 N. Eric Dr., 
Palatine, IL 60067 

800 -227 -4323 

How To Get A 

RECORD DEAL 
Make Your Music LOOK 
As Good As It SOUNDS 

Classified Advertising is available by 
the column inch (Classified Display): $50 
per inch, per insertion, with frequency dis- 
counts available. 1" minimum, billed at 
1/4" increments thereafter. 10" maximum 
per ad. Blind ads (replies sent to RE -P 
for forwarding) $25 additional. Reader 
Service number $30 additional. Ads 4" 
and larger will receive a free reader serv- 
ice number and your company's name 
listed in the Advertiser's Index. Spot col- 
or (determined by magazine) $150 addi- 
tional. No agency discounts are allowed 
for classified advertising. 

Contact Renée Hambleton, 913.967- 
1732, for information on frequency and 
pre -payment discounts, or send your or- 
der and materials to: 

Renée Hambleton 
REP 

9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215. 

Fax your ad to: 913 -967 -1901 

RECORDING STUDIOS jrfrior 
ri Ì, SHERMAN OAKS, CA 

FEATURING 
32 TRK Di :... X850 
24 TRK ANALOG 
TS 12 SOUNDCRAFT AUTOMATED MIXER 
1000 SO. FT. LIVE ROOM: 450 SO. FT CONTROL ROOM 
LOTS OF MIDI, SEQUENCING. KEYS. SAMPLERS ETC. 
GOOD MIC SELECTION NEW & VINTAGE 
BOULDER MIC PRE'S 
GREAT IN HOUSE ENG /MIXER & PROGRAMMERS 

ALL IN FOR ABOUT S100.00 PER HOUR 
CHECK US OUT... 

CALL BOBBY (818) 981 -0102 

US' MOST 
COMPLETE FACILITY! 

Cassette Duplication 
Compact Disc Production 
DMM Vinyl Pressing Custom 

Graphics Mastering Studios 
COMPLETE PACKAGES with state -ot -the -art 
Neve Digital Mastering for CD. Studer & Lyrec 
HX -Pro Cassette Duplication, DMM Mastering 
for Vinyl and a complete in -house art 
department - design, layout. typesetting. color 
separation. Get THE BEST at no extra cost, 

For a Complete Brochure. call or write- 

EUROPADISK, LTD. 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 

(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456 

COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE 
PRODU,3TION 

1'111-1 i ! 1 11at 1 irr 
1_11_71 I Ì l Il_ I C-.l l_¡DI- 

212-2,33-5950 
MASTERING REPLICATION 

PRINTING TOT PACKAGING 
POSTERS GRAPH C DESIGN STUDIO 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

330 WEST 58TH ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 

"FOR THOSE WHO HEAR THE 
DIFFERENCE" 

JBL 

PS * AR 

LOUDSPEAKERS- EXCLUSIVE 
Warran /Non Warranty Repair. 

Proles 
-High Center 

Profes nal -High Fidelity 
Four D Turnaround For Stocked Kits. 
All V/o Done By Factory Trained 
Technicians. 

PRICE STEVENSON ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
1591 Broad Run Rd_ Downingtown. PA 19335 (2151 383 -1083 

_ c 
p LA -2A LA- OWNERS 

Before you buy a ne T4B optical attenuator, O 
have it rebult at a f ction of the cost. Also 
stock OPTOiS. 

ANTHONY D MARIA LABS ' 

914 -255 -7229 G 
STOP PAYING Too MUCH FOR YOUR CDs! 

RECORD ^' 
Complete CD manufacturing and marketI(g services. 

II 

Our regular prices beat their 
advertised specials! 

Designed to fit your 
individual needs. 
What we include 
(that they don't!): 
Digital Mastering 
Glass Mastering 
Printing, Graphics 

Environmentally 
safe alternative! 

Complimentary color ads 
in major music magazines! 

Competitive turn- around time! 

2. Customized Packages 

3. No Extra Costs 
¡¡ ON RECORD n 1-800 

70 Route 202 N., Peterborough, NH 03458. Fax:(603) 924 -8613 
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Page 
Number 

Rapid 
Facts 
Number 

Advertiser 
Hotline 

AKG Acoustics, Inc. IFC 1 510- 351 -3500 

Aligned Audio 63 37 718-788-6969 

Anything Audio 58 31 617- 426 -2875 

Bauer Communications 61 39 800-627-7277 

Behringer 1 3 516- 932 -3810 

DB Engineering 60 38 617 -782 -4838 

Demeter Amplification 60 35 818-986-7103 

Dolby Labs, Inc. 25 16 415-558-0200 

Fast Forward Video 43 19 800 -755 -TIM E 

Frontera 45 23 619-727-3410 

The Hollywood Edge 31 17 800- 292 -3755 

Innovative Audio 60 35 818 -986 -7103 

Madisound Speaker Components . .60 32 608-831-3433 

Markertek Video Supply 61 36 914-246-3036 

Mercenary Audio 59 unlisted 617 -784 -7610 

M.T.U. 43 20 919- 870 -0344 

National Foam Inc 60 33 800-356-0944 

Peavey Electronics Corp 3 4 601 -483 -5365 

Rane Corporation 35 18 206- 355 -6000 

Recording Industry Sourcebook 45 24 213- 841 -2700 

Reliance Plastics & Package 57 30 201- 473 -7200 

Seam Tech 60 34 415 -543 -0170 

Selco Products Co. 44 21 213- 921 -0681 

Soundcraft U.S.A 14 -15 818- 893 -8411 

Studer Revox America, Inc 7 6 615- 254 -5651 

Tascam IBC 2 213 -726 -0303 

T.C. Electronic USA 33 15 805- 373 -1828 

Technical Audio Devices 4 5 213- 816 -0415 

UREI Electronics Products BAC 818-893-8411 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Renée Hambleton 
913 -967 -1732 
9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215 
Telefax: 913-967-1901 

SANTA MONICA, CA 
Herbert A. Schiff 
310 -393 -9285 
Jason Perlman 
310- 458 -9987 
Kelly Daugherty 
310 -451 -8695 
501 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 401 

Santa Monica, CA 90401 
Telefax: 310-393-2381 

NEW YORK, NY 
Ron Lew 
212 -332 -0615 
38th Floor 
888 Seventh Ave. 
New York, NY 10106 
Telefax: 212- 332 -0663 

OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Richard Woolley 
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre 
Clifton Road 
Deddington, Oxford 
OX15 4TP England 
Telefax: +44(0) 869 -38040 
Telephone: +44(0) 869 -38794 
Telex: 837469 BES G 

LIST RENTAL SERVICES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Lori Christie 
9800 Metcalf 
Overland Park, KS 66212 -2215 
Phone: 913 -967 -1875 
Fax: 913- 967 -1897 

TOKYO, JAPAN 
Mashy Yoshikawa 
Orient Echo, Inc. 
1101 Grand Maison 
Shimomiyabi -Cho, 2 -18 

Shinjuku -ku, Tokyo 162, Japan 
Tel: (3) 3235 -5961 
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT 
Fax: (3) 3235 -5852 
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ZIP LOCK. 

Sa. 640_, 

dIP 

If you've ever 
dealt with a 2" 24 -track whose 

synchronization was a design afterthought, 
appreciate the speed and pinpoint accuracy of the 
TASCAM ATR -80. its microprocessor- controlled tra 
is specifically designed for the repeataole locating 
need for no- excuses, extra -fast lockup in synchroniz 
operation. And the punch in /out precision you deman 

Built with legendary TASCAM reliability, the ATR - 

will continue to get the job done -session after sessio 
project after project. It is also plug corrpatible with 
SR racks. Available in a higher capacity 32-track format. 
And, of course, accommodates 14" reels. 

But, you be the judge. 
To arrange for a personal demonstration of the 

rapid -response ATR 80, just call (213) 726-0303. Or writ 
TASCAM, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 

TASCAM II 

'.,1991 If AC Arnenca, Inc Dolby rs a registered trademark o Jolby laboratories 

Circle (2) on Rapid Facts Card 
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1UJíîBACKED 
BY POPULAR DEMAND. c1 After more than twenty years, UREI Compressor /Limiters remain the choice of audio professionals, having earned 

a reputation for excellence as hard working tools of the trade. It is difficult to find a recording or broadcast studio that does not own at least one UREI 

Compressor /Limiter. And engineers in the Sound Reinforcement and Installed Sound industries have long considered our products as vital links of any high 

quality audio equipment chain. With experience as our teacher, and modern technology as our guide, we are proud to offer three LA Series Compressor/ 

Limiters, beginning with the LA -22. 

The LA -22, a dual channel unit, contains three Gain Reduction circuits, can be used as a Dynamic Expander, and is equipped with a Full Parametric 

Filter on each channel. Its unmatched versatility sets it apart as a truly unique multi- function 

tool. Designed with innovative "spectral agility," the user has the option to reduce or expand 

gain across the total audio bandwidth or at a chosen center frequency with variable "Q" of 

1/6 octave to 2 -1/2 octaves. With proper settings in the expansion mode, you can use the 

LA -22 to "lift" vocals in a live or studio mix or increase intelligibility in paging systems or radio 

INPUT 
I TPUT MONITOR 

SIDE MODE 

CHAIN SELECT 

SIGNAL LEVEL dB 
-30 -20 -10 -4 -2 -, 0 1 2 H 8 .20 

FDJ 

LIMIT 

WIDE 

a 
NulROw 

20 J-1:0c 
FREO Mx*O 

IOC 

DUAL 

FRE.) F4NGE 

Full Parametric EO Section. 

broadcasts. Conversely, in the gain reduction mode, the compression can be frequency focused to control levels to prevent feedback, for De- essing, 

De- popping or to creatively latten" the sonic character of particular instruments and vocals. The parametric filter circuit, completely accessible via the rear 

panel barrier strip, can be accessed and routed to the Side Chain, thus making the LA -22 a frequency dependent gain reduction or expander system. 

1:26111=116 As a pure Compressor /Limiter, the LA -22, along with the LA -10 single 

channel and LA -12 dual channel models, offers unparalleled performance 

and seamless transition, employing proprietary Smart-Slope I `I compression ratios. All three models feature transformer isolated output stages, 

optimized by a patented active circuit to assure the elimination of distortion and 

saturation frequently associated with transformers. Active Balanced Bridging 

Inputs easily handle amplitudes in excess of +24 dB and both input and output connections can be achieved by your choice of XLR -type, 1/4 inch phone or 

Barrier Strip connectors. Exceptional signal integrity, low distortion and superb dynamic range is common to all models. 

All three LA Series models are housed in a compact 1U rack space and are designed to deliver years of reliable service, in the studio or on the 

road. Whether your application is sound reinforcement, recording, broadcast or for permanent install, you'll find LA Series to be a trustworthy and hardworking 

addition to any system. From the people who set the standard, UREI. 

UREI ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 8500 BALBOA BOULEVARD NORTHRIDGE, CA 91329 (818) 893 -8411 

H A Harman International Company 
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